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The KingdomMessage in British
territory
1low known as British East
THEAfrica
includes towns with a history dating
back three thousand years, and others which
have sprung up in places unvisited
by the
white man one hundred years ago. The island
of Zanzibar has for centuries been the greatest
of all centers of the slave trade; while the town
of’ Mombasa, on 1he mainland, has witnessed
many battles and much bloodshed since the beginning of history. The towns inland in Kenya
colony, Uganda, and Tanganyika have for the
most part been developed in the present century.
Climatic conditions vary much according to
altitude and, according to the East African year
Book, can conveniently be divided into two portions, i.e., the Highlands and the Lowlands.
"The Lowlands" describes that territory below 4,500 feet and includes both the seacoast
area and a large tract surrounding Lake Victoria in the interior. In these parts Europeans
are advised to exercise care in order to maintain
normal health and must go away for periodical
changes. Conditions are unsuitable for the rearing of children.
The Highlands are situated
between the
above-mentioned areas, and conditions there
are muchless tropical and are generally healthy.
The risk of malaria is ever3avhere; but it is
preventable and curable. The only certain way
to prevent malaria is to see that the liver and
kidneys are kept in good order and that any
constipation
be immediately corrected and
health maintained generally. It is essential to
sleep under mosquito-proof nets and, last but
not least, to take not less than five grains of
quinine every evening, Malaria fever is caused
by the bite from a mosquito carrying the malaria germ. If a sufficiency of quinine is circulating in the blood at the time of the injection
tim malaria germ is at once destroyed. On the
advice of the Society, the writer took five grains
and sometimes ten grains of quinine daily and
felt no ill effects whatever. Governmentquinine

Number 332

East Africa By

is available at cost price at all the post offices
in East Africa.
A topee, or sun helmet, is essential during the
day, whenit is dangerous to allow the head to be
exposed to the sun for even a few minutes.
Much has been done of late years to improve
health conditions, and if the above precautions
are taken, no danger may be anticipated.
Towards the end of August of last year, two
of Jehovah’s witnesses arrived at Dar es Salaam, the capital of Tanganyika, complete with
a generous supply of "ammunition" in the ship’s
cargo. The testimony work began without delay, and in a fortnight nearly a thousand books
and booklets had been distributed.
This, of
course, raised the ire of the clergy, and a notice was placed on the Catholic church notice
board calling the attention of all parishioners
of Dar es Salaam to No. 1399 of the Canon Law
strictly prohibiting to buy, to read, or even only
to keep such books in a Catholic home.
Many of the books were left with Europeans,
but a goodly number were put in the hands of
educated Indians, and also a class of Indians
known as Goans, who seemed particularly
interested.
Our next port of call was Zanzibar, situated
on the island of the same name, twenty miles
from 1he mainland. Zanzibar has been for centuries the largest town in East Africa and has
nearly a quarter of a million inhabitants. Only
three hundred of those are Europeans, but they
are the rulers. The great majority are Swahills,
and there are 45,000 Indians and Arabs. The
town is laid out without any plan, and hence the
streets twist and turn in every way, so that a
stranger soon altogether loses his sense of direction. So narrow are the streets that motor
cars can pass only along the main roads, and
even then pedestrians must look out for a shop
door or some other refuge when one approaches.
The buildings are, in the main, of Arab design; and the hotel at which we stayed, with its
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heavily studded doors and thick walls, looked
more like a prison than anything else.
Zanzibar supplies practically the whole wor
ld
with cloves, and the aroma of these is present
in most parts of the town.
Our work hero was mainly among the Indians
and Europeans, and it was among the former
that the great majority of the books were placed.
It was indeed a privilege to take the message of
true freedom to this town which has for long
years traded in slaves. The slave trade is now
almost at an end, but a far greater freedom
awaits not only the natives of Zanzibar, but the
peoples of earth.
After a stay of ten days we again boarded a
ship, this time bound for Mombasaen route for
the Highlands of Kenya. Our three weeks’ work
on the coast had been carried out under very
hot conditions and we were looking forward to
work in a more temperate climate.
At Mombasawe boarded a train in the evening, expecting to reach our destination the next
evening. The East African trains are very well
equipped for tropical travel. Each carriage is
provided with a shutter to keep out the strong
rays of the sun, a wire mosquito net, as well as
a window. A very comfortable bed is provided
for three shillings, and the bedding attendant
will spray the compartment on request to destroy mosquitos. A restaurant car is provided
on all long distance trains, and good meals are
provided.
The train, on leaving Mombasa, traversed a
beautiful country amongstately cocoanut palms,
banana plantations and other tropical fruit. We
enjoyed a very comfortable night’s sleep, but
shortly after we awoke in the morning the train
began to skid and bump about in such a manner ’that we thought a wheel might be off the
rails. On putting down the mosquito net a most
alarming sight met our eyes. The whole atmosphere for miles around was thick with locusts.
There were literally
millions of them; and we
hurriedly
put up the windows, having read
somewherethat locusts had stings. These locusts, in five minutes, had the train completely
paralyzed. They got onto the rails and made it
impossible for the wheels of the engine to grip,
hence the violent bumping and shaking. The
train was on a slight incline. Wecould not go
forward; so we were allowed to run back over
a mile, and then we tried again. This time the
engine reached nearer the top before being
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brought to a standstill,
and then a number of
natives went immediately in front of the locomotive and swept away the locusts as the wheels
approached. After a good shaking the top of
the hill was reached, and in a short time the
train ran out of the swarm. It was indeed fortunate that these locusts did not have stings.
We arrived at our destination in good time
and obtained very favorable terms at an inn.
Here we were in the midst of a farming district
and enjoyed the very best of food obtainable.
Fine fresh vegetables, fruit and dairy products
in abundance were included in our fare, and our
meals were such as could not be obtained in
central London at any price.
The witness work continued, sometimes maid
great swarms of locusts. One farmer told us
that his usual milk supply had been reduced
from 120 gallons to 25 gallons a day because the
locusts had eaten up his cattle’s grazing, tits
neighboring farmer is in the same plight, but
each of (heal purchased a set of nine of Judge
Rutherford’s books, a set of eleven booklets, as
well as a ?ear’s subscription for The Golden
Age. Wehope that they have already found out
whois responsible for the ravages of the locusts
and that they are looking forward to the coming deliverance from this and all of mankind’s
troubles.
We much appreciated the temperate climate
of this area, due, of course, to its height above
sea level. In less than a fortnight, however, it
was necessary to go further inland to the lowland area. The first stage of our journey was
by train to lake Victoria, where we boarded the
S. ,S. Clement Hill, the lake steamer. Lake Victoria is really an inland sea, 250 miles long and
150 miles wide. The steamer leaves Kisumu
every Friday, taking five days to do the round
trip.
After twenty-one hours’ sailing, we reached
our next town of working, Kampala, the capital of Uganda (Central Africa). Here the books
were distributed in a most wonderful way, many
complete sets of books and booklets, along with
Golden Age subscriptions,
being received. One
gentleman who had seen a friend of his enthusiastically
reading Government fifty miles out
in the jungle arrived in Kampala one evening
determined to find the young men who were
distributing
these books. He now has all of
them and is also a Golden Age subscriber.
The next town we wanted to call on was twen-
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ty-five miles farther inland, and since the railway has not penetrated there yet, we had to go
by car. After a very successful visit and having reached a point nearly a thousand miles
from the coast, we commencedour return journey by another route.
At Jinja a few days were spent and here we
had time to visit the magnificent Ripen Falls
fed by Lake Victoria and forming the source of
the world’s most ancient river, the Nile. No
doubt little changed throughout the centuries,
the hippos play in the pools close at hand, the
crocodhes bask in the sun on the adjoining
rocks, and big fish leap in the pools at the base
of the falls. Here was the source of the river
whose waters had been the wealth of Egypt and
which at one time were turned into blood. The
source of the Nile was discovered only in 1860
by Speke, and thereby was solved a mystery
which had baffled geographers for untold years.
Wecontinued our journey to the coast, calling on a few towns on the way. The railway line
runs along the equator for some distance, but
contrary to what one might expect, it was exceedingly cold. The highest station in the British Empire, 9,000 feet above sea level, is situated
just a few miles from Equator Station, where
the railway crosses the line three times.
A few days later we were at Mombasa, on
the coast, where the heat can be described only
as terrific. Wewere forced to cut downthe mini-
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her of books carried in our cases, and even then
we could not working hours. We were continually covered with sweat. Nevertheless a very
effective witness was given in that town. Two
very well attended lectures were given, the biggest proportion of those present being Goans.
The Goans come from a province of India
south of Bombay known as Goa. They are of
Portuguese descent and all over East Africa
hold good positions in government and other
offices. They are a line, intelligent race of people and always ready to learn something that
will better mankind. Their homeland is overrun with Catholic priests, whowould like to exorcise the same control over the Goans of East
Africa. These people, however, are of an inquiring mind and they are fast finding out that
there is something far wrong.
After leaving plenty of evidence of our visit
to Mombasawe sailed again for a neighboring
town along the coast. A short stay there completed our visit to East Africa and we boarded
the Llandovery Castle and commenced our
three-thousand-mile journey back to Cape Town.
The message of the incoming kingdom of Jehovah has therefore been liberally spread over
East and Central Africa. It is a magnificent
country; and soon, in the day when nothing
shall hurt or destroy in all Jehovah’s holy kingdora, it will be a real happy home for some of
earth’s resurrected millions.

Newfoundland
on the Rampage
S LONGas a family has plenty of means it
ey set apart for food rations for his constituwill get along pretty well, but when funds he
ents, and that one memberhad refused to t
run low is a time to look for trouble. Newfound- income tax returns. The premier tried to whiteland is hard up. A few months ago it reduced wash all this, but the Newfoundlanders w
ould
food rations to $1.60 per unit per month. This is not have it.
about 5c per day per person. Did you ever try
Ten thousand of them gathered in front of
?living on 5c a day.
the ]Louse of Assembly on April 5. They wantThe Newfoundlanders did not take the cut ed to drown the premier, which is something
any too well. Nine hundred of them raided, a no premier likes to have done to him. Then
cabinet meeting, wrecked the furniture
and they smashed all the windows in the building,
broke a picture over the head of the premier.
but they did not get the premier, because three
That was in February. It was, so to speak, the clergymen took him under their wing and manpreliminary to the real fight.
aged to get him out of the building into an adThe real fight came on in April, when the joining one, and finally out of the back door
minister of finance and customs got sore and in of that into an automobile and away. Being a
the House of Assembly publicly asserted that
premier these days is almost as trying a job as
the premier had falsified minutes of the council being a preacher. The poor Newfoundlanders
in order to manipulate public funds, that one will now have to pay for all the windows they
member had converted to his own use the mon- broke. The premier claims he is still in office.
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Events in Canada By Our Canadian
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O HELP the rich to get richer and the poor
poorer the government has seen fit to cut
all civil servants’ wages 10 percent while interest rates have been allowed to increase. A front
page editorial
appearing in the Vancouver Sun
is worthy of quoting in this connection.
It
reads :
Premier Bennett has decreased civil servants’ wages
10 percent; he has at the same time increased the
rate of interest or rather the wages of moneyon new
dominion loans. And Ottawa, controlling as it does
the machinery of credit and the fiscal policy of Canada, pretty well dictates what each province must do.
Last week, the British Columbia government issued
$5,000,000 of 6½-percent bonds at $95. This means
that the government pays the astounding high rate
of 7 percent for its money.
Briefly put, Premier Bennett’s policies for Canada are to decrease the wages of work, but to increase
the wages of money. Where will such a policy inevitably lead to?
Whengovernments have to pay 7 percent for money, there is something wrong with government, or
something wrong with the monetary system. That
something wrong, unless quickly corrected, will undermine the value of safety of every dollar’s worth of
securities in Canada, and if persisted in would soon
wreck our whole capital structure.
Any sensible government knows that when the
wages of money get too high and the wages of work
get too low, the little man loses. He first loses his
money,then loses his job; and then finally the country loses. That is what is happening in Canada today.
instead of allowing the wages of moneyto increase
from 4 to 5 percent and up to 7 percent, why does
our premier not have the moral courage to get up on
the floor of parliament and declare that the interest
on Canada’s five billions of debt shall be reduced to,
say, 4 percent. Four percent interest at today’s commodity prices and today’s wages actually means a
greater purchasing power than 5 percent gave two
or three years ago. True, the interest on capital must
be protected, but no more than the wages of men.
Manifestly the government’s approach to the problem of economy is not in harmony with the opinion
of the great body of Canadians. The policy being
adopted will only widen the gaps in the economic
structure without in any way ameliorating the distress of the individual Canadian.

Correspondent

den heaped upon the people of Saskatchewan
is revealed somewhat in the following editorial
from the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix:
The people of Saskatchewan were somewhat startled
yesterday when they read that their provincial debt
had grown to $122,980,022 as compared with $88,000,000 eight months ago. Just how did it happen? The
increase is approximately $35,000,000, of which $13,000,000 is the wheat pool guarantee. That means the
debt grew roughly $22,000,000 in eight months from
other causes. It is a lot of money. On a per capita
basis it is more than $133 as compared with, roughly,
$100 eight months ago. The announcement made in
the house at Regina Mondaywill cause the people of
Saskatchewan to await the budget with the keenest of
interest to learn the details of how the expenditures
were made. Presumably relief accounts for it.
The total as compared with Saskatchewan’s previous debt seems startlingly large, but set alongside
the debt of other provinces it becomesless terrifying.
For example, at the end of 1930 British Columbia’s
provincial debt was $127,166,161, Alberta’s $113,806,926, and Manitoba’s $90,156,848. Each of those debts
has increased in the past year and today is probably
still higher than that of Saskatchewan. At that time
the B.C. per capita debt amounted to, roughly, $210.
In Ontario the per capita debt is as high as in Saskatchewan. Nevertheless, the growth seems excessive
and calls for the closest scrutiny by the people of the
province. If Mr. Gardiner’s estimate of the interest
charges is correct (he places them at $6,500,000 yearly) it is a heavy burden for the already heavily-loaded
taxpayers.

Capitalist
System a Failure
More and more the evidence
is accruing
pointing to the fact that the oppressive capitalistic
system is a complete failure and bound
to crash of its own weight. The intolerable
bur550

The International
Boycott
The following interesting
article,
under the
caption "Suicide Race Continues", is from the
Toronto Star:
If the most bitter of Marxian agitators had predicted, three years ago, that the capitalist system of
the world would produce certain of the conditions
which actually exist at the present time he would
have been denounced as a traducer and vilifier who
ought to be in jail. No such person could have invented worse accusations three years ago against the
world economic system than to have charged that
conditions would becomeas they arc.
Every nation has walled itself in behind high tariffs, has stopped buying and is trying to go on selling.
It is not a complete boycott of each other’s goods;
not in name,but it is largely that in effect.
Each country frantically tries to export goods, and
just as frantically tries to shut out imports---although imports are nothing else but payments for exports. Canada, like all other countries, refuses to ac-
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cept payments for imports, and her statesmen, like
those at Washington, wonder what is wrong with the
world. In line with what we have said on this subject before in an article entitled "What a World!"
the New Statesman and Nation (Eng.) says:
"The international suicide race continues. H
aving
all decided to keep out each other’s goods and to cut
down our purchasing power, the producers of raw
materials are everywhere reduced to destroying by
one dodge or another the wealth the hungry people
of the world are permitted to enjoy. Several recent
instances of restriction of output should be welcomed
by all orthodox economists. Rubber trees insist on
producing rubber in spite of the world slump, and
rubber untapped by its owners may be tapped by
natives and offered for sale at distressingly low cost.
At least one famous rubber company is now reported
to have found a solution for this unfortunate natural
abundance. An effective rubber pest has been found
and is now, we are told, to be pumpedinto the plantations. Similarly with regard to the surfeit of cotton.
It has been seriously suggested that the planters
should drop their campaign against the boll-weevil
which has suddenly ceased to be a pest and become
’the growers’ friend’. An alternative method of destroying crops is to find a new use for them. The
Brazilian governmentis reported to have got tired of
burning bags of coffee in a remote valley and is now
trying to pulverize the coffee into briquettes, w
hic
are to be used as fuel for 1he state railway engines.
If this economic fantasia is played much longer it
will not be coffee only, but the whole economicsystem,
1hat will go up in smoke."
What a world! An occasional voice is raised here
and there amongpolitical leaders in different countries urging a return to good sense. Senator Hull of
Tennessee issued a call on Christmas Day "for international action to lower tariff barriers as the first
step in solving 1he debt problem", lie declared that
tariff wails had "strangled" trade and it was fatuous
to have world commerce hampered and then insist
on debt payments. Fatuous it all is--each nation
seeking to live alone, in its separate cell.

jor study since 1924, and while it is not possible as
yet to make a final report, the statement adds, "the
experimental evidence so far obtained is distinctly
unfavorable. The majority of the animals killed at
different stages of the investigation have shownevidence of tuberculosis infection to a varying degree;
and the animals which appeared to enjoy a temporary
resistance to progressive disease are proving, for the
most part, l o be carriers and spreaders of virulent infection. With the knowledge at present available
’B. C. G.’ vaccination of cattle could not be justified
in Canada, and, in fact, is distinetly contraindicated."
Why Not an Equitable

Division?

The enormous inequality
in the distribution
of the growing wealth of the nation is seen in
the following Canadian Press report:
Attempts to reduce wages were denounced as a
"preposterous experiment" by TomMoore, president
of the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada, addressing members of the international labor movementat
the Canadian National Exhibition grounds today.
Until a system of unemployment insurance was
placed on the statute books of Canada and industry
charged with its cost, the masses would always be at
*lie mercy of capital in 1he matter of employment,
he said.
"For economic reasons if for no other, employers
are taking pains to protect their workmenfrom the
hazards of machinery. And the same thing would
take place if the cost of unemployment insurance
were charged against industry as a whole, lndustry
would not be so ready to east off the workers in times
of depression," he declared.
Canada’s accumulated wealth had increased $7,000.000.000 in the past nine years, said Mr. Moore.
This represented the sum of $700 for every person in
the country. Labor was entitled to some of the money
which it helped to create, he said.
Enforcement

of Gag Rule

tThe rulers, however, are satisfied to have i
so and are determined to stop any effort whatThe B. C. G. Fake
soever to bring about any change in that conThe efficacy of the B. C. G. is challenged, ac- nection, as evidenced in the following Canadian
cording to a news item appearing in the Toronto
Press report from Ottawa:
Telegram from which we quote:
The House of Commonsset a precedent today when
The efficacy of "B. C. (I." prophylactic vaccination it refused permission to a memberto introduce a bill.
against bovine tuberculosis is seriously challenged by Governmentsupporters combined to outvote, 72 to 49,
the Pathological Division of the Animal Disease Re- Liberals and other groups on a motion to permit J. S.
search Institute in a statement appearing in the an- Woodsworth, Labor, Winnipeg North-Centre, to innual report of the Federal Department of Agricultroduce a bill to amend the Criminal Code. It was
ture for the fiscal year 1929-30. International sigsaid to be the first time a memberhad been denied
nificance attaches to the statement owing to the fact
the right to produce legislation on the floor of the
that the system of "B. C. G." vaccination was introhouse.
duced by the Pasteur Institute
of France. ExperiThe Winnipeg Laborite sought to amend the famental work in Canada has been carried on as a ma- mous "Section 98" of the code, dealing with unlaw-
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ful assemblies. The house since 1926 has passed a
similar bill on five different occasions, but each time
it met defeat in the senate.
Frayed tempers were in evidence throughout the
incident. It was punctuated with interjections flung
across the floor, points of order and acrimonious remarks. At one stage Premier R.B. Bennett opposed
granting Mr. Woodsworththe opportunity to explain
his bill. This brought protests from Robert Gardiner,
I +. F. A. leader, Ernest LaPointe, whowas leading the
Liberals at the time, and cries of "Mussolini" from
1;,’irate memberson the opposition side.
When 5Jr. Speaker George Black put the formal
motion, "Shall leave be granted?" for the introduction of the Woodsworth bill, Premier Bennett gave
an emphatic "No!" The reply was echoed by the
government supporters , and before the Laborite had
an opportunity to explain his hill, division bells were
ringing.
The Workers Headed Downward
As further evidence the following item under
the caption "Canada Makes Progress in Attacks
on Workers" is quoted from 1’he Furrow:
The following list will show Canada’s progress in
free speech, free assemblage and free expression during the past year:
Arrests
ofWorkers
.............................................. 720
Convictions
................................................................
155
Demonstrations and Hall Meetings
Smashed
...............................................................
96
Workers
Murdered
................................................
3
Woundings
andBeatings
...................................
78
Political
Deportations
............................................ 2I
Fines
Paid
...............................................................
$1,048
TotalSentences
.............
119 years 3 months
Appeals
............................................................................
30
The "crimes" for which these sentences were inflicted range from attempted murder and inciting to
mutiny downthrough inciting to riot, sedition, sabotage, unlawful assembly, etc., to minor charges such
as vagrancy and disturbing the peace. The aim behind them all is to crush the working class of Canada.

Raising

A

Pullets

FARMERat Three Hills,
Alberta,
raised
twenty-one fine pullets and, the latter part
of February, packed them in a case and hopefully shipped them to Calgary.
The freight
charge on the whole shipment was $1.50. Other
charges were 25c. Eight of the twenty-one pullets were graded as No. 2, and as their combined
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Let the toilers make of 1932 an answer to vicious attacks of the capitalist tyrants and persecutors! Organization must meet them and defeat their attempts
at every point!
Every worker, every poor farmer, must fight the
capitalist terror through his own organizations, and
join and support the Canadian Labor Defense League,
which fights for the victims of these ferocious assaults.
A Good Violin Story
The following is a very interesting item front
the editorial
columns of the Toronto Globe:
In addition to a touch of the wisdom of Solomon,
there appears to be a good deal of human nature in
the County Court procedure of his Honor Judge
Field. Yesterday this happy combination led to a most
unusual occurrence. A Polish laborer sought to recover from a compatriot an old and valued violin
which, be claimed, had been left with the defendant
5or safe-keeping while the owner toiled in a Northern forest. The musician wanted either the violin or
$500, while defendant maintained it had been given
him in payment of room rent.
So far, little interest. But the Court saw more in
the action than appeared on the surface. A sort of
musical habeas corpus came into effect, and the violin
was produced in court. The plaintiff was ordered to
play. Now, an observant judge may note instantly
whether or not a violinist is performing on his own
familiar instrument. His chin fits snugly to the
"rest", his fingers wander easily to their places along
the strings, while his grip of the bowis like the handshake extended to an old friend.
While the Court watched, the plaintiff played. He
seemed to know what was expected of him. "The
fair land of Poland," his home, rose before him, and
the silent courtroom was flooded with the melodies of
a musical people in an older setting. There was no
doubting the ownership of that violin. The thrill of
music has wrought wonders in this world, and in
this case it restored to an expatriated son of Poland
his beloved violin.
But what a delightful
method of bringing out
evidence of ownership!

in Alberta
weight was 30 pounds, and the market was paying 5c per pound, the shipment dragged down
a total of $1.50. The remaining thirteen pullets
were listed as "No value".
It thus appears that all the farmer lost for
raising the twenty-one pullets and taking them
to the railroad station was 25c, which, per pul-
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let, figures out in cents only 1.190476190476
cents. It is evident that the mandid not figure
right, for if he had taken four more pullets to
the station his loss per pullet would have been
only one cent.
On the other hand, if lie had taken only ten
pullets to the station his loss per pullet w
ould
have been two and one-half" cents. Nowif he
had taken 250 pullets to the station his loss per
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pullet would have been only one-tenth of a cent.
Maybe some kind-hearted farmer will undertake to go over these figures and show us just
how this Three Hills pullet raiser should have
figured this thing so as to get paid for raising
his pullets. Here is a chance now for this California
man-what’s his name?- William A.
Vinson, the one who made so much trouble for
us in our issue of April 16, 1930, to do the handsome thing and clear it all up.

By Mrs. A. M. McCullough

have been so many articles
in
THERE
Golden Age about whole wheat flour

The
and
how to make the bread, but nothing about using
it in other ways than as a cereal, that I thought
I would send in some general information and
some recipes.
Wequit using white flour and granulated sugar ten years ago. We first used whole wheat
flour as a cereal (often adding raisins a few
minutes before serving) and for making muffins. Then I began experimenting,
using my
same recipes, but using all whole wheat flour
instead of white flour, and brown sugar instead
of white sugar.
Whole wheat flour requires more milk than
white flour, and less heat, and should be cooked
a little
longer. Whole wheat flour makes good
waffles, pancakes, coffee cake, cookies, pie crust,
dumplings, gravy, and cake. If you don’t believe it, just try it. It makesthe best fruit cake,
and the cake stays moist longer than when made
with white flour. If the whole wheat flour is
ground coarse, sift out the bran when making
pie crust or cake; but don’t throw away the
bran: use it when making muffins or mush. If
the whole wheat flour is ground fine, don’t sift
it for anything.
There is no sense in feeding children cake,
bread, cookies, etc., made of white flour and
white sugar and then take them to the dentist
and doctor all the time, when whole wheat flour
and brown sugar make things good to eat. [
always use brown sugar when making custard,
cocoa, pie or candy, and everyone says "it’s
good". Have even used brown sugar for meringue and ice cream. Wecan learn to like anything; so why not learn to like what is good

(Tennessee)

for us! White sugar and white bread look sick
to

me.

I never have any luck making whole wheat
muffins with sour milk; so if anyone has failed
making them with sour milk, don’t be discouraged, but try making them with sweet milk.
COOKIES

Two cups whole wheat flour
()he cup Quaker Oats
One and half cups brown sugar
Three-fourths teaspoon soda
One and one-half teaspoon cream of tartar
One-half teaspoon salt
One-half teaspoon cinnamon
One-half cup raisins
Twelve chopped dates
Eight tablespoons Mazola (or equivalent)
One egg
One-half cup sweet milk
All measurements level.
Drop spoonfuls on greased tin and bake
quickly.
EGG BREAD

One cup whole wheat flour
One cup corn meal
One heaping tablespoon brown sugar
One level teaspoon salt
One level teaspoon soda
One egg
Four tablespoons Mazola (or equivalent)
One and one-half cups buttermilk
Mix thoroughly and bake in greased shallo
w
pan or muffin pans in moderate oven.
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CHOCOLATE
CAKE
To the above recipe add four level talkiespoons cocoa or one square of Baker’s bitter
chocolate grated and one-third cup more of
brown sugar.

CUP CAKES

Two cups whole wheat flour
One-half teaspoon salt
One-half teaspoon soda
One teaspoon cream of tartar
One and one-half cups sweet milk
One cup brown sugar

COFFEE CAKE

Two cups whole wheat flour
Half cup brown sugar
Eight tablespoons Mazola (or equivalent)
Half teaspoon salt
One teaspoon vanilla
Half teaspoon cinnamon
All measurements level.
Half teaspoon soda
Mix flour, salt, soda and cream of tartar toOne teaspoon cream of tartar
gether.
Four tablespoons Mazola (or equivalent)
Mix milk, sugar, eggs, shortening and vanilla
One egg
together.
Three-fourths cup sweet milk
Adddrymixture
intotheliquid.
Fillgreased Mix all together and pour into shallow pan.
cup cakepansthree-fourths
fulland bake in Then mix and spread over the top half teamoderate
oven.Or thiscan be madeintoa two spoon cinnamon, half cup brown sugar and one
layercake.Thosewho bake with gas may put well beaten egg. Bake in moderate oven twenty
cakesin coldoven.
or thirty minutes.
All measurements level.
COCOANUT CAKE
If baking powder is used instead of cream
of tartar and soda, use the same amount you
To the above add one-quarter pound Baker’s
dry cocoanut or grated fresh cocoanut.
have been using with white flour.
gOne
g s or

two
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Can Girls

Afford

to Smoke After

(Reprinted

D "Cigarette

L. BARBER, the

These Facts?

from Midwest Free Press)

eminent physician, says,
smoking is spoiling our boys and
girls. It takes a boy’s regard for the chastity of
his school girl associates. The girls who smoke
cigarettes are failing to an alarming degree in
the, appreciation of their womanhoodand sacred
chastity."
"Smoking destroys a woman for a mother.
Her baby is poisoned while she is carrying it;
1he baby is born sick. I have seen ten cases of
this sort in one year."
"A baby born of a cigarette-smoking mother
is sick; it is poisoned, and maydie within two
weeks after birth. The post mortem shows degeneration of the liver, heart and other organs."
"Sixty percent of all babies born from cigarettesmoking mothers die before they are two years
of age."
The early indulgence in tobacco by boys and
girls causes premature development of the generative organs, a result not welcomedby thoughtful parents of today; and later it brings about
:premature inactivity and impotency.
R. (’.

Reading

Dr. Samuel A. Brown, dean of Bellevue Hospital, New York city, says that "smoking is
more injurious to womenthan to men", adding
that "women smoke nervously;
they cannot
smoke moderately. Their nervous condition develops anemia and other ills to which the sex
is susceptible. From the standpoint of health,
cigarette smoking among womenis very objectionable, and on the other hand, it is a let-down
of moral standards. Amonggrowing girls, particularly those developing mentally and physically, the habit is extremely dangerous".
Dr. Lewin says "the sexual power is impaired
by smoking and impotence sometimes results".
Dr. Mutrel "found nicotine in both the milk of
nursing mothers and in the fluid surrounding
the baby before birth". Dr. Hubert Tidswell
says "the delicate germ plasma of the male
smoker from which the infant is developed is
injured by nicotine". Dr. I. Miller, of Carlsbad,
said "the growing use of tobacco by girls and
womenforeshadows only evil to the race. When
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both parents use tobacco it means, in the end, action; consequently it has long been known,
race deterioration, if not worse".
when used immoderately, to extinguish the sexDr. Lorand said that "while tobacco produces ual appetite and annihilate the reproductive
harmful effects
on women who are already
faculty. It is a prolific source of spermatorrhea".
Dr. Walter Tyrell,
completely developed
"of
the Royal College
sexually,
its inju~’~-’------:..==.---7~
rj
of
Surgeons, London,
rious action is even [
THI S CUP RUNNETH O
R
E
V
---1 says "the tobacco habit
more serious in incom,"
pletely developed imis one of those pleasant
mature young g i r 1 s,
vices which scourge us,
among whom smoking
destroying
the very
nowadays is unfortuprinciples of manhood.
nately becoming more
I feel confident that
a n d more prevalent.
one of the most comIndeed, the pernicious
mon, as well as the
influence of tobacco on
worst, of its effects is
the organs of young
that of weakening and
girls is, to myopinion,
in some cases of dea matter which the
stroying the generagovernment authorities
tive functions".
cannot allow to pass
Dr. R. Hofstatter, of
unnoticed". Dr. Kress
France, says "the use
says that "if young
of cigarettes is damagwomen take up smoking the facial beauty of
ing generally there will
women. The features
come in the future a
become sharper,
the
landslide in physical
corners of the lips preand moral degeneracy ;
maturely wrinkle, the
the race
will
be
lower lip sticks out
doomed".
farther than the upper,
Dr. Solly, the faand thickens, the lips
mous surgeon of St.
lose their natural color
Thomas Hospita1,
and become pale, and
London, says "tobacco is a stimulus to the
later they grow a mustache. Twenty-seven
generative system, but the stimulating effect
percent of the womenin hospitals and asylums
is much earlier followed by its depressing
have both beard and mustache".

i

Johnson Wantsa Better Government
to the losses of $2,000,000,000
REFERRING
sustained by small American investors in

stead of deceiving the American public, it may
enlighten it."

bonds of European and South American countries, Senator Hiram Johnson, of California,
recently said: "Had I the power I would take
this government out of the lethargy that has
characterized it. I would awaken it to its responsibilities to its investing public. I would
make it the arbiter in the offering of foreign
securities and thus compel it to do that which
it has, in the interest of international bankers,
so carefully avoided, express itself so that, in-

Anti-Injunction Bill Nowa Law
HEanti-injunction bill is nowa law. It does
away with the yellow dog contract
by
which, in exchange for work, the workers
pledged themselves not to join labor organizations, and the law also forbids United States
courts to issue injunctions prohibiting workers
from refusing to work, or prohibiting the organization of workers or the conducting of strikes.

T

WhyClergy Are silent By D. H. Swengel, M. D. (Michigan)
(Extract

from a personal

letter

was a preacher,
MYthatFATHER
I becamean apostate,

but in spite of
for twenty years,
long enough to erase the old traditional
misinterpretation
which you and I know as blasphemy. There came a time when I looked into
my father’s eyes and asked a question, tie
knew all answer must be forthcoming.
"Dad, how many times have you read the
Bible from cover to cover ?"
"Once, but parts of it manytimes."
I asked a friend, a master of arts, so consecrated that he spent most of his adult life as
a missionary to Japan, the same question.
"Never from cover to cover, but parts of it
many times."
He was a fine, effective little preacher. I like
him.

to Judge Rutherford)

I was raised on an orthodox milk formula,
like the inclosure, diluted with water and sweetened to taste. Which introduces the purpose
of this letter.
Youoften say, "The preachers ought to know ;
they should have told the people, etc." The reason they do not know I have set forth above.
I suggest that you begin to tell the people that
the preachers do not tell them the plain story
in the Book because they do not know it. They
knowall about the Bible, but nothing of its contents. Tell them to ask their preachers how
many times they have read the Bible from
cover to cover, and not to be content with an
evasion. Then they will understand what is
meant by ’the blind leading the blind’.
I smile as I think of the possible reaction.

Not to Blame for These
To Utilize Currents of Upper Air
EARLY
everybody has noticed that there is
always some wind stirring at high elevations. A German now proposes to take advantage of this fact to product cheap electric current. If his ideas, which are attracting much
attention, are put into effect, great towers will
be built reaching 1,000 to 1,400 feet into the air,
and upon them will be mounted gigantic windwheels several hundred feet in diameter. It is
calculated that these wheels will produce electric power at less than a quarter of a cent per
kilowatt hour.

N

Small Users of Electricity Robbed
HE small users of electricity
are being
robbed, and the service charge or ready-toserve charge is the thief that takes the money.
Llewellyn Cooke, trustee of the Power Authority of the State of NewYork, is authority for
the manifestly correct information that the
small users of electricity who, all together, buy
less than a third of the electric power generated,
pay nearly two-thirds of the total revenues. Of
the nearly nine billion dollars in revenues collected by the industry in the years ]926-1930 the
small lighting customers contributed nearly five
and one-half billion dollars, or 61 percent, although they used but 30 percent of the kilowatt
hours.

T

Dead Indian Takes a Ride
ENTRALAMERICA, where travel
by all
other methods is extremely slow and tedious, now has airplane service to all important
points. Trips that take weeks by normal methods are accomplished in as many hours through
the air. Not long ago an Indian died while at
the capital city of Guatemala. His friends desired to have his funeral held in his home town.
The only way he could be taken there in any
reasonable time was by plane. The plane had no
space for caskets, so the dead Indian was helped
into a seat and took his last ride sitting bolt
upright.

C

Mellon Feathered His OwnNest
OVEROR
PINCHOT,of Pennsylvania, speaking
before the City Club of Cleveland charged
that AndrewMellon is directly blamable for the
present depression. In bringing about tremendous reductions in income-tax rates for the
wealthy, Mr. Mellon effected in his own case
a saving in one year of $828,348. Governor Pinchot would like to see America turn from her
present rule by Big Business to a new government of the people, by the people, for the
people, but it is something he will never see.
He will see God’s kingdom instead, and it will
be the complete desire of every honest heart.

G
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The Pope Was Grateful
LTHOUGH
the check from America of $1,100,000 as this ?’ear’s contribution to the
"propagation of’ the faith" is 20 percent less
than usual, yet tim pope is said to be grateful,
and in view of the fact that here in America
we have 8,300,000 families that are half clad
and starving it would seem as though he might
well be.

A

WhoGot the 168 Pounds?
fIE Tacoma Times tells of a farmer who
sold a 200-pound pig to the packers for
$8.36. The ,text day he went to a retail meat
market and was told that for $8.36 they would
sell him 32 pounds of pork ; and now the farmer
is wondering who got the other 168 pounds, and
if the people that buy pork know that the farmer gets only 16c out of every dollar the)’ pay
for it.

W

An Industrious Bank-robbing Firm
N INDUSTRIOUS bank-robbing
finn
showed its hand in a Pacific Coast city.
The robbers entered a live-foot storm drain
through a manhole more than a mile distant.
Directly in front of tim bank they cut a twofoot hole through the six-inch concrete wall of
the drain and then burrowed 46 feet underground until they got directly beneath the bank’s
inner vault. There they drilled up through a
twelve-inch reinforced concrete floor and came
out in the exact center of the place they started
for. It is believed that the job must have been
planned by an architect or structural engineer
who had a set of plans of the bank and knew
exactly how to take advantage of them.

A

The King of the Stowaways
HE "king of the stowaways" is just back
from a free trip to England. He went on
board the Olympic as a longshoreman, and with
the aid of two suits of clothes passed the time
pleasantly enough, part of the time as a sailor
and part of the time as a business man. He
found an empty cabin and ate with the sailors.
At Southampton he walked down the crew’s
gangplank, leaped over the wall and started for
London, which he reached all right and without
spending any money. There tie surrendered to
the police, as he found he could not get the job
he had crossed the ocean to procure. They punished him by locking him up for a month, and
then sent him home free.

T

40,,000,000 Living Below Health Standard
WINGto unemployment,part-time
work,
and wage cuts, the American Federation
of Labor estimates that 40,000,000 persons in
the United States are nowliving below the minimumstandard of health.

O

The Wild Boys of New York
r,. John H. FINLEY,of the NewYork Times,
speaking over the radio, said that in the
city of NewYork alone there are 20,000 boys
between 16 and 20 years of age who are living
like wild animals. They sleep where they can
and pick up a living as they can.

D

Public Workat a Stand Still
N NEWYORKcity $224,000,000 of public
work is at a standstill.
This work includes
subways, bridges and tunnels which arc badly
needed and would give employment to thousands. The big banks refuse to loan the money,
claiming that there is no market now for even
the best of municipal bonds.

I

New York’s New Water Tunnel
EW YORKhas just completed the holing
through of its new water tunnel. The tunnel is 20 miles long, and in no place is less than
520 feet under ground. It is designed to supply
Brooklyn, Queens and a part of the Bronx, and
to provide an alternate means of supplying New
York itself in ease of any accident to the old
tunnel now in use.

N

Night Riders in Louisiana
NIGHT
,riders
in Louisiana
took thea colored
man
70 years
of age into
woods,
stripped him, whipped him, painted his hair
green, his chest red and the rest of his body
another color, His appearance so affected the
poor man’s appetite that he was unable to eat
and within a week tie died of starvation aggravated by fright.
Jonesboro, Arkansas
HEJonesboro (Arkansas) municipal light
and water plant has rates which are 20 percent less than any privately owned utility in
the state. Last year the net profit of the plant
was $44,385, besides a free service to the city
totaling $28,000. Out of the 1931 earnings the
plant gave the city fire department a new 500gallon pumpingunit.

T
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Panama Canal Tolls Away Down
NTERNATIONAL
business has so badly fallTHEgreatest number of business failures in
one week ever recorded ill the United
en off that PanamaCanal tolls are the smallStates was that of 801 business defaults for est in nine years. Comparedwith the first nine
the week ending January 28, 1932. This was an months of the fiscal 3-ear 1930 the correspondincrease of 59 over the previous week, and 171 ing period of the present fiscal year showed
over the corresponding week of the previous
1,403 fewer transits and $4,733,683 less in tolls,
year.
about a 25 percent reduction.
801 Businesses Overboard

Steamship Fares Reduced
N The effort to offset last year’s losses shipowners of all countries have cut the,, rates
20 percent, and from that up to 50 percent for
the most expensive suites. The net working
loss of the Cunard Line last year was $2,100,000.
A great increase in foreign travel is hoped for
as a result of the new fares.

I

Ford’s Views on Advertising
ENRYFORDrecently said: "It seems to me
a waste of time to have to urge people to
buy in this country. That is not the manufacturer’s business anyway. His business is to
make something so good at a price so low they
cannot help buying." Incidentally,
that mere
statement, published free of charge, is good
advertising; so Ford is a good advertiser anyway.

H

I

Niles, Ohio, Feeds Manyfor Little
heS, Ohio, with a total populationof
16,000, is feeding 4,377 persons, or was
at last accounts. Ten tons of cabbage were
bought at $20 a ton. Cookedcereal, fresh bread
and coffee are served every morning. The main
meal menus include ham and cabbage, pork and
beans, beet’ stew, spaghetti and vegetables and
are said to cost the city only about l 1/2 c a meal.

N

Westinghouse Loss $3,655,659
I[E Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Companysustained a net loss of $3,655,659 for the year 1931, compared with a net incomeof $11,881,705 the previous year. The loss
in 1931 was due to a depreciation of $5,671,779
in marketable securities in the huge surplus the
Westinghouse company holds. Orders received
during the year showed a decrease of 24 percent.

T

Greatest Bridge of All
HE greatest bridge of all, the George Washington bridge, over the hudson at New
York city, has more wire in it than the next
seven big bridges of the world put together.
:Its main span of 3,500 feet is twice the length
of the next in size, the Ambassador Bridge, at
Detroit. On a warm July day the George Washington bridge is ten feet longer than on a
January day.

De la Cierva’s Wingless Flying Machine
UANDE LA CLERVA,the inventor who brought
the autogiro to success, has now invented and
has flown a wingless machine small enough to
tit into an automobile garage. It can take off
from a back yard or a rooftop, climbs vertically, and ix practically unerashable. It is expected that this craft will be able to travel 300 to
400 miles an hour.

2,000 Kidnapings in Two Years
HE New York Times is authority
for the
statement that in two years more than 2,000
persons have been abducted for ransom in the
United States, of which number one-fifth were
in the single state of Illinois.
Some wealthy
persons now employ detectives to constantly
guard them from abduction. By such an act
they confess that they have lost all confidence in
the government to protect them in their commonest rights. In eight of the states, Alabama,
Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, Nebraska, Texas and Virginia, death is the penalty for
abduction.

R
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Rocky Mount in Splendid Shape
OCKYMOUNT,N.C., is in splendid shape.
It owns and operates its own light, water
and gas systems, and each year these industries
turn back into the city treasury, over and above
the cost of operation and payment of outstanding bonds, a net profit of approximately $150,000. During the last five years the taxes have
been cut almost in half. The city has a cash
surplus of $72,149 in the bank; it has never had
a bank failure; it is taking good care of its unemployed; it believes in municipal ownership
instead of the aberrations of high finance associated with private ownership which has brought
America where it now is.
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Gambling Not So Profitable
TOCKexchange gambling is not so profitable as it was. In the year 1929 seats in
the stock exchange sold for as high as $600,000.
A seat was sold in April for $98,000. The total
number of seats on the exchange is 1,375.

S

Unfilled Orders of Steel Trust
HE United States Steel Corporation ordinarily has on hand unfilled orders for upwards of five million tons of steel, but at the
close of March these unfilled orders amounted
to less than two and one-half million tons, and
plants were operating at only 22 percent of
their capacity.

T
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The Uses for Glass Bricks
T IS anticipated that one of the principal uses
for the new glass bricks will be for the erection of gasoline service stations; they will also
be used to fill the areas between windows, and
in some factories glass brick roofs may be employed. The bricks are quite large, 1.} times
tim size of commonbricks.

I

Increasing Use of Airways
ARESon air lines have been dropped to six
cents a mile, which is approximately rail
plus Pullman fares. A check-up of 784 corporations capitalized at $100,000 or more shows that
477 of these now have executives traveling by
air and find the need for air travel increasing.
Planes are being speeded up and will soon be
on schedules of 140 to 150 miles an hour.

F

Uncle Sam’s Tax Bill
NCLESAM’Stax bill of $14,000,000,000 is
one-fifty the national income and amounts
to approximately $110 annually for every man, Bakers Will Help Feed the Hungry
HE bakers will give to the Red Cross the
womanand child in the United States, or approximately one day’s labor in every week from
live to ten million pounds of bread and
every citizen. A short time ago one person in other bakery products per week which they
every twenty-two was on the public payroll;
have on hand at the close of the day’s business,
nowit is one in every eleven.
and they have also offered to bake bread, without profit, from government wheat now being
Raising Relief Funds in Queens
distributed
by the Red Cross. About 90 perEWYORKschool teachers have been en- cent of the bakers in the country are included
couraged to give 5 percent of their wages in these generous offers.
for relief of the poor. In one school in Queens
borough, where twenty-five teachers refused to Fast Trains to Chicago
NE reason why the trains to Chicago can
contribute the 5 percent asked for, they were
kept in by the principal for an hour and fortynowbe speeded up is that traffic is so light.
five minutes until all but three had agreed to The changing of the time of so many trains disthe demandof the principal that they contribturbs schedules over the entire system. It is
ute. The Queens sewer steals are the most believed that by equipping the trains with spedreadful in the history of government. Many cially designed pneumatic tires, and streamlinlost their homes because they could not pay the ing them, it would be possible to reduce the
huge assessments.
running time between the two cities to eight or
nine hours. The new schedules call for eighteen
Coal Mining Perplexities
hours for the fastest trains.
HE coal mining perplexities of the present
trace back to the fact that in America we Forrest City, Arkansas
ORRESTCITY, Arkansas, bought a small
have too much coal and too many miners. In
war times miners worked full time at large
electric light and water plant for $11,000 in
wages, but now much of the work is done by 1906. Since then, from its earnings, it has exmachinery, oil and natural gas have cut down pended $155,000 on its plant and now has one
the need for coal, and better combustion methods that is up-to-date in every respect. The bonded
have still further reduced the demand. In the indebtedness is nowdown to $50,000 and is being
mining regions there are a million children for paid off at the rate of $12,500 a year. Last year
whomthere is no apparent future occupation.
the plant gave the city $6,000 worth of free
Formerly there were opportunities
to engage service, took care of its bonded obligations, and
in agriculture, but even these outlets are closed. returned $22,000 in profits to the city treasury.
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South American Mails Are Light
IR mails to South America are light. In a
recent month there was a total of only 334
pounds of mail carried on the air route via
Dutch Guiana and Brazil to Buenos Aires. The
Government paid the Pan-American airways
$79,140 for this service, or about $237 per
pound. While this seems like a high cost per
letter, yet we believe the moneywas well spent.

A

Much Unemployment in Detroit
N EDITORIAL writer
for the New York
Times, writing from Detroit about the middle of March, stated: "If 50,000 additional men
were put to work in Detroit factories tomorrow
there would not be as many men working as
were employed a year ago. Not half the men
who were employed in 1929 are working today,
yet most of them and their families are still
in Detroit, hoping against hope and leading a
hand-to-mouth existence."

A

Air Transportation in 1931
ASSENGERSover American lines in 1931
totaled 457,340, an increase of 22 percent
over the previous year. Express shipments
showed an increase of 118.9 percent for the
same period. The miles flown totaled 41,416,688,
which was an increase of 33 percent over 1930.
The increase in pounds of air mail carried was
10 percent. These increases in air transportation in the face of the depression existing in
other lines are very noteworthy.

p
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Railroads Gradually Slipping
HE railroads
are gradually slipping,
and
there seems to be no help for it. Someof
the railroad systems that operated at a loss in
the month of February are the Alabama Great
Southern, the Mobile & Ohio, the Wabash, the
Ann Arbor, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Boston
& Maine, the Clinchfield, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Great Northern, the International Great Northern, the Pere Marquette,
and the Texas Pacific.
Buses are gradually
taking over the smaller lines.

Twelve Safety Commandments
HE president
of the Studebaker com
pany
gives twelve safety commandments:
1. Don’t pass on hills or blind curves--you might
just as well drive blindfolded. 2. Don’t challenge the
right of way--if in doubt take no chances. 3. Don’t
fail to signal all turns- tim fellow behind is no mind
reader: 4. Don’t cut corners--that’s the other fellow’s territory and he might claim it. 5. Don’t cut
in sharply after passing--the driver behind hates
1he ditch as muchas you do. 6. Don’t cut out suddenly from behind a parked ear--it may be both the
start and finish of your trip. 7. Don’tweaveall over
the highway--that’s whythere’s a center line. 8.
Don’tattempt to beat a stoplight -- it mightbeat you.
9. Don’t cometo sudden stops without signalingrear end crashes are costly. 10. Don’tlag in traffic-you have no right to delay those behind. 11. Don’t
take a chanceon faulty brakesor tires -- it’s a saving
you’ll regret in the long run. 12. Don’t be reckless
at any time- you jeopardize not only your ownlife,
but the otherfellow’s as well.

Pullman Cars Losing Business
F THE Pullman company wants to get back
its lost business it will have to reduce its
rates to what they were before the surcharges
were added. The people simply will not pay
the exorbitant prices nowcharged for a night’s
sleep, and are going by plane or bus or any way
to avoid them. The Pullman company tried to
recoup their losses recently by asking for an
extra charge for the second passenger carried
in a berth, but the Interstate
CommerceCommission refused to give them the right to make
the extra charge.
Chipper Talk Won’t Change Conditions
CIRCULARletter
of the stock exchange
firm Babcock, Ruston & Company, Chicago, says, very truthfully:
"Talking about a
trade betterment is not going to bring it, and
with 31 months of bear market and 33 months
of business recession behind us we should be
sufficiently steeped in realism and a willingness
to appropriate realities, not to chase after rainbows and indulge in phantom hopes. It has
been appreciated for months that no major depression in the history of the United States
ever ended in the spring. We have never believed that this depression, the biggest in the
last 100 years, would end this spring."

Gallon’s Municipal Plant
HE Galion (Ohio) municipal electric light
plant, makes a minimumcharge to its customers of 50c a month. The rate for the first
100 kilowatt hours is 4½c; the largest users get
their current at 1c. From 1929 to 1931 more
than $230,000 was taken from surplus and
spent for improvements and plant extension.
On February 1 of this year the city had a
balance of $193,562.50 and laughs at the critics
of municipal electric plants.
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like rats in a trap, one of our most
CAUGHT
painful lessons to learn is that we are head-

men and women; they have truth on their side,
and they are getting results, and know it, and
hence they feel a peculiar joy in scalping the
ed for the tomb and, do what we will, we call
stave, it off only a few years. If we look to the M.D.’s who have so often manifested intolerance
l)y putting the chiros in jail on the trumped-up
Scriptures on what to do to help ourselves t,)
a fair enjoyment of good health while we are charge of practicing medicine without a license
(which they refuse to grant).
here, we do not get much information.
Not long ago we got hold of a little book put
We can see that man was primarily a fruitarian, and may judge it would be best for him if out by the chiropractors which contains numerhe would adhere to that diet; but few do. Later ous statements by the M.D.’s. It makes mighty
reading. We have rearranged it,
lie was permitted to eat flesh foods; and most interesting
and
present
the
bulk of it herewith. It gives the
of us yield, knowing we are here for only a
statements
of
104 regular M.D’s as to what
little
while anyway, and it won’t make much
they
think
about
medicine. At the conclusion
difference, in the final analysis.
of
the
quotation
from each doctor appears a
Our Savior helps us to the information that
number
to
correspond
with his name in the list
"they that be whole need not a physician, but
of
physicians
with
which
the article ends.
they that are sick [do need one]" (Matt. 9: 12),
Oh yes, and to whet the appetite for what foland completely balances it with the account, in
lows, we give the Chiropractor’s catechism on
Mark 5:26, of the poor womanthat ‘had suffered at the hands of many physicians, and had what the M.D.’s think about consumption or
tuberculosis. It sounds a little uncertain, but
spent all that she had, and was nothing bettered,
may be O.K. if well shaken before and after
but rather grew worse’.
Wesee that the earth produces ’herbs for the taking.
service of man’ (Ps. 104: 14); but the herbs
"Consumptionis caused by Peruvian bark. "--Dr.
there referred to certainly include the common Stabi, M.D.
vegetables and may be limited to them. Sores
"Peruvian bark is an effectual cure for consumption."--Dr.
Martin, M.D.
were mollified with ointment (Isa. 1 : 6), but
-"Vinegar
is a fine preventive of consumption."
are not sure what was in the ointment. Fig
poultices were used for boils (2 Ki. 20: 7), and Dr. Galen, M.D.
"Consumption is caused by young people taking
wounds were dressed by pouring in oil and wine
vinegar to prevent obesity. "--Dr. Dissault, M.D.
(Luke 10: 34). And that is about as far as the
"Foxglove is a specific in consumption. "--Dr.
Scriptures take us.
Beddoes, M.D.
At this point begins our argument as to what
"Foxglove is more injurious in consumptionthan
kind of physician we shall have, and our allobeneficial."--Dr. Pan, M.D.
pathic, homeopathic, eclectic, hydropathic, na"Consumptionis only curable by mercury."--Dr.
turopathic, osteopathic and chiropractic friends Brillonet, M.D.
-"Consumption
is due to the use of mercury."
modestly step out into the limelight and tell us
Boardman
Reed,
M.D.
with one accord that if we want relief we shall
"Consumption
should
be treated by bleeding, coolcome their way. Not being able to go seven
ing
medicines
and
starvation."--Benj.
Rush, M.D.,
ways at once, we have to make a choice; and
Medical Author and Critic.
immediately the other six become mortal ene"Consumptionshould be treated by tonic, stimumies. So far, so good.
lating medicines and diet. "--Dr. Salvadore, M.D.
Osteopathy and chiropractic
produce such
"Evidence on which contagiousness of tuberculosis
immediately beneficial results that we hesitate
rests is so frail that it wouldbe scorned by any imto make a final choice between them, and so we partial jury of ordinary intelligence."--Thos. J.
gravitate from one to the other and wait for the Mays, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
-"Tuberculosis
is no moreinfectious than corns."
perfect day when we shall not need either. It
J.
H.
Hedge,
M.D.
is fun to hear them talk about each other and
about the M.D.’s.
And now for the main presentation,
which
In trying to crowd the chiropractors off the may seem a trifle monotonous to anybody else,
map the M.D.’s have made the worst possible
but is sweetest music to an osteopath, a naturemistake. The chiropractors are a bright lot of path, or a chiropractor:
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"Medicine is a science of guessing." x
"Drugs do not cure disease. The particular symptoms may be quieted by a narcotic or some other drug,
but the disease itself remains." 2
"All medical legislation is of itself ill the nature
of class legislation, asked for by the few and not by
the masses." "Indian tribes, with their limited amount
of learning and intelligence, successfully healed themselves for ages past. Then, surely, the whites of this
day, with their far more learning and intelligence, are
capable of selecting the safest and best methods of
healing and, therefore, should not be prevented from
exercising this privilege by state medical laws created
for the sole benefit of a class of physicians who follow the dispensary, as aforesaid, and attempt to cure
one disease by producing another." 3
"I heard an eye specialist
(now dead) make the
statement that he had destroyed the sight of a basketful of eyes before he learned to operate successfully
for cataract." "If there is a fact knownto scientific
medicine, that fact is that major operations on the
pelvic organs of womenwith, or with a tendency to,
insanity, only aggravates the condition, and yet there
is scarcely a female brought before the lunacy commission of Dallas, Tex., of which the writer is a member, who has not had from one to five mutilating
operations performed on her." "Nerve exhaustion
from shock, chronic invalidism, irremediable and constunt pain from adhesion--these sequels are common
amongthe patients of the greatest physicians living."
"The last few years there has been welded into other
abuses the custom of sending every sick man, woman
and child to some sanitarium. This paper could not
afford me the space necessary to record how this
modern graft operates." "A doctor dropped a tube
in the throat of an only child who was dying of
diphtheria. The momentary relief was so great that
his father was delighted with the idea that he would
get well. The doctor knew he would die, but taking
advantage of the psychological momentlie struck the
father for a fee of $1,000 and got away with it (the
usual charge is $25 for this simple operation). I heard
this gentleman talk about the medical profession with
tears in his eyes. Great is humbuggery." "Medical
fads of the day--Wasserman’s test reaction for the
detection of specific disease, Salvarsan--and high
blood pressure, they have all added their numbers to
the ranks of the insane and hurried them into the
bughouse." "Seventy-five percent of all drug addicts
were so made by doctors." 4
"Operations for appendicitis are unnecessary.." 5
"Medicine is a shapeless collection of incoherent
ideas.’ ’ 6
"I sincerely believe that the unbiased opinion of
most medical men of sound mind and long medical
experience is that the amount of death and disaster
in the world would be less than it now is if all disease were left to itself." 7
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"Drugs, with the exception of two, are valueless
as cures. ’8
"There is not a single disease for which we have
an absolute specific." 9
"The single, uncombined, different and confessed
poisons in daily use by the dominant school of medicine numbers one hundred and seven." 10
"Half the time the doctors are wrong." 1
"Of all known sciences, none has been more unstable, con:fused and contradictory in doctrine than
medicine." 12
"Surgery as a cure for cancer has been tried in
the balance and found wanting. The death rate has
increased lamentably of late years." 13
"Nine-tenths of physicians make the best guess of
which they arc capable and prescribe accordingly."
"The fact that a doctor has to make a living out of
disease, handicaps his eagerness to diminish and prevent disease in his vicinity." "If 90% of our patients would recover anyhow without any medication
or in spite of our improper treatment, are we not
quacks to the extent of 90%?" "Legalized physicians
are treating at least 50% of their patients without
knowingwhat is the matter with them. The unlicensed
man would probably not do much worse." "Fifty
percent of diagnoses are wrong." "If we arrive at a
correct diagnosis in only 50% are we not quacks to
the extent of the other 50%in diagnosing and giving
treatment ? .... A quack is one wholeads his patients
to believe he has medical resources which, in fact, he
does not possess ; whofosters in themall sorts of superstition about drugs, plasters, electricity, etc." 14
"How much medication really produces any beneficial results, and what percentage of our methods
really benefit our patients in the present chaotic state
of therapeutics--until we can answer those questions,
how can we say that non-medical forms of treatment
with which we are unfamiliar do less good, do more
harm, arc neither beneficial nor harmless as compared
with the methods we use." "Every educated physician
knows that most diseases arc not appreciably helped
by drugs." "Occasionally a patient comes to me after
having gone through the hands of other physicians,
some of whomhave been of the highest standing, men
who would know whether or not a patient is really
diseased. In many such cases it has been obvious to
me that the patient is sound and well and that these
other physicians must have known this." "It is only
because we conceal from the patient our real intention
and deceive him into believing that we have medical
resources, which in fact we do not possess, that he
takes the medicine at all." "In diagnosis, the private
practitioner cannot say ’I don’t know’ without incurring an economic risk, which he is under very
strong pressure to avoid." "If a patient comes to
me with something that does not lie within myspecial
line, I do everything that every practitioner could do:
make the best guess he can. That is what private
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practitioners arc paid for. That is what the average
citizen gets for his money. .... Manywho hold themselves out as physicians have poor training, have poor
knowledge to judge, and are bunglers." "We physicians are like the old-time shoemakers. Wedon’t
specialize. Whenyou see a doctor put up a shingle,
’Physician & Surgeon,’ you have the truth that he
is neither." 14
"Whena surgeon has to decide the question ot7 an
operation, his task is made harder by the introduc
of an irrelevant and most disconcerting factor, viz.,
1he prospective fee. If he decides that the patient
needs 1he operation, flint means $50, $100, $1,000 or
more for him. If he decides that no operation should
be made, there is no fee for him. The Patient wants
a perfectly unbiased judgment; he is extraordinarily
fortunate if he gets it." "The young surgeon is not
to be trusted, because his opinion as to whether an
operation is advisable or not is biased by the consideration of the fee in the ease of operating as against the
foe it’ he does not operate." "The world’s famous
clinic of MayoBros. at Rochester, Mira1., employs a
business agent who has correspondents in all party of
the country, and whose object is to discover approximately the incomeof every patient visiting that clinic.
From the figures thus obtained, the fee can be calculated upon a percentage system. One hears rumors
that the gross receipts of the clinic are in the vicinity
of $1,000,000 a year." "There is no good reason to
suppose that the physicians at the Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minn., had any very extremely scientific
4endowmentto start with." 1
"Hundreds of operations for stasis, resulting in
horrible, irremediable pathology, as illustrated by
Dr. James T. Cane, in the Journal of the A
erican
m
Medical Association, Nov. 16, 1915, a condition that
can easily be permanently relieved by simply judicious treatment, if you know how, have been perpetrated by men considered the best surgeons in their
communities, to the everlasting regret of the patient.
Is it right to legalize such stunts as that? .... If medicine is to remain a profession this competition for
money must cease." "There are too many surgical
operations performed by men who have not the skill
to make the operation of benefit to the patient, with
the result that many necessary operations are not
done, because so many people have come to distrust
all or nearly all surgeons." "We should avoid the
scandals of inhumancharges and of indecent exploitation of suffering humanity by tim sharks of the profession, and we might well avoid the tragedy by which
the impecunious young doctor must select general
practice, for which he is ill equipped because he can
not afford to devote himself to the pursuit of pure
science, for which he was best fitted." "If a patient
refuses an operation, he should not be denied any other form of treatment he may desire. There is just
about as muchjustice in a law outlining the definite

form of treatment one shall employ for his ownperson
an there was in the old one compelling a certain religious belief for the salvation of the soul." 14
"A patient of mine could eat but lithe, he failed
to improve on diet and usual remedies; he adopted
one of the recent culls. In a very short time he was
able 1o eat anything, apparently is perfectly well and
is at work. He had been treated by other physicians
for the same condition during the past four years with
no belier results than I obtained." "Any suffering
person who has tried out a diagnosis of treatment
from regulars with little or no effects, should be at
liberty to have other forms of treatment." "In the
present ignorant, less than fifty percent efficient condillon of the medical profession, we are in very poor
position to assume lilt right to prohibit anything."
"The persistent trend of medical legislation towards
the end compulsion, will eventually result in a revolution similar to that which look place against compulsory religious belief." "Personally I cannot construct
any theory of State medicine in a democracy which
does not appear to me to be likely to ruin not only
the democracy, but medicine." "So long as medical
science is no science at all, but merely a hodge-podge,
50-percent efficient, we have no right to assume that
because we cannot understand how changes come
about ill a patient, it is not done and cannot be
done." 14
"A patient whomI did not treat, but know very
well, had diagnosis by good men in the city of Portland for tuberculosis of the bowel and was sent home
to die. He took up with a cult and writes me that he
is absolutely well, having gained 30 pounds m" more."
"The medical profession possesses the one great fault
cof arrogating to itself all knowledge of therapeuti
measures, while as a matter of fact they are floundering in their own quagmire of therapeutic uncertainly
and yet denying any virtue whatever in other forms
of treatment they have not investigated and are entirely ignorant of.,, "Whenpeople we can do no good
ave at last relieved of suffering at the hands of irregulars, no one can blame them for adopting then , and
to my notion any law that would prevent the sufer
from being

permitted

to receive

such relief

would be

pernicious and certainly not for the good of humanity." "What a patient wants is results. If the medical doctor emmet give them to him, although he
learnedly lull him what is the matter with him, and
an irregular can, just so long those methodsof treatments are going to have followers, and rightly, too."
"If I were a patient in a predicament, I certainly
would want the mode of treatment that offered any
prospect of relief or recovery.’’ 14
"When the people see medical men persitnly
spending millions of dollars of public funds in health
boards in attempts to establish a medical oligarchy,
it is only natural for them to conclude to thoroughly
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investigate whether or not doctors give value received
for their money." 15
"Thousands of desperate eases of chronic diseases
could be easily cured if someone had sense enough to
1ell the poor victims to quit taking medicine." "There
is no knowncure for diphtheria. Anti-toxin does not
cure. Whydeny it? It killed my only son. I have
known many others." "Any doctor who persuades
people into taking no drugs will soon make a reputation of curing chronic diseases." "No one can entirely recover health while taking medicine." "What
people need is to quit taking medicine." "If I lake
medicine for myliver, it is probably doing harm to
my stomach and other organs."
16
"All our curative agents are poisons, for they diminish the patient’s vitality." "Physicians have hur7ried thousands to their graves." 1
"Prevailing modes of medical practice are productive of vastly more evil than good." 18
"In consequence of their ignorance or indifference
of the possibilities of the Roentgen rays for healing,
hundreds of people were disfigured for life or killed
by the great number of physicians using these machines, and I regard the sober truth when I aver that
not one in ten of the owners could distinguish the
difference between a static spark and Halley’s Comet,
or a Roentgen ray from Bill Ray." 19
"The only use medical students seem to make of
books is to obtain by study the knowledge which is
recorded in their pages--not to expand the knowledge
they have acquired by the study of nature. For that
they seem to have little enthusiasm, little curiosity
to know."’20
"Errors of diagnosis are due to incorrect instruction in medical colleges and entire lack of adaptation
of the doctor to the medical profession."
21
"Medicine vendors know but little of the human
organism and knowa great deal less of the medicines
they impose upon their helpless victims."
22
" ’Advanced medical knowledge’ is a term employed to cover ignorance." 23
"Statistics
of deaths from hydrophobia show that
they have increased in every country where Pasteur
Institutes have been widely exploited." 24
"The whole germ proposition is a silly, senseless
fable." "The average medical mind is so dwarfed by
superstitions that it cannot comprehenda simple law
of nature anyhow." "Doctors of today are not allowed to think for themselves--they must follow the
medical priests and swallow the American Medical
Association dope or they will be branded heretics and
be burned at the stake of medical ethics."
25
"A third of a century of actual medical experience
teaches me that it is impossible to harmonize materia
medica and commonsense." "I know from personal
experience drugs do not cure disease. They mask
symptomsand give temporary relief, but that is all
they can do." "Poisonous drugs poison the human
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system, and weak drugs have no effect upon it."
"Few medical physicians have the moral courage to
brave the ostracisms of their fellows ; so while privately they will send membersof their family to a chiropractor or go themselves when sick, publicly they
openly condemnthem or maintain discreet silence." 26
"In true angina pectoris and typhoid fever, with
temperature of 10$ degrees, I got convalescence
more rapidly by chiropractic adjustments than I could
have obtained by using drugs." "I have by chiropractic adjustments obtained wonderful results in
acute and chronic appendicitis, rheumatism, constipation, stomach and kidney trouble, goiter, headache
and the pelvic diseases peculiar to women." "If I
were confined wholly to one branch of therapeutics,
I would choose chiropractic unhestiatingly. I hesitate
to state the number of womenI have helped to health
and the evasion of the surgeon’s knife through chiropractic adjustments alone."
27
"There are manychiropractors whoin certain kinds
of cases, I am convinced, do vastly more good than
the most highly educated physician." "I believe that
in lime chiropractic will be taught in all medical colleges." 28
"If the medical men would adopt chiropractic they
would have an unequaled health system in their
hands." "I am getting good results through chiropractic adjustments in the largest part of my work,
which are eases referred from medical men."
29
"Medicine is not a science."
30
"Fumigation, time-honored as a preventive of communicable diseases, is well nigh useless in accomplishing that result." 31
"A conscientious growing suspicion that medicine
is more speculative than exact as a science caused me
to abandon the practice." "When one thinks of the
tangent the profession of medicine has gone off on
with its auto-sere therapy to opsonian indexes and
serum ad-nauseams, one really wonders how two doctors of medicine can meet without laughing in each
other’s face." "I saw my entire family taken away
with diphtheria while under the care of medical physicians." "Where death results from medical treatment, no blame ever attaches to the medical doctor,
because he has the impregnable wall of medical prestige to hide behind." "I have seen a beautiful girl
of eighteen years die with all the symptomsof morphine poisoning after having been given as medicine
one-eighth grain of morphine sulf." "A young lady
whomI know was injured in an automobile accident.
Consulting surgeons and specialists passed her along
from one to another--because her father was rich-and did her no good. I saw her later--still
in her invalid chair--restored to health by a chiropractor."
33
"Ninety-nine out of every hundred medical facts are
medical lies, sad medical doctrines are for the most
part stark, staring nonsense."3
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"An army of victims arc rushed to their graves by
incompetent pretending doctors." 34
"There is scarcely a sound physiological principle
among us. ’’ 35
"Medicine is so unsatisfactory to tic to if one is
conscientious in trying to deliver aid to nature." 36
"I have had sixteen years’ experience in the practice of medicine. I can say that there is no connection
whatever between medicine and chiropractic."
"Medicine is a great big guess." "After my observations
of the last few years, I am led to recommend very
highly that people who are not in good health see a
chiropractor and take adjustments."
37
"There is no potency in the doctor, his medicine
or treatment; but rather in the forces that reside in
the patient." "Physicians prescribe cathartics that
destroy sensibilities of the nerves." "Narcotics arc
given by physicians for intestinal indigestion that
destroy the sensitive nerve endings of the bowel."
"A case of goiter that measured 25 inches in circumference of the neck, in a few weeks of chiropractic
adjustments was reduced to 19½ inches." "Medicine
has appealed to the strong arm of the law to protect
it against irregulars. Whenthe people see and learn
by experience that the man on the outside is the one
who does things, they will break down the medical
fences in order to get to that man." 38
"The American people are opposed to the policy
of extending special privileges of State Medicine to
any school." 39
"Medicineis a colossal system of self-deception." 40
"There is not a single medicine in all the world
which does not carry harm in its molecules." "Medicine is cranky and irrational,
more dangerous than
dynamite." 41
"There are two drugs which, from the very beginning of history, have had an enormous reputation
as stimulants, strengtheners, cures, alcohol and opium,
because they have the fatal gift of deadening pain
and giving relief to all who suffer." "The relief of
pain is the most highly appreciated blessing; consequently, nine-tenths of all soothing syrups and mother’s friends contain opium or other narcotics, twothirds of the consumption cures contain either alcohol
or opium to buoy up the pale-faced victims with a
delusive sense of improvements." "Most of the colic
cures and medicines for summersickness contain some
fairly powerful narcotic." "The large majority of
the asthma, hay fever and catarrh cures contain opium
or cocaine." "The most popular cough mixtures and
the famous cough drops contain traces of opium."
"Nearly four-fifths of all the bottles or boxes of
patent medicines and others sold over the counter to
all comers contain either alcohol or opium." 42
"Our miscalled ’remedies’ are absolutely injurious
to our patients." 43
"Werethere no physicians on the face of the earth,

there would be less sickness and less mortality than
nowprevails." 4
"In spite of allopathic medicines, all the chronic
diseases of the last hundred years are with us." "Today we usher a new discovery into the world with the
blare of trumpets. Tomorrow, we preach its funeral
with a new idea. The public believes what it sees,
and when it sees us constantly deserting our own
colors it has no faith in the opinions we hold or the
remedies we use." "When we drink our own poisons
and cut out our ownvitals, we will have the right to
ask the public to follow us in blind confidence."
"Wearc asking the public to believe in what we do
not believe in ourselves. Weare asking them to take
medicines we will not take, and to submit to operations which we will not permit ourselves." "The people will give you all the medical law that you ask
for, but it will only be giving you a little more rope
to hang yourself with." "From the time of the first
medical law, drugless healing has been going ahead
by leaps and bounds." 45
"Ninety-nine percent of all the cocaine and morphine manufactured in this country is used by persons who have formed the drug habit through physicians’ prescriptions." "Those using cocaine, morphine and opium are short-lived, most of them dying
within ten years after contracting the habit." "Why
should a patient swallow a poison because he is ill, or
take that which would make a well mansick ? .... Already the number of preparations devised by the chemist for the drug treatment of disease exceeds 75,000
different ’remedies’. The array of material from which
to select is so great as to constitute a perpetual riddle
in medicine." "Non-reliance upon drug therapeutics
for the cure of the sick is complete so far as I am concerned, much to myown satisfaction and gain to the
patients." 46
"The doctor does more mischief than the malady." 47
"Medicines are instruments of death in physicians’
hands." "The public would be infinitely better off
without professed drug physicians."
48
"Chemical drugs increase and complicate conditions.’ ’ 49
"Clinical records showthat there is hardly a recognized form of disease that cannot successfully be
’treated’ by chiropractic adjustments." 50
"It is impossible to harmonize materia medica and
common sense." "Even advanced medical students
will fail to comprehendthe subject of medicine in its
present state of scientific insanity." "The medical
profession has suffered in the eyes of the people from
the days of Pasteur, 1885, who proposed a serum for
the supposed disease of hydrophobia in man." "There
has been a rapid growth of serums and vaccines, vivisection and quarantine; there has also been a loss of
truthfulness and prestige for the medical profession." 51
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"I thoroughly believe that progress in the art of
healing--not by any means an exact science--is best
conserved by giving people the utmost freedom to
choose whomthey please to treat them when they are
ill." 52
"The greater part of all chronic diseases is created
through suppression of acute diseases by drug poisons." "Dr. Osler, in his ’Medicine’, in Encyclopedia
Americana, declares the utter uselessness of drug
treatments and endorses drugless healing." 53
"We medical men are following the wrong course
in our investigations, acting without knowing the why
and wherefore of the trouble." 54
"Improper medication is the cause of our chronic
sufferers of today." 5
"There is no such thing as a medical science."
"Doctors do mighty little--when
they don’t do
harm."

56

"This is an age in which knowledge has been put
into the possession of the commonpeople. If we do
not keep abreast of the times, civilization will pass
by and leave us in an atmosphere of scorn." 57
"There is no reason why the general practitioner
should not avail himself of . . . manipulative treatment as is of proved efficacy and success .... The
profession of medicine has neglected an opportunity,
and the public has been the arbiter .... I believe the
next decade will witness one of two conditions--perhaps both: The osteopathic school will become in
reality a college of medicine and surgery, or the regular medical college will include mechano-therapy in
its curriculum." 58
"Probably seventy-five percent of the people who
come to us would get well in spite of what we do
for them." 59
"The drugless healer is one of the best things that
has comeinto the life of the present." 60
"The senseless, ruthless destruction of the tonsils
is becoming each day a greater menace to the publie good." "The function of the tonsils is unknown
and, therefore, these organs should not be removed."
61
"The medical profession are endeavoring to establish State medicine. State medicine is no more to
be tolerated by the people than is State religion."
"Our school children are being used as revenue producers by political doctors and political educators." 62
"It is a bunting disgrace to our profession that
six of Omaha’sphysicians in a year have been operated on for appendicitis. That they did not prevent it
by proper care of themselves is a fine advertisement
of their inefficiency." "The NewYork coroner found
in forty-two consecutive eases of appendicitis operalions that the appendix had been healthy, sound and
normal. ’ ’ 63

"Back of disease lies a cause, and the cause no
drug can reach ." "We know there is a cause of disease, but we do not work on it." 64
"The ultimate mortality of cancer of the breast is

just as bad today as it was thirty-five years ago, if
not worse than it was then." 65
"A drug or substance can never be called a healer, r
of disease." "A drug is never a help in disease." 6
"We medical men know little
or nothing of the
real action of drugs." 67
"Correct diagnosis in manyimportant diseases fails
below fifty percent in recognition; and in some, below
twenty-five percent." 68
"A physician for a number of years, I have spent
all my time rebutting testimonies from surgeons,
which are mere speculation and do more harm than
good." "Up to the present time the great majority
of the medical profession have kept blinders on the
laity. There now is a widespread and rapidly spreadJag dread of the blood-poisoning treatment; state after
state is abolishing compulsion in this connection."
"Don’t be afraid of germs. We are getting germ
crazy." "The cause of disease is in the poisonous
drugs physicians superstitiously
give to effect a
cure. ’ ’ 69

"As we place more confidence in nature and less
in the preparations of the apothecary, mortality
diminishes." 70
"Physicians are not in the class that will be permitted to pass final judgment on the practice of the
healing art." 71
"The chiropractor uses nothing but his bare hands
to realign bones that are misplaced in the spine, thus
releasing pressure of harder substances from the nerve
trunk to restore normal tension to individual nerve
fibers. The application of such adjustments is practically painless and leaves no ill effect with the patient." ;-"
"Drugs do cure one disease by producing another. ’ ’ 73

"Regular medicine rails at the ’irregulars’
and
brands all such ’quacks’. But when disease enters the
physician’s own home; when the best efforts of which
he is capable, fail; when willing colleagues of superior skill and sound judgment can accomplish no
more; when the well recognized medical and surgical
domain offers no hope--then help from any source,
orthodox or heterodox, is acceptable." 74
"The sufferer would be safer without a physician
than with one." 75
"A very largo proportion of failures in medical
treatment is due to wrong diagnoses. Other failures
result from remedies continued too long and in too
large doses." 76
"Noscience is so full of fallacies, errors, illusions
and lies as the school of medicine." 7
"The art of drug therapeutics is a combination
of science, luck and humbug." 78
"The first duty of a physician is to instruct the
people in the laws of health and thus prevent disease. The tendency has ever been toward a conspiracy
of mystery, humbug and shence." "The rank and

the of medicine are like sheep led astray. " "Physicians have bitterly opposed every real and scientific
help in the art of medicine, filled the world with incurable invalids; disgusted all sensible and thoughtful men by their fallacies and humbug." "I charge
that physicians have encouraged superstition
and
humbert by the germ theory of disease." "The past
fifty years have been rife in medical delusions."
"Germsare the result, not the cause of disease. They
are scavengers; their h, legitimate work is to clean out
the sewers of our bodies. They are beneficial helpers
to an important end." 79
"The ignorance of physicians of the effect of drugs
is closely related to their lack of knowledge of the
effect of poisons in general. Very few physicians are
able to recognize a case of poisoning at once." "Doctors prescribe digitalis in every care of heart trouble,
although it should be used only tit a certain stage of
heart disease and at oilier times it is absolutely dan-

to sacrifice a few patients now and then than to be
frank about one another and thus destroy public confidence." 85
"The practice of medicine is a farce." "Only ten
percent of doctors are fit for practice." "Ninety percent of my fellow practitioners
are quacks." "Physicians mask their incompetence under a smattering
of science." "For thousands of years medical doctrs
have been educating the public into the false belief
that poisonous drugs can give health. Those of us
who know better and would like to adopt more sensible, natural methods of cure can do so only at the
peril of losing our practice and reputation." 86
"Many chiropractors
are adjusting from ten to
fifty patients a day to the satisfaction of the majority of their patients. Mostof these patients are chronies who have made the rounds of the various kinds
o£ treatment, both regular and irregular. The results
would astonish any medical man who would make an
87
investigation."
80
gerous."
"Wedare not expect drugs to cure." 8
"We studyfalsefactsand falsetheories."
"We
"The chief cause of quackery outside of the proha,-e multiplied diseases and increased fatalities."
"Dissections daily convince us of our ignorance of fession is the real quackery in the profession." 89
disease and cause us to blush at our prescription."
"All medicines are poisons." 90
"The Constitution of this republic should make spe"The most severe ease of renal colic which it has
cial provision for medical freedom. To restrict the been myfortune to see, was cured instantly by manual
adjustment of the ninth dorsal vertebra." 91
art of healing to one class will constitute the bast
he
of medical science. All such laws are un-American
"Fifty percent of Seattle’s surgical operations are
’’92
and despotic." st
crimes committed in the name of surgery.
"I have had about as much success with drugs and
"We have been powerless to prevent the spread of
medicines as almost any other medical man and I epidemics." "Treatment, both prophylactic and curagradually lost confidence in them. I have been led to tire, has been futhe in the ease of infantile paralysis,
see that in mymedical education I have been educated and the correct outlook as to the future progress of a
in the art of healing with the cart before thehorse." given ease is rarely foretold. Is there any wonder,
"Chiropractors are obtaining results that I could not therefore, that so manypatients fall into the hands
have obtained with medicine or surgery." 82
of quacks and irregular practitioners ?" 93
"Superstition has always been propagated by the
"The arrival of a clown in town is worth more than
doctors."83
the arrival of twenty medical quacks with drugs." 94
"The son of a medical doctor, I was educated for
"The drugless healer is steadily growing in influthe same vocation in life. After nine years’ expe- ence. Medicine is facing an ever increasing wave of
rience in medicine, I discovered through medical ad- discredit. The public knowsthe unstable side of medvice that I had sugar diabetes. A friend advised a icine." "Medicine is facing an ever increasing wave
course of chiropractic adjustments which fully re- of discredit amongthe laity. The causes are numerstored me to health again, without any return of the ous, but none are more potent than our lack of knowltrouble since, and that is nearly seven years ago." 81
edge and the untrustworthiness of a not inconsiderable
"The medical profession is overcrowded with the fraction of the profession. The thinking public knows
rank output of commercial medical schools." "Doc- the unstable side of medicine." "Let us be frank and
tors prolong lucrative illnesses." "Most doctors have acknowledge the etude and imperfect character of
no honor and no conscience." "If we keep our oath our present methods of limiting the incident of diswe are at times forced to stand by our incompetent ease; of protecting the individual, or perfecting the
and ignorant or mistaken colleagues to retain the con- race." "Let us come down from our pedestals and
fidence of the people." "The medical doctor’s oath get closer to the people, consult the public pulse rather
obliges him to uphold the practice, right or wrong, and he
than to attempt to control it." "In analyzing t
not expose the weaknesses or errors of the craft."
public mistrust of the medical doctors, let us not for"Every allpathic doctor will allow a colleague to get the small percentage of our conferees we dare condecimate the whole country rather than violate the suit when sickness enters our own household." 95
bond of professional ethics by giving him away." "A
"Medicine is beyond the comprehension of the
large number of the medical profession hold it better
public." "The sick manis getting help from the drug-
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moulded, and he is not capable of doing much original thinking. In fact, he has not the time, even though
he has the intellectual capacity to do so. The result
is, he graduates, enters the ranks, takes himself seriously, espouses the cause of medicine with more zeal
than wisdom and plainly demonstrates that his education has been a process of hypnotism." "The world
ters worse." 98
is gradually being emancipated from the slavery of
"Drugless healers are daily turning back into the medical superstition
and quackery." "According to
world people made sound and well by their simple Richard Cabot, M.I)., professor in Harvard Univerand correct work, who have been pronounced incurasity, and recognized as a man of more than ordinary
ble and beyond the reach of medical science. I leave ability, 50 percent of he
the patients treated at t
it to the reader to pick the quacks." 9
Massachusetts General Hospital, upon autopsy exam"I feel that the era of drugless healing is upon ination, were shown to have been treated for diseases
us." 1
00
that never existed." "The time is coming when laws
"The medical art has not arrived at that stage of will be passed whereby no surgeon will be privileged,
exactness entitling it to be called medical science."
101
as a single individual, to pass in judgment concerning
"I am sick of learned quackery in the medical
the necessity of an operation." "To guard against
ranks." lo2
unnecessary surgical butchery, an advisory board will
"The public are very suspicious of doctors because some day be established, which board will pass judgmedicine is in the hands of a circumscribed few who ment in such cases, and a chiropractor will be on that
are financially selfish."
103
board." "The skill of some drugless healers in cur"A young man entering a medical school accepts
ing disease should make the most brilliant surgeon in
the teachings as true. His mind being plastic, is easily 104
the land ashamed of his incapacity."
less healer, and that is the WHY
of favor for him."
"Drugless healing, operating within the realm of ecrumoll sense, is therefore understood and accepted by
thirty million of our people." 96
"Cures are beyond doctors." 97
"To give chemical drugs means to increase and
complicate conditions, hence all these drugs make mat-
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Conditions in Russia
ALTERDURANTY, in the New York Times, recently said of Russia: "There are no sensational kidnapings or suicides,
no gangsters
aim not even any elections to distract the public
mind. No one has much of anything except work
and tall: and plans, of which all have plenty and
find it suits them. But there is little doubt that
on the whole the prime necessities of food, clothing and shelter are adequately provided. There
are no beggars or lines of unemployed in Soviet
streets, no rent evictions, no ragged despair, no
luxury and not much comfort."
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Placing

Obedience

Above Love of Kindred

ONEmay look for everlasting
life who
N Ofails
to comply with the conditions which

had had in the subject of obedience to Jehovah God was now laid upon the males of the
God has placed upon acceptance of that gift.
tribe of Levi.
The Scriptures tell us that one must give God
Amongthese Levites thus selected were, of
the first place in his heart; obey God’s com- course, all the first-horns of that tribe, and
mandments to the best of his ability;
get a
They had
knowledge of Jesus Christ, God’s Son; accept these would have a double interest.
been spared in the Passover and, even if the
Jesus as the bread from heaven ; hear and listen
others forgot, they would not forget how their
to His voice; become one of His sheep: do the lives had been spared. If a commandwas iswork Jesus gives him to do; give earthly pos- sued, they at least, among the Levites, would
sessions a secondary place in his heart; and be for obedience and life rather than for disshow love and mercy toward all.
obedience and death.
Tucked away in one little verse, in Deuteronomy 33:9, is something Moses said about the The Sudden Test at Sinai
tribe of Levi that we can wall afford to consider
The entire nation of Israel was put to a sudat this time. It is in "the blessing wherewith den test at Mount Sinai. In the third month
Moses, the man of God, blessed the children of after leaving
Egypt God reminded them,
Israel before his death". Each of the tribes
through Moses, of how He had wrought for
had something special said for its encourage- them a great deliverance out of the hand of
ment, but the language used with regard to the Pharaoh. Henceforth, if they would obey His
tribe of Levi is unique. It says: "Who said voice, the whole people should be His peculiar
mite his father and to his mother, I have not people. The elders, speaking for the people as
seen him: neither did he acknowledge his breth- a whole, and then the people themselves, speakren, nor knew his own children: for they have ing for themselves, said, "All that the Lord
observed thy word, and kept thy covenant." We hath spoken we will do."
examine the meaning of this peculiar statement.
Following this promise, the Law Covenant
Wehave to go back to the Exodus to get our was ratified under circumstances of the greatstart. On that night, the first-born were in a est solemnity. The people washed their clothes
place of peculiar danger. All the Israelites may and made ready for three days, waiting for
be said to have been in danger from Pharaoh God to reveal himself to them. On the third
and his hosts, though that danger amounted to day, with Mount Sinai’s summit swathed in
nothing, because they were all Jehovah’s people, thick clouds, with the thunders rolling, the
but the first-born
were really in danger of lightning flashing,
and the whole mountain
death, Had their parents failed to select a lamb trembling and smoking, God spoke to them with
without blemish and to strike its blood upon the the voice of a trumpet, "which voice they that
door posts and lintels of the home, the firstheard, entreated that the word should not be
born in that home would have been slain when spoken to them any more . . . and so terrible
the angel of death went through the land on was the sight, that Moses said, I exceedingly
the night of the Passover. The rest of Israel
fear mid quake." -- Heb. 12 : 19, 21.
might forget the incident, but the first-born
He summonedMoses up to Him in the Mount,
would never forget. As they left Egypt the and there began immediately their great test.
cries of the Egyptian mothers whohad lost their
First were the ten commandments, which they
sons were ringing in their ears, while every agreed to keep to the letter. One of these was:
step they took was leading them away from "Thon shalt not make unto thee any graven
bondage and a land of death.
image, or any likeness of any thing that is in
After the Exodus had taken place it pleased heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath,
Jehovah God to make a substitutionary arrange- or that is in the water under the earth: thou
ment by which all the males of the tribe of Levi shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve
were to be set apart to His service, to take the them." (Ex. 20:4,5) This was amplified
place of the first-born males out of all the the explicit command,"Ye shall not make with
tribes. The interest, the peculiar interest, which me gods of silver, neither shall ye make unto
all the first-born males in all the tribes of Israel you gods of gold."--Ex. 20:23.
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Seven days later,
after "all the people answered with one voice, and said, All the words
which the Lord hath said will we do, . . . and
be obedient" (Ex. 24: 3, 7), Moses went again
into the mount to receive the "two tables of
testimony, tables of stone, written with the finger of God" (Ex. 31:18); and before he could
get back to the camp the people had repudiated
everything.
Unable to Obey 40 Days
The story that follows is familiar to all our
readers, but it does no harm to give it again,
because it contains a great lesson; and hence
we give it just as it appears in Holy Writ :
And when the people saw that Moses delayed to
come down out of the mount, the people gathered
themselves together unto Aaron, and said unto him,
Up, make us gods, which shall go before us; for as
for this Moses, the man that brought us up out of
the land of Egypt, we wot not what is become of him.
-And Aaron said unto them, Break off the golden ear
rings, which are in the ears of your wives, of your
sons, and of your daughters, and bring them unto me.
And all the people brake off the golden earrings which
were in their ears, and brought them unto Aaron.
And he received them at their hand, and fashioned
it with a graving tool, after he had made it a molten
calf : and they said, These be thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. And when
Aaron saw it, he built an altar before it; and Aaron
made proclamation, and said, Tomorrowis a feast to
Jehovah. And they rose up early on the morrow,
and offered burnt offerings; and brought peace offertugs; and the people sat down to eat and to drink,
and rose up to play.
And Jehovah said unto Moses, Go, get thee down;
for thy people, which thou broughtest out of the land
of Egypt, have corrupted themselves: they have
turned aside quickly out of the way which I commanded them: they have made them a molten calf,
and have worshipped it, and have sacrificed thereunto, and said, These be thy gods, O Israel, which
have brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. And
Jehovah said unto Moses, I have seen this people,
and, behold, it is a stiffnecked people: nowtherfo
let me alone, that my wrath may wax hot against
them, and that I may consume them; and I will make
of thee a great nation. And Moses besought Jehovah
his God, and said, Jehovah, why doth thy wrath wax
hot against thy people, which thou hast brought forth
out of the land of Egypt with great power, and with
a mighty hand? Wherefore should the Egyptians
speak and say, For mischief did he bring them out,
to slay them in the mountains, and to consume them
from the face of the earth? Turn from thy fierce
wrath, and repent of this evil against thy people.

RememberAbraham, Isaac and Israel, thy servants, to
whomthou swarest by thine own self, and saidst unto
them, I will multiply your seed as the stars of heaven;
and all this land that I have spoken of will I give
unto your seed, and they shall inherit it for ever.
And Jehovah repented of the evil which he thought
to do unto his people.
And Moses turned, and went down from the mount,
and the two tables of the testimony were in his hand:
the tables were written on both their sides: on the
one side and on the other were they written. And
the tables were the work of God, and the writing was
the writing of God, graven upon the tables. And
when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they
shouted, he said unto Moses, There is a noise of war
in the camp. And he said, it is not the voice of them
that shout for mastery, neither is it the voice of them
that cry for being overcome; but the noise of them
that sing do I hear.
And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto
the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and
Moses’ anger waxed hot and he cast the tables out of
his hands, and brake them beneath the mount. And
he took the calf which they had made, and burnt it
in the fire, and ground it to powder, and strawed it
upon the water, and made the children of Israel drink
of it. And Moses said unto Aaron, What did this
people unto thee, that thou hast brought so great a
sin upon them? And Aaron said, Let not the anger
of my Lord wax hot: thou knowest the people, that
they are set on mischief. For they said unto me,
Makeus gods, which shall go before us: for as for
this Moses, the man that brought us up out of the
land of Egypt, we wot not what is become of him.
And I said unto them, Whosoever hath any gold, let
them break it off. So they gave it me: then I cast
it into the fire, and there cameout this calf.
An Unlooked-for
Command
And Moses saw that the people were naked; (for
Aaron had made them naked unto their shame among
their enemies,) then Moses stood in the gate of the
camp, and said, Whois on Jehovah’s side? let him
come unto me. And all the sons of Levi gathered
themselves together unto him. And he said unto them,
Thus saith Jehovah the God of Israel, Put every man
his sword by his side, and go in and out from gate
to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man
his brother, and every man his companion, and every
man his neighbour. And the children of Levi did
according to the word of Moses: and there fell of the
people that day about three thousand men.--Ex.
32 : 1-28.
And now, in Deuteronomy 33:8-11,
at the
close of Moses’ life, he is bestowing God’s blessing upon the tribe of Levi and brings up this
incident.
He describes the Levite in the time
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of testing as one "who said unto his father and
to his mother, I have not seen him: neither did
he acknowledge his brethren,
nor knew his own
children:
for they have observed thy word, and
kept thy covenant".
Tiffs tells us as plainly as we may need that
when their obedience was suddenly put to the
supreme test the great bulk of the tribe of Levi
arose to the occasion.
Though surrounded by
several hundred thousand armed men, they remembered only that the eyes of God were upon
them, and punished the idolators
as they wore
required
to do. Some of these, the account
shows, put to death their own fathers,
mothers,
brothers and children;
they saw them not, acknowledged
them not, knew them not. They
gave undivided allegiance,
loyalty and obedience. Moses speaks of this, and of the natural
outcome, in the verses that follow:
They shall teach Jacob thy judgments, and Israel
thy law: they shall put incense before thee, and whole
burnt sacrifice upon thine altar. Bless, Jehovah, his
substance, and accept the work of his hands: smite
through the loins of them that rise against him, and
of them that hate him, that they rise not.--Deut.
33: 10, 11.
The Antitypical Sons of Levi
At this point we fred it convenient to quote
three paragraphs from Judge Rutherford’s
book
Prophecy, because they show the value to the
antitypical
sons of Levi of the experiences we
have above narrated.
On pages 73 to 75 Judge
Rutherford says :
Three and one-half years after the anointing of Jesus and after his beginning to preach God’s kingdom
on earth, he rode into Jerusalem and offered himself
as King, and immediately went to the temple or house
of the Lord at Jerusalem and cleansed it. In 1914
,Jehovah set his anointed One upon his throne; therefore at that time Christ Jesus took his authority as
King. Three and one-half years thereafter, to wit,
in 1918, the Lord came to his temple, which is the
temple of God. One of the purposes of the Lord’s
coming to his temple, as shown by the words of the
Prophet Malachi, was and is to give those of the
temple class a clearer understanding of God’s purposes. Therefore that would mark the beginning of
a clearer understanding of the prophecies, because
it was God’s due time.
Again referring to Malachi’s prophecy in this connection, note that it is written: "And he shall sit
as a refiner and purifier of silver; and tie shall purify
the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver,
that they may offer unto the Lord an offering in
righteousness." (Mal. 3:3) Silver, in the Scriptures,
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is a symbol of the truth; therefore the Lord, after
coming to his temple, would refine and purify the
truth, that is to say, give a clearer vision of the truth
to those of the temple class. It should be expected,
therefore, that after 1918 the true followers of Christ
would gradually increase in clearness of vision of the
truth and would have a better understanding of it
than they had before, and particularly with reference
to the prophecies. The facts show that that is exactly what has cometo pass, and this in fulfilment of the
prophecy. The temple class learned that the Lord
had not come for the purpose of taking all to heaven;
but later they had a better understanding of God’s
purposes, and learned that the Lord had something
for the temple class remaining on earth to do before
being taken into heavenly glory. The coming of the
Lord to his temple therefore marks the beginning of
the days of understanding.
It was from the sons of Levi that the priests of
Israel were taken, which prophetically foretold that
the "royal priesthood" would be taken from amongst
those consecrated to the Lord God. (1 Pet. 2: 9, 10)
The statement of the prophet that when Jesus came
to his temple he would "purify the sons of Levi, and
purge them as gold and silver", foretold that with
the coming of the Lord to his temple he would take
account with and cleanse those who had been taken
into the covenant of sacrifice, that the approved ones
might be known, and that these would have a clearer
vision of God’s purposes and would joyfully do God’s
will. It would be expected, therefore, that after 1918,
when this purifying work began, the true followers
and the approved ones would have a clearer vision of
God’s Word, and that those who were not thus approved would not have a clearer vision of his Word.
The physical facts show that that is exactly what
occurred following the year 1918. Some became offended and forsook the Lord and his work. Others,
after the trying experiences, began to have a clearer
vision of the prophecies and God’s purposes, and
greatly rejoiced therein. It was after 1918 that God’s
anointed people first saw and appreciated the meaning of "the robe of righteousness" and "the garments
of salvation".
Let Us Draw Some Analogies
Let us draw some analogies
from the facts
above set before us. Before Moses went up into
the mountain the sons of Levi, along with man3’
other professed people of God, all the house of
Israel, promised obedience, but there is no question that the sons of Levi took the covenants
most seriously.
It was they that were specially
set apart as the Lord’s own servants.
While
Moses was gone they became contaminated,
but
at his return they quickly came over on the
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Lord’s side and were promptly and completely
obedient regardless el’ their personal interests.
Before Christ ascended into heaven He had
in the earth a company oK His consecrated
people, antitypical sons of Levi. All of these
promised to be obedient even unto death, but
all of them became more or less contaminated
because Christ was absent and error was abroad
in the earth. Now,however, Christ has returned,
and the question is being put squarely up
to each and every son of Levi, Where do you
stand? Are you on Jehovah’s side? If you are,
step over the line, gird your sword upon your
thigh and go back and make havoc with it
among those that have fallen prostrate before
the golden calf. Andit will be a fight that will
test your mettle.
In the fight that followed Moses’ command,
no quarter was asked or given. If one had
spared his own father, mother, brother, sister
or child, he would have been faithless to the
mission entrusted to him. And that is the way
it must be, and is, with the soldiers in the army
of the present Lord of earth. They must proclaim the truths entrusted to them, let their
message hurt whomit may. Earthly relationships must not be considered,
Hear Jesus’
words.
Gird on Your Sword
Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of
wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless
as doves. But bewareof men: for they will deliver
you up to the councils, and they will scourge you in
their synagogues;and ye shall be brought before governors and kings for mysake, for a testimony against
themand the Genthes.--Matt. 10 : 16-18.
Andthe brother shall deliver up the brother to
death, and the father the child : and the children shall
rise up against their parents, and cause them to be
put to death. Andye shall be hated of all menfor
myname’ssake; but he that endureth to the end shall
be saved.--Matt.10 : 21, 22.
Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed, and hid, that shal
not be known.WhatI tell you in darkness, that speak
ye in light: and what ye hear in the ear, that preach
ye uponthe housetops.--Matt.10 : 26, 27.
Whosoevertherefore shall confess me before men,
him will I confess also before myFather whichis in
heaven. But whosoevershall deny me [refuse to gird
on his sword] before men, him will I also deny before myFather which is in heaven. Think not that
I amcometo send peace on earth: I camenot to send
peace, but a sword. For I amcometo set a manat
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variance against his father, and the daughter against
her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law. Anda man’sfoes shall be they of his own
household. He that loveth father or mother more
than me [wouldrefuse to use his swordof the spirit
against them], is not worthyof me: and he that loveth
son or daughter more than me, is not worthy of me.
Andhe that taketh not his cross [refuses to gird on
his sword], and followeth after me, is not worthyof
me. Hethat findeth his life Inn easy one], shall lose
it: and he that loseth his life for mysake, shall find
it.--Matt. 10 : 32-39.
Follow Jesus’ Example
All the sons of Levi need to do in this matter
is to follow Jesus’ own example. Jesus’ commission was the same as ours. He was to preach
tim gospel, and He obeyed. On one occasion
while ,Jesus was preaching some crone to H
int
and said, "Behold, thy mother and thy brethren
stand without, desiring to speak with thee. But
he answered and said unto him that told him,
Who is my mother? and who are my brethren?
And he stretched forth his hand toward his
disciples, and said, Behold my mother, and my
brethren! For whosoever [in this antitypical
house of Levi] shall do the will of my Father
which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and
sister, and mother."--Matt. 12:47-50.
Jesus did not eater to His relatives.
"For
neither did his brethren believe in him." (John
7: 5) Reasonable courtesy and kindness to relatives,
yes; but giving to them time and
strength and attention that belongs to the One
to whomall was covenanted, and who gave His
all for us, Nix.
When one of the sons of Levi came to Jesus
and wanted to defer participation in the work
of the Kingdom until his father should die
(which might be forty years yet) "Jesus said
unto him, Follow me; and let the dead bury
their dead."--Matt. 8:22.
Not only did Jesus not burden himself with
the carts of this life, and thus interfere with
the work entrusted to him, but he refused to
be drawn into the financial entanglements of
others. Whena certain man said to him, "Master, speak to mybrother, that he divide the inheritance with me," Jesus gave him a doublebarreled reply: "Man, who made me a judge
or a divider over you? And he said unto them,
Take heed, and beware of covetousness: for a
man’s life consisteth not in the abundanceof the
things which he possesseth."--Luke 12: 13-15.
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The Manwith the Inkhorn
I n Judge Rutherford’s book Vindication we
see the great truth that the faithful sons of Levi now in the earth constitute ’the man with
the writer’s inkhorn. Their work is to g,)
through the earth "and set a mark upon the
foreheads of the men that sigh, and that cry,
for all the abdominations that be done it, the
midst thereof".--Ezek. 9 : 4.
Behind this ’man with the writer’s inkhorn’
were to come six others with slaughter weapons
% their hands. These other six are the holy
angels,
va
h
the personal messengers of Jeho
thud, executing his vengeance in the earlh.
Notice tits instructions to them, and see that
to be faithful to God one must be obedient,
above all else, first, last and all the time.
Andto the others he said in mine hearing, Go ye
after him through the city, and smile; let not your
eye spare, neither have ye pity: slay utterly old and
young, both maids, and little children, and women;
but comenot near any manupon whomis the mark;
and begin at mysanctuary. Then they began at the
ancient men which were before the house. Andhe
said unto them, Defile the house, and fill the courts
with the slain; go ye forth. Andthey went forth, and
slew in the city. Andit cameto pass, while they were
slaying them,and I wasleft, that I fell uponmyface,
and cried, and said, Ah, Lord God!wilt thou destroy
all the residue of Israel in thy pouring out of thy
fury upon Jerusalem? Then he said unto me, The iniquity of the house of Israel and Judah is exceeding
great, and the land is full of blood, and the city full
of perverseness; for they say, Jehovahhath forsaken
the earth, and Jehovahseeth not. Andas for mealso,
mine(,ye shall not spare, neither will I havepity; but
I will recompensetheir wayupon their head.--Ezek.
9 : 5-10.

It was impossible for the natural sons of Levi to fulfil their covenant unless they promptly
stepped across the line when Moses said, Who
is on Jehovah’s side ? They had to make an immediate decision and act on it. If they had
failed to do so it would have cost them their
lives. Whenthey had come across the line and
had been offered the swords there was nothing
for them to (to but use then: as directed. They
had to go back and slay every man his brother
and every man his neighbor. Quite probably
most of the three thousand that were slain that
day were the unfaithful sons of Levi who failed
to comeacross in the great lest. It is of no use
to be a son of Levi if you fail or refuse to do
what a son of Levi covenants to do. Indeed,
you are worse off than a heathen man and a
publican.
It is impossible for the antitypical sons of
Levi to fulfil their covenants if they are going
to give their time and thought to relatives instead of to the work in hand. Which is best, to
follow Jesus’ advice and Jesus’ own example,
or to be dragged around by the nose by father,
mother, brother, sister, wife, children, uncles,
aunts, nieces, grandpas, grandmas, dogs and
cats, horses and cows, sheep and goats, to the
tilth and sixth generation?
If you are one of the sons of Levi that has
been cleansed, then for the sake of your own
soul don’t you let anybody stand between you
and God. You were cleansed in order that you
might offer to the Lord an offering in righteousness, and that means right-doing-ness, which is
an active, and not a passive, virtue. Indeed, a
passive virtue is a passing one, passing the
buck to somebody else, to do the work you
"Forget Also Thine OwnPeople"
promised to do, and incidentally to get the reAs Rebecca left her own people to go far
ward you might have had if you had not had
away, hundreds of miles across the sands, to be that particular kind of ’virtue’. Most people
the bride of Isaac, and as every womanmust have that kind, if they have any.
leave her own people to wed the man of her
Here is a certain company. We will not tell
choice, so with those that go to make up the where it is. On Memorial Day ten are out in
bride of Christ.
the work witnessing from door to door, the bigIn the 45th Psalm, which is such a gem of gest number of any day in the year. That
beauty, the heavenly Father addresses the fu- night, in the classroom, thirty-two partook of
ture membersof the divine family, those still
the Memorial emblems. Looking back to Moses’
in their tenements of clay, with these inspiring
sudden demand, Who is on the Lord’s side’/
words, "Hearken,O daughter, and consider, and where would those twenty-two have been?
incline thine ear; forget also thine own people, Would they have jumped to grasp the swords
and thy father’s house; so shall the King [elect]
by the handle while they could, or would they
greatly desire thy beauty; for he is thy Lord; have been carved into chunks when they started
and worship thou him."--Ps. 45 : 10, 11.
to flash in the air?
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The blessing of God was with the immediately obedient and thoroughly obedient sons of
Levi, who not only stepped over on the right
side oF the line, but grasped the proffered weapons and swung them lustily right and left, up
and down, this way and that, without ever looking to see if it was father or mother that was
at the other end of it, or without acknowledging

Steagall
A SPEECH in Congress,
InNSteagall
said the following:

their brethren or even acknowledging their own
children. They obeyed, and obedience is obedience; it is nothing else. Washing up and looking pretty is not working; now is the time to
work; the washing up and looking pretty will
come along in due time: after Armageddon.
Will you be with the sons of Levi then ? Well,
then, now is the time to prove it to your God.

and the Federal

Congressma
"The big bankers who claimed a monopoly on wisdom and
good morals in banking have taken the Federal
reserve system and perverted and debased it.
They turned it from service to legitimate business and commerce into an instrument for use
in the promotion of speculation and international high finance by men who proved unworthy of the trusts reposed in them, and who
have been shown to be as ignorant as they were
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Reserve

known to be unscrupulous. These men gathered
junk from the four corners of the earth and
fed it into the banks of this country to the
wreck and ruin of thousands of such banks and
their innocent depositors. The rights of small
communities have been treated with contempt
and, by unfair practices and unjust discriminatory rules and regulations of the Federal reserve system, the small banks of the United
States have been strangled
and choked to
death."
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Argentina The Land of Promise
is as large as Montana, Idaho,
ARGENTINA
Washington, Oregon, Utah, Wyoming,Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California put together. It is 2,300 miles long and
930 miles wide. Extending through 34 degrees
of latitude, from 22° to 56°, it has every climate
desired, from tropical to frigid. Conditions vary
widely in the same latitude;
the Andes mountains are in the west; the Atlantic ocean and a
great river system are in the east.
At the northeastern corner of the country,
six hundred miles from Buenos Aires, are the
Falls of the Iguazu, magnificent, wonderful, in
many respects the world’s greatest cataracts,
and certainly the most picturesque. There is a
series of falls, the highest having a drop of 210
feet, which is 46 feet higher than Niagara Falls.
The falls are semicircular, the distance around
the brink being 13,128 feet. In order to properly
view them the tourist must walk several miles
in and out of tropical foliage. The Iguazu itself
thunders and whirls its enormous volume of
waters amid the solitude of primeval forests,
surrounded by giant trees, creeping vines, orchids and other tropical growth. No doubt the
time will come whenthese falls will do muchof
Argentina’s work.
South of the Iguazu stretches for hundreds
or’ miles the Argentinian Mesopotamia, one of
the great granaries of the world. At one time
devoted to cattle raising, this is now largely
given over to vast cornfields, pouring forth an
annual flood of millions of tons of golden grain.
Some of the lagoons in this area are so vast
and intricate that they have never been fully
explored.
The great plains of the interior have their
counterpart in the great plains of North America, which they much resemble. They already
occupy a very prominent place in filling the
world’s bread basket. It is the wheat and cattle
.-tory of our western states all over again. The

Gran Chaco plains of the north are heavily
wooded, while the vast pampas of the center
and south are treeless, and therefore ideal for
wheat growing and cattle raising.
Not a Manufacturing Country
The area o1: Argentina is 1,153,119 square
miles. That is as large as the combined extent
of the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy,
Spain, Sweden and Norway, yet the mineral
zone of that vast area, so far as now known, is
limited to but 48,000 square miles and is inhabited by only 20,000 people, mainly the residents of San Rafael and vicinity.
Of course the places where minerals are most
easily found are in the mountains, because there
the veins are revealed by outcroppings.
At
present there is so much land available in Argentina that the mountain regions are not
sought. And, besides, transportation difficulties
are in the way. In a small way, gold, silver
and copper have been mined from early times.
There is some oil at Rivadavia, but not enough
for the needs of the country. Argentina must
depend on imported coal.
Patagonia, the name once applied to all the
southern end of the South American continent,
was at one time supposed to be a worthless
country. Within recent years this ()pinion has
undergone a change. As civilization
has pushed
farther and farther south, one discovery has
followed another, and the borderland continues
to retreat toward the south pole.
Muchof the credit for the opening of Patagonia is due to the provincial governor L. J. Fontana, who, when placed in charge of an area of
ten thousand square leagues, made up his mind
to learn something of the territory it embraced.
Learning from friendly Indians of the fruitfulness and beauty of the Cordillera valleys, and
the agreeable climate, Fontana spent three
months getting to them. There were thirty in
his party.
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Fontana said of the results of his trip:
"There were thirty of us and we belonged to
four nationalities, yet all declared to me unanimously that they had seen no other spot on
earth where nature had combined on such a
liberal scale whatever is necessary for the welfare of mankind."
As a natural consequence, Patagonia is being
developed, along a wide and deep frontier. Setelements are springing up, and scientific methods are converting supposedly useless areas into sources of economic wealth. Whenthe country
has need of additional hind there are vast areas
that can be 1)rough\ under irrigation which are
now waste lands.
Saint Mary of the Good Breezes
On February 20, 1535, Pedro de Mendoza,
Spanish explorer, sahed up the River P
lat
with a fleet of fourteen vessels, and landed at a
place which he called "Santa Maria de Buenos
Aires" (Saint Mary of the Good Breezes) ; and
though the town he then founded was destroyed
by the Indians, it was rebuilt and the name
Buenos Aires persists.
After Mendoza sailed bad: to Spain the expedition, consisting or’ about 2,000 men, went
six hundred miles, s farther up the Plata and
founded Asuncion, the first permanent Spanish
settlement in the interior of South America, and
the center of Spanish power in the La Plata
re\ion for two centuries.
Mendoza’s name is preserved for posterity
fin the city bearing his name, a lovely place o
62,637 population the principal seat or" the wine
industry,
six hundred miles west of Buenos
Aires. Mendozais like a large park ; its straight
streets are lined with trees, and conduits of
clear water run on either side, as in Phoenix and
Salt Lake City. It has one of the largest wire’
factories in the world. It lies in clear sight of
the Andes.
Buenos Aires, 5,860 miles from New York,
100 miles up the La Plata, with its population
of 2,153,200, is the largest Spanish-speaking city
in the world, and the largest city south of the
equator. It is the same distance from the equator as Atlanta, Go. Like Atlanta, it sometimes
has a flurry of snow, and there are times when
a fire feels good. The doubtful honor is claimed
for Buenos Aires that it is "the most expensive
city in the world" in whichto live.
The population of Buenos Aires, and of the
province of the same name, almost doubled in

the twenty years from 1912 to 1932. The population of the province is now considerably more
than 4,000,000. Buenos Aires has subways, and
has adopted the interesting
scheme of having
one station yellow, the next green, the next blue,
the next pink, etc. Thus the traveler can readily
keep track of its location.
In a strictly agricultural country one does not
expect to find many large cities, yet Rosario,
which is neither the capital of the country nor
o[’ a province, but just a good busy port and
railroad town, has a population of 416,678. Col
doba has 228,000; Avellaneda, 193,431; La Plata, 169,678; Santa Fe, 121,248; Tucuman, 116,219, and P, Bahia Blanca, 100,000.
Argentina has 14 provinces governed by a
dconstitution patterned after that of the Unite
States, in which the provinces take the place off
the slates. There are also 10 territories
which
are administered by governors appointed by the
president.
The Greatest Meat Eaters
In Argentina there are about 80,000,000 head
of livestock, descendants of stock originally
brought from Europe. In the United States we
have 600 cattle to every thousand people; in
Argentina they have 4,000. As a natural result,
Argentina has the greatest per capita meat consumption known, amounting to 198 pounds per
person. Most of the beat’ eaten in Britain comes
from the Argentine: half of the hides im
ported
by the United States come from that source.
Argentinaranks third amongthe countries
of the world in its sheep, and fourth in the num
ber of its cattle. The last livestock census showed
32,21l,855 cattle, 9,838,111 horses, 3,768,738 pigs
’) .)
5and 44,413,200
sheep. The wool clip is 333,33
000 pounds. The national livestock show awakens the same interest
in Argentina now that
such shows awakened in the United States fity
years ago. In the auction held in connection
with one of these shows in 1925 a shorthorn bull
brought $64,500, said to be the highest price
ever paid for such an animal.
The soil of Argentina is divided into three
almost equal divisions. A third ix arable, and
of the arable portion about one-halt’ is now actually under cultivation. A third can be utilized
for stock raising, and muchof it is nowso used.
All of the remaining now supposedly waste la
nd
will sometime be put to good purposes. The
Argentinean has found that it costs him 77 cents
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an acre to plow with a tractor and 45 cents an
acre to plow with a horse, and so lie plows with
the horse.
17,000,000 Acres of Wheat
Wheat covers 17,000,000 acres of land, but
Argentina could put five times that acreage into wheat if it so desired. Ill a single year it has
produced 9,500,716 tons of wheat; that is the
way Argentineans prefer to state it. In America
we would describe that quantity as 316,690,500
bushels. In the fifteen years from 1895 to 1910
the area devoted to cultivation of cereals was
tripled.
Do you wish to know where all the linseed
vetoes from? The answer is, Argentina. In a
single year, 1,327,283 tons, or about 100,000,000
bushles, were produced from 7,190,160 acres.
Rice is cultivated to some extent; about 75,000
acres are each year planted to beans; from 15,000 to 25,000 tons of birdseed are produced annually. Sonic cotton is grown. The region around
Mendoza is famed for its grapes; the region
thereabouts strikingly resembles California.
(’era is grown in such vast quantities (6,328,293 tons from 13,552,7(;0 acres) that it is found
profitable to use it for fuel. At ruling prices
it is cheaper than either coal or wood, and is
almost equally satisfactory for the generation
of heat and power.
The tannic acid of commerce practically all
comes from the quebracho tree, grown only in
Argentina and Paraguay. Because of its extreme hardness the quebracho is also valuable
as a material for telegraph poles, railway lies
and coaches.
Argentina is in farming for profit: costs are
closely watched. The holdings are large; the
ones that produce the best profits in proportion
to investment are those of 500 to 750 acres. By
contrast we note that in Canada the farms ot7
loss than 200 acres constitute 88 percent of the
total of holdings of rural property.

tied 608 cubic miles, or well on towardtwo cubic
miles per day’.
Steaming lip the La Plata is uninteresting,
for the reason that it is shallow and the channel
is out of sight of either shore. The same reason
that makes it necessary for ships to remain
many miles out in the stream also makes the
navigation o[’ the river dangerous. Sudden gusts
of wind are liable to cast the ship on a bar. Sea
captains always dread the La Plata.
Forty miles down the river from Buenos Aires
is the city of La Plata, the location of Armour’s
packing plant, the most efficient in the world.
One of the features of this plant is that ships
are loaded direct from warehouses, by a direct
and rapid system superior to that of any other
plant.
Two hundred and forty miles up the river
from Buenos Aires is the great city and port of
Rosario. Transatlantic
steamers drawing 23
feet of water visit Rosario regularly. Specially
constructed vessels go four hundred miles farther up stream, to Corrientes.
The Rio Negro, four hundred miles farther
south, is said to average font’ miles in width,
and in many respects to resemble the Nile.

Rails and Roads
Argentina has 24,795 miles o17 Railways, of
fwhich 5,011 are owned by the state. Thy chie
lines are British built and British owned. Engines, rolling stock and supllies all come from
Britain. Indeed, Britain does most of the carrying" trade for Argentina; more than half the tonnage on the La Plata is British tonnage.
Argentina’s railways were originally all built
radiating from ]3uenos Aires, the principal port,
and this has turned out to have been an excellent general transportation plan. As the country
has filled up the radial lines have been interconnetted, and the system is capable of indefinite
expansion. Every connection that is made helps
to dew, lop the country as a whole.
In the matter of roads Argentina lags far
The Great River System
behind Child
and Brazil. In the year 1930ad
it h
The Parana and Uruguayrivers unite to form only 510 miles of hard-surfaced roads suitable
the La Plata: together these three rivers con- for all-the-year traffic. A big American automostitute one of the great river systems of the bile manufacturer has offered to build a felt
world. Of these rivers the Parana alone has a road 8S0 miles long from Bahia Blanca via
larger discharge than the Mississippi; its an- Azul, Buenos Aires and Rosario to Cordoba. It
nual flow is three times that of the St. Lawrence, would certainly pay, but it would seem too bad
four times that of the Danube, and five times to have to finance it in such an undesirable way.
that of the Nile. In a year the Parana has empArgentina buys more passenger automobiles

1582

than any other South American country, and
has more automobiles in proportion to its population than any other country except the United
States and the British dominions. About 60 percent of all the autos in South America are in
Argentina. The numberregistered in 1930 was
360,000.

As entertainers these men with the fixed or
nearly fixed incomes running up into the big
figures are in a class by themselves. Guests eat
from golden plates, at big tables covered with
choicest flowers, cut glass, silver and china.
When it comes time to go, a Rolls Royce bedecked with silver ornaments takes the guest
back to his hotel.

tina, and, as the seasons are reversed, they are
out in the open air and in the sun all the time.
They never see anything of winter. These are
called "swallow immigrants", ltalians constitute one-fifth of the population of Buenos Aires,
and one-fifth of the population of Argentina.
Great numbers of Spaniards do the same as
the Italians,
but the Spanish are more apt to
remain and become permanent residents.
They
are credited with having done the most to make
Argentina a wheat-growing country.
A law
passed in 1919 requires each intending immigrant to produce a certificate of moral worth
and ability to work. Since the country was
opened to immigrants, in 1S54, some 6,172,33-i
have entered.
To help the bona fide immigrants who come
to stay, the Government provides free board
and lodging, valid for five days, at the Immigrants’ Hotels at Buenos Aires, Bahia Blanca or
Rosario. These hotels are equipped with every
comfort and convenience, including lecture
rooms and swimmingpools. If he will go on into the agricultural centers he will be given free
board for double the length of time. Immigration restrictions arc very strict regarding the
health of immigrants. Only agriculturalists
and
skilled labor are admitted.
Recent years have seen many immigrants
from Russia and Poland. The daughters become
domestic servants and are more appreciated
than Spanish ones, as they are more efficient
and agreeable, it is regrettable also that many
of these agreeable girls have been sold into
white slavery, which business is under licensed
charter from the government. Many men have
become millionaires in Argentina by this devilish route.
Whentimes are good Argentina receives 1,000
immigrants a day. When times are bad she
ships them back where they came from; and
they think nothing of it, because it has been a
regular practice. Recently, she wanted to get
rid of a shipload of thieves, robbers and pickpockets, so loaded them all on a vessel and
dumpedthem on the shores of her weaker neighher, Uruguay; not a very neighborly thing to do.

Unique Immigration Features
Onaccount of being a land of harvests, Argentina has evolved some immigration features
that are unique. Thousands of Italians spend
half of every year in Italy and half in Argen-

The Progressive Argentinos
While Spanish blood and the Spanish tongue
predominate, yet Argentina is a melting pot of
Spanish, Italians, Slavs, Germans, British,
Welsh and River Platte Irish. Any and all of

The Landed Aristocracy
In its development the country has had to
contend with the feudal land system, handed
down from the days of early Spanish possession. Great parcels were held in private hands.
The system was continued when lands were
taken from the Indians in 1885. At that time
the army was rewarded by being given the land
for a nominal price in blocks of a square league,
6,250 acres. These huge farms are being gradually broken up.
The bulk of Argentina’s grain production has
been grown by the colonos or tenant farmers.
All the owner of the estancia has had to do is
to spend tim money that comes rolling in. Of
laW, the prices of wheat have been down and the
tenants have not been able to pay as much as
formerly, but even at that the job of being absentce landlord of many square leagues of land,
and having others do all the work and all the
worrying, while the landlord receives a fixed
proportion of all the crops, is about as soft a
job as that of a bishop, than which nothing could
be much softer.
Whenthe lords of the pampas come into Argentina they think nothing" of renting a suite of
rooms in a hotel that may cost them as much as
$500 a day. When a man’s annual income is
$1,500,000 he does not need to worry about expenditures that come to only a tenth of that
.
amount
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these, after several years, are as proud to call
themselves Argentinos as any American ever
was to call himself by that name. The Argentinos pride themselves on their keen intelligence.
The two leading newspapers, La Nacion and La
Premiss, are considered in the front rank of the
world’s journals.
A feature noted by moving picture operators
is that Argentinos wish the pictures shown
about twice the usual rate. There is something
about the temperament, and the climate, that
makes everything move rapidly.
Though invented in NewYork, Argentina is the first to
generally adopt the new tropical suits for men.
It is hoped that this will spread to NewYork.
The lottery is a national passion. Ticket venders are everywhere.
The Argentinos are described as lacking in
social discipline, and as being highly individualistic. It is not considered a good country for
Americans or Englishmen unless they have a
higher grade of education than the average. The
price of bread is controlled by the Government.
There is a federal eight-hour labor law, with
a 48-hour week. Night work is restricted
to
seven hours. Of the total population of 10,904,022, the natives of European blood number 8,050,000, the foreigners (mostly Europeans)
number 2,600,000, and the mixed races number
300,000.
Education Looms Large
In any study of conditions in Argentina the
subject of education looms large. Though the
average of illiteracy
among army recruits is
25 percent, and the general average for the
country was 37.8 percent when the last census
was taken, yet these figures do not properly represent the amount of interest which this subject
arouses in the Argentinian mind. There was a
national university at Cordoba seven years before the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth,
and it is still functioning.
It was not until the year 1842 that Argentina
made the discovery that education calmer be
merely from the top down, but must permeate
all classes of society. In that year Sarmiento,
friend of Iterate Mann, and called by some the
’Horace Mann of South America’, founded the
first normal school in Spanish America, and a
new era, a new civilization,
dates from that
,’vent. Educators, and friends of the people,
look upon Sarmiento as a sort of Abraham Lincoln of the Southern world.

In the year 1929 a group of twenty Argentinian university professors, medical men, scientists, child welfare experts, and leaders in other
fields, known as the Argentine-North American
Cultural Association, visited the United States,
studying school systems and educational subjects generally. Their enthusiastic reception
created a most favorable impression throughout
Argentina and, it is to be hoped did much to
cement a closer bond between the two countries.
The visit should be offset by a trip of Americans
to this golden land of the present and the future.
The school teacher in Argentina is a government employe not responsible, to local school
committees. After twenty-live years of active
teaching the teacher is retired on full pay. Unless pupils are, studying for professional work
they leave school when they have completed the
sixty grade. On account of their intelligence and
enthusiasm the sin(hints are drawn more deeply
into political movements
than is for their good
or for the good of the country.
"Religion"--Newspapers--Radio
"Religion," as the critical readers of this magazine well know, is a man-madething, a matter
of forms and ceremonies. It is nominally friendfly to education of the masses and to worship o
the Creator, but actually the worst enemy of
both. In Argentina there is no state religion,
trot the RomanCatholic system is supported by
the state, and the president of the country must
be of that persuasion.
There are 520 newspapers published in the
republic; of these, 493 are Spanish, 5 are tic,rman, 5 are English, 4: are Italian, and there are
others in French, Russian, Swedish, and Basque.
The Government is not as friendly to a fre
press as in the United States. It is not uncommen for the Government to close up a paper
and lock up all its active beads without bringing
any definite charges against them. That is what
one gets for living in a Catholic country.
A remarkable move in the right direction has
transformed every post office ill Argentina into
a reading room and public library. Good books
are on sale at 20 percent loss than the usual
selling price. In the reading rooms of the larger
post offices one finds uniformed employee
s,
adepts in the languages of visitors, ready and
anxious to give useful infer,nation about the
country and to give advice and assistance in the
selection of good books. Whata vision this gives
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us of v, hat will be true all over the world under
God’s kingdom. The truth will spread like wildfire.
Argentina has twenty broadcasting stall{ms,
broadcasting programs under Government supervision ; there are 150,000 radio sets in use in
the republic. The climate is good for radio reception. Most o[’ the stations are heard in every
inhabited part of the country. Won’t it be fine
when tim truth is being broadcast from every
one of those stations?

BROOKLYN,
N. Y.

years, it is knownthat lie gave every penny of
his earnings to charity. At one time he refused
a ministerial portfolio because unwilling to
serve under a president elected by the aristocracy. He also declined the governorship of the
largest province of the republic. At one time,
for delying the, Government, he was sentenced
to death.
When nominated for the presidency he declined, but was thrust into it as Roosevelt was
once thrust into the vice-presidency here in the
United States.
When inaugurated,
uenos
B
The Battle for Argentina’s Trade
Aires went wild; frenzied crewels unharnessed
The battle for Argentina’s trade is a triangu- the horses of the official coach and drew him to
lar "duel" between Gtreat Britian, Germanyand the Government palace, lie gave no inaugural
the United States. In 1908 Britain was at the address.
As soon as he was installed in office, he closed
apex of its Argentinian supremacy, with a trade
equal to that of Germany, the United States and the Casa Rosada, as the government house in
Buenos Aires is called, and went to live in an
Belgium combined. Four years later British
apartment over a store which was without
exports to the Argentine were $1l5,000,000;
Germany’sexports were $65,000,000 ; the United either telephone or bath. Urgent telephone cals
States exports were $60,000,000. Then came on matters of national and vital importance
were relayed to him from an Italian bootblack
the World War and with Germany altogehr
out of the market and Britain fighting for her parlor across the street.
AS all
executive
Irigoyen
Was not a success.
existence, the United States trade shot up to
$210,000,000 a year. In 1928 its trade was $200,- Whenhe first entered office he dismissed Government clerks by the thousand, in order to ful000.000; Britain’s was $155,000,000.
fil his promises of an honest administration, yet
Britain is fighting hard to regain her trade,
circumstances forced him to put on three times
and owing to the excellency of her wares, and
her reputation for honest dealing, is making a as really as he removed, and he wasted much of
good record in the face of the severe competi- his time personally considering the merits of
applicants for minor positions.
tion of Germanyand the United States. In 193
At the time of his enforced resignation he had
she spent $25,000,000 on a British trade fair
on
his desk 1,159 unsigned Government orders,
ar Buenos Aires, and sent the prince of Wales
of
which 527 had 1o do with public works, in
on as chief salesman, but the results attained
which
there was colossal graft during his entir
were not up to expectations.
administration.
One of the Government-supBritish investments in Argentina are now
ported institutions in Buenos Aires is a matere$2,000,00,000: United States investments ar
nity hospital. In going over the payroll of this
$950,000,000. The latest published figures show
institution
auditors found 200 wet nurses all
that 22.1 percent of Argentina’s imports come
drawing" large salaries. All these proved to be
from the United States, 20.6 percent come from
men! Irigoyen tried to watch everything, but
Britain and 11.6 percent come from Germany.
the thieves around him were so thick lie could
watch nothing. There have been hints that
Irigoyen, the Modest and G
s
rou
en
American oil companies had to do with his mrIt does not follow that because a manis mod- doing.
est and generous he will make a good executive
of a great country; nevertheless, if the execu- The September Revolution
tives of all great countries were both modest
In 1928 Irigoyen had been reelected by an
but when the Wall
and generous the world would be better off. It overwhelming majority,
is possible to combine executive power with Street smash of 1929 crone he was made the
scapegoat for it in Argentina. On the evening
moral power.
Irigoyen, late president of Argentina, is an of September4, 3,000 students marchedthrough
unusual man. A school-teacher
for seventeen the streets shouting for his resignation. Two
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clays later, the head of the army, General Jose
Francisco Uriburu, demandedhis resignation.
Irigoyen was astounded at the sudden change
of public sentiment, as he well may have been.
Nearly eighty years of age at the time, and
living a life of seclusion, he was misinformed by
ambitious men about him of the actual condition
of the public mind, and was taken entirely unprepared. The shock made him very ill. He
was exiled, but later given his liberty. The same
mob that had dragged him to the G
t
overnm
palace was mean enough to destroy his statue
and drag it in the streets. In a day it acted as
though he had never existed.
The public would not have General Uriburu
in office, but he succeeded in nullifying the
wishes of the electorate and though Argentina
is by choice largely radical yet the present president is a conservative. He succeeded in having
a score of Irigoyen’s friends sent into exile. Opposition to American oil companies is at an end.
The Big" Moneycrowd is in full control.
The League and the Falklands
At the first assembly (1920) of the League
Nations, Argentina properly enough demanded the immediate inclusion of Germany in the
League, and when the demand was rejected t
he
Argentine withdrew from it and will now have

A Thrilling

Letter

nothing to do with it. In September, 1928, the
League tumultuously requested her to return to
it, but she refused. She rarely signs any of the
international
papers that are handed around.
Four hundred miles off shore are the Malvidnas Islands. It seems that these once belonge
to Argentina, but Britain grabbed them in 1833
and renamed them the Falklands.
Argentina
still lays claim to them, lint is prevented front
ftaking them, because of, the armed force o
Britain.
Argentina has the southernmost prison colony
in the world, in Ushuaia. It also has the southernmost wireless station, in the South Orkneys.
The British government has protested the construction and operation of this station, but has
been reminded that these islands belong to Argentina and that the only reason she does not
take over the Falklands also is that, at the moment, she lacks the strength to do so. Most maps
show the Orkneys as British; but what is a map
between thieves :
The peace strength of the Argentine army is
1,750 officers and 25,600 men, with a reserve of
300,000. According to the Argentine conscription law only one of male twins can 1)e called
into service. Both are examined and the better
one is taken, i[f equal, one is chosen by casting"
lots.

from Mexico 1;!/La

pleasure that we inform you that
ITonIS the,with 29th
of March Isaac Perez and his

Torte del Vigia

oners sang hymns and attended to the wounded,
while their guards, whohad fled away, returned.
companions were freed from prison.
Judge Rutherford sent a telegram ordering
During the period of time in which these were the employment o1’ the best lawyers to defend
the brethren.
The Bethel family in A
zeapot
in, custody the enemies who caused their incarceration were disturbed by two strange events zalco and all the brethren throughout the country
1)rayed constantly.
that happened :
Jehovah w(m this case and Satan was deFirst : WhenPerez appeared before the court
feated.
for trial, whenhis accusers were testifying falsely against him a strong earthquake occurred and
Our brethren paid no line, neither asked any
everybody lied away, Perez remaining entirely
favors from the authorities of Satan.
alone in the, courtroom.
Nowthey art more active than ever, and some
who were sleeping are nowstirred up to service
Second: It was ordered that these prisoners
as a result or’ the experiences and example of
be sent from Alvarado to Vera Cruz. Some dislance away the train ran off the track and all
the friends whosuffered.
Ill(’ ears turned up, except the ear in whichthese
Let us unite, dear brethren, and go forward
prisoners were traveling in custody of their
without fear, for Jehovah is a wall of fire
guards. There were ninny casualties. The prisaround Ills "witnesses".

Through the Prism
24,000 Krupp Employees Dismissed
Barking Around the World
he Krupp works, normally employing 74,000
N THE laboratory
of the General Electric
workers, have been compelled to drop 24,000
Companyat Schenectady is a little dog that
from their payrolls. The losses sustained by had the satisfaction of barking at itself around
the business last year amounted to $4,500,000 the world. The bark encircled the world by way
and were distributed over all branches of it.
or’ Holland, Java and Australia, and the terrier
is said to have enjoyed the sport greatly.
Cave Dwellers in Scotland
NABLEto afford house rents many people Compulsory Education of Unemployed Germans
N" GERMANY
they have the sensible rule that
in Scotland are now living in eaves. One
elderly man has furnished a home for himself
all unemployed boys under 18 must attend
in a cave at the foot of a cliff which can be (,lasses in manual training, typing, stenography,
entered or left only at low tide.
domestic science, general educational subjects,
gymnastics and hygiene. Unemployed girls are
Rise of Automobile Racing Speeds
given instruction in kindergarten work, nursing
IN NINE years the speed records for autoand sewing.
mobile racers at Daytona have risen from
146.40 miles an hour to 253.968 miles per hour. RouenCathedral Just as Described
HE Rouen cathedral is just as described in
Five of the nine speed records in that time were
by the present holder of the record.
Revelation 18:2. A carefully taken census
showed a total of 900 pigeons, 250 bats, 60
Venezuela’s Pearl Fisheries
hawks, 40 owls and 35 ravens in the ancient pile.
ENEZUELA’S
pearl fisheries will hereafter
But these are not the only unclean and hateful
be operated by the state. Venezuelan pearls birds, visible and invisible, that maketheir home
are exceptionally fine and have found a ready at Rouen.
sale in the jewelry markets of the world. Many
Road Deaths in Britain
of them are of a delicate rose tint.
RITAIN is disturbed because there have
been 45,000 road deaths in the country withMakes a Living Growing Walking-Sticks
in
the
past ten years, and the matter has been
N SNODLAND,
County Kent, England, there
brought
up in the House of Commonsto see if
is a man who makes a living growing walkingsomething
cannot be done to reduce the loss.
sticks. He has been engaged in the business sixIn
America
we are now sacrificing 30,000 perty years and is considered the greatest authority
sons
a
?’ear
to the speed demon.
on his craft in the world.
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Huge Cave Found in Death Valley
HUGEcave has been found in Death Valley, California, and will be explored. The
entrance is through an opening 125 feet in diameter. The cave is located in the south part of
the valley.

A

The Hikers’ Mystery Express
He British people are wonderfully advantaged by the prevailing custom of hikes in
the country. On March 25 the Great Western
Railway filled two trains with a load of hikers
who did not know when they started what their
destination would be. Round trip tickets were
sold for $1 each.

T

South Africa Will Have New Money
[ PRESENTplans mature South Africa will
Sixty Condemnedto Death for One Murder
have a new currency. The unit is the florin,
T NAIROBI, British
Last Africa, sixty
worth about a half dollar. It will be divided inn
+ to death for
youths
have
been
condemned
to 100 cents; there will be two-florin, one-florin,
and half-florin pieces of silver (about $1, 50e beating to death a reputed witch. Some good
and 25c), and then there will be silver 20e and grounds exist for believing that the poor woman
10c pieces. In the baser metals there will be was obsessed with demons, but that gave no
bronze 4e, 2e and 1e pieces. The smallest gold license to the youths to whip her to death. God’s
piece will be the rand, worth ten florins, or commandsto the Jews not to suffer a witch to
live were never extended to the Gentiles.
about $2.50.
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The Cause of Armenian Quakes
GROUPof Russian scholars has discovered
that the many recent earthquakes in Soviet Armenia are caused by a great mass of granite which is slowly pushing up while all around
it the softer rocks are slowly sinking. This phenomenon was responsible,
a year ago, for an
earthquake in which ninny villages were destroyed and 2,000 persons lost their lives.

Tree Planters of a Century Ago
UCHof the beauty of the great,Middle West
is due to tile fact that the original settlers,
a hundred years ago, saw the instant need of
fruit and shade trees and liberally supplied the
need. It is estimated that in the state of Iowa
alone they planted more than 240,000 acres of
trees, with large acreages also in all the adjoining states.

Salesmen of Liberty Bonds
HE salesmen of liberty bonds who bullyragged the American people into parting
with hundreds of millions of dollars (more than
ten billions, all together) to help Europe wage
her World War, will now read with interest that
Britain proposes to pay no more of her solemnly
covenanted debt, but has left her American debt
out of her budget.

Even Monte Carlo in Hard Luck
"THEman that broke tile bank at Monte
at. Carlo" turned out to he Mr. Hard Times,
nobody else. For the first time in history the
famous international
gambling joint, where so
many people have been ruined, and where suicides are everyday matters, has failed to pay a
dividend. In normal times its profits run to several million dollars a year.
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Mixtec Hieroglyphics Possibly Solved
The Pope Has a New Toy
N
Dr. Herman Waldegg, now
HE pope has a new to3", consisting
of a
resident in Colombia, a linguist speaking
double-tracked railway 600 feet long. The
twelve languages and somewhat familiar with
rolling stock consists of three coaches, one for
Chinese, Japanese and Sanskrit, has discovthe throne, one for a chapel, and one where Mr.
ered, he thinks, the key to the Mixtec hieroRatti himself will eat and sleep. There is a fullglyphics of ancient MayanIndians, having idensized railway station and a tunnel three hundred
tified more than one hundred syllables, eightyfeet long under Vatican hill, where tile coaches
four of which he believes he can translate.
can be sheltered.

T

82 Years a Prisoner
N ENGLISHnun, Mary Martha Butti, who
entered a convent at the age of 16, has just
died at tile age of 98. In tile 82 years in which
she was a nun she was never outside the convent
walls. Just how God’s name is honored by a
person’s being locked up away from one’s fellows
for 82 years is something nobody has ever been
able to explain.

A

Bishop Hughes Not in the Garbage Line
OR striking a man who tried to wedge into
the garbage dumpfood line at Cicero, 111.,
a man was sent to jail for three days. On the
same day Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes, of the
Chicago Methodist Episcopal church, said the
depression is greatly exaggerated and that it
is not so much a matter of keeping the wolf
from the door as keeping it from the garage,
from which we gather that Reverend H
ughes
was not with the men who were fighting for a
place in the food line at the garbage dump, not
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Finding
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All

over
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seem fortunate in finding gold
THEallCanadians
over the country, from the Yukonregion
and British Columbia to Manitoba and Ontario.
The most recent find of gold-bearing ores is in
northwestern Quebec, in a strip of territory
more than one hundred miles long and with a
width of from three to ten miles, located in the
townshipsof Pasqualis, Louvicourt
and Malartic.
Methodist Church in Decline

R of

EV. WILLIAM ADDISON" BROWN, former

pastor
the American M.E. church at Buenos
Aires, recently said of the Methodist church:
"We lost 52,000 members in 1930. We recorded
the loss of nearly a half million Sunday school
enrollment. Our largest theological seminary
is about to (’lose for lack of funds. Our missionary offerings have decreased a million dollars
this year. In one of 20 episcopal areas, we have
lost five educational institutions in late years,
forfeiting the greatest educational opportunity
of our generation."

Backing Up the Armament Conference
encouragement to the windjammers
at Geneva to keep on talking the Brutish
have invented a new projectile which will pet’foratw twelve inches of the hardest knownarmor
plate at a range of ten miles, and have designed.
a new light-weight machine gun which can be
used like a rifle and will shoot 400 rounds a
minute. Peace and safety are just around the
corner . . . that a gun can shoot "around"!

AS

Vaccination as a Civilizer
N CANADA
a white man may refuse to submit his family for vaccination, lint when an
Indian at Muncey, Ontario, put the same principle into effect, and stripped off his coat, inviting the would-be vaccinator to keep his hands
off his children, the magistrate sentenced him
to two months in the county jail. Thus vaccination serves as a "civilizer" and teaches the lowly
Indian to look up to the white man and to have
respect for his laws.

I

Immigration into Britain
HOWloath
Britonsand are
theirto
beautifulthe isles,
how to
gladleave
they are
return to them on the least provocation, is
shownby the fact that while in the world-prosperous year of 1929 there were 87,469 more curl/rants than immigrants, yet in 1931 the people
were coming back home in such numbers that
there was an excess of 37,072 immigrants over
emigrants.
Doctor Stockdale’s Easier Sermon
N HIS Easter sermon, delivered at St. J-ames
I Methodist Episocopal Church, NewYork city,
Doctor George M. Stockdale said: "if Jesus
came into our midst this Easter day He’d not
pick out as great among us those whom we
would choose. He would not pick out the cardinal, the bishops,
we who arc ministers. He
would not choose the socially elite and wealthy,
whowill have their pictures in tomorrow’s press
and next Sunday’s rotogravure section." And
we think Dr. Stockdale told the truth.

Proposed Recreation of Austro-Hungary
ISMAYED
" by the chronically empty treasuries of Rumania, Jugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Austria and 1 Hungary, the four powers most
interested, Britain, Germany, France and Italy,
have recently boon holding conferences to see
it" some way can be devised to recreate an economic Austro-Hungary, thus confessing that
the break-up of the old monarchy in 1918, which
was to have meant so much for the peace of the
world, was, after all, only another blunder.

D

The Big Bonus Boys
he do you suppose it was that said the
other day that "the entire United States
lies stricken a prey to the banker and corporate
groups", and that "the big bonus boys or’ big
business who milked the stockholders and constoners are nowgetting’, indirectly, big bonuses
from the people’s treasury"! Some anarchist,
probably; or some socialist; or some Bolshevist.
Guess again. It was Henry Ward Beer, president or’ the Federal Bar Association of New
Cook County’s Sanitary District
York, New Jersey and Connecticut and former
HESanitary District officers of CookCounty, special assistant United States attorney general.
Illinois, got a bright idea. Immediately y
ou
Reporter Gets a Great Idea
imagine othem as having discovered some way t
REPORTER,writing for some C
harleston
render their work more profitable to the people
(W. Va.) paper, made the statement that
who pay them their salaries.
You are partly
right. They did, indeed, discover a way to make for a church show that was about to be pulled
their work more profitable, but not to the people off two ministers would become the carnival
"barkers". And now (we don’t want to inquire
who fed them. Oh no! Just to themselves.
Believing that they knew what to do with the into this matter too closely, because there might
money, they had their friends organize com- be complications) we are just wondering, Did
this reporter know these men well? and, if’ he
panics to sell them supplies at prices that w
ould
did, why did he call them "barkers". ? Doesn’t
lmake
d
your mouth water. Tin pails were so
at $100 a dozen, rakes went at $7.50 apiece; a the apostle say somewhere that in papers like
$27 cement cart went to the county for $358; The Golden Age we ought not to discuss questwo dozen brushes, worth $1 apiece, went for a tions of genealogy? And still, there is Isaiah
56:10, 11. Seemingly the reporter did not give
little more than ten times that sum.
enough details.
Howlonely the honest Chicagoan must feel I
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600 Japanese Soldiers Demonstrate
DISPATCHto the Doily Worker reports
that 600 Japanese soldiers made a demonstration at Shanghai, expressing their disapproval of the war against China. One hundred
were court-martialed and shot, and the remainder sent back to Japan to stand trial. It is believed that France is backing Japan finacly
aim that without French support the recent
campaign could not have been waged. The militarism in these two countries is at present the
greatest menace to world peace.

An Interesting Case of Restoration of Sight
RNESTBARTHOL, D.C., Stamford, Cram., is a
happy man. On December 28 last,
Mrs.
,Henrietta Crocco, of his city, lost her sight
after a severe heart attack, but after three
chiropractic
adjustments by Dr. Barthol was
able to see as well as ever. The blindness extended over a period of three days. Dr. Barthol
states that this is the second case of the kind
which he has had in his practice in the past nine

Radium Poisoning from Drinking Water
T NOWappears that water containing radioactive materials, instead of being good to
drink, and leading to restoration of health, leads
to death and the grave. After the death of a
prominent steel man of Pittsburgh atribued
to radium poisoning resulting from the drinking"
of water contsinig radium in solution,
the Columbia University expert on radium poisoning
has expressed that many, many, are sure to die
from the same cause. Radium-charged water has
been widely sold as a cure-all.

Reblocking King George’s Crown
ROWNS
are not male solid: if they were,
nobody could stand the weight. Like t
he
monarches under them, they are just for show.
The British crown has been sagging some latenly, and so it has been rebloked and made a
inch higher. No Briton can imagine how indescribably funny an item like this seems to :tit
American, but it’ George gels any comfort sitting in state with a gold hat with 3,000 jewels
stuck in it, and if there are still Britons who
think that in some undefinable way there is
something specially holy about gold hats, why,
let him wear it. It is all part of the world’s
circus. It isn’t George’s fault that they have
him down for the clown’s part.

A
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Uncle Sam’s Highest-Paid Employees
MONGUncle Sam’s employees who receive
more than $10,000 per year are the president, vice-president, speaker of the House, members of the cabinet, fifteen ambassadors, General Pershing, eleven commissioners el the Interstale Commerce
Commission,ten of officials of the
Federal Farm Board, the director of the Veterans’ Administration, seven membersof the Shipping Board, and six commissioners eL’ the Tariff
Commission. Quite a large number of person
receive an even $10,000 a year for their services.
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years.
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Moody’s Son Amongthe Chaplains

AT THE seventh annual convention of the
eChaplains’ Association of the Army of th
United States, held at the Hotel Taft, NewYork
city, the Rev. Dr. Paul Dwight Moody,associate
chief chaplain of the American Expedition to
France,, son of the evangelist Dwight L. Moody,
matte the statement that "there is no Place for
the peace-preaching chaplain in the army of the
Hoped to Meet His Horse in Heaven
church"; from which it is perfectly apparent
HEN he died Reverend Dr. Uriah Myers, that the One who said "Blessed are the peaceof Catawissa, Pa., said that he full ex- makers" could not get into the "church" Mr.
pected to meet in heaven his old horse. Obvious- -Moody had in mind. Mr. Moody’s "church" is
ly the old cow would be there, and naturally the the same "church" that ’gent’ had in mind that
old bull. All the calves would be there, and the took Jesus up into a high mountain and showed
dogs and eats and pigs and chickens and rats
Him the whole works, armies, captains, govand mice and cockroaches and bedbugs and lice
ernments and "churches" and claimed that they
and mosquitoes and gnats and fleas. Oh, it will all belonged to him. Moodyis right; there is no
be a great place for Uriah when he gets there.
place for a preacher of the gospel of peace in
The only sad part of it is that he will never get such a "church". Moody, by the way, is presithere, but will wind up right back here on this dent of the Middlebury College, Middlebury,
earth where he started from. But after he gets Vt., and this gives a good idea of what a child
used to it he will like it fine.
gets whenhe goes to college.
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More About Sydney’s Great Bridge
SYDNEY’S
new bridge, the, heaviest and longest arch in the world, is 440 feet above the
water at the top of the arch, and its roadway
clears the surface of the water by 172 feet. The
whole
80,
000,bridge
000, schemeis costing’ some $
and, at the moment, Sydney is almost wishing
it had that amount o[’ ca,.,h i,a hand instead of
the bridge. The span between the towers is
1,650 feet ; the total length, including approaches,
3,770 feet; 50,300 tons of steel went into t
he
Structure.

Wakulla, Largest Fresh Walt;" Spring
AKULLA
spring, Florida, 186; feet deep
and so crystal-clear
that a penny can be
seen on its bottom, is said to be the largest
single fresh water spring in the world, it is
hBelieved to be fed by an underground river whic
periodically drains Lake Jackson, Ga. This lake,
ten miles long, has an uncanny
habit of disapgpearing and reappearing, hut Wakulla sprin
goes on forever. The Wakulla river is a broad
stream flowing front Wakulla spring to the Gulf
of Mexico.

W

Hartford Got Rid of Its Milk
ROBABLY
there is the stone amount of unemployment in Hartford as there is elsewhere, and, if so, there is just as muchneed of
food. Well, Thomas F. Flannagan, chief food
and milk inspector, says that in the Connecticut
city every day for a year past 20,000 quarts of
skimmed milk have been poured down the sewers because it could not be sold. Wonderif the
men who threw away the 20,000 quarts of milk
a clay contributed to the CommunityChest, and
why.

p

Big Bill O’Connell Introduces Jezz
IG BILL O’CONNELL, Boston’s
cardinal, intensely amused a good share of the people
of the United States on Sunday, March :27. He
made a grandiloquent introduction of the magnificent Vatican choir and there followed an indifferently performed piece of American jazz dance
music rendered in Romeby an Italian band and
sent out by mistake all over the National Broadcasting Company’s hook-rip, to the remotest
ends of the country. Bill was sore, and you
couldn’t blame him, and now people are wondering if those Romeoperators did that on purose
or if it just happened to happen.

B

Who Will Control the Food?
HOwill control the food supply has becrone an interesting
question since the
news was as published that one-fourth of the state
of Mississippi hass been sold for unpaid taxes.
Perhaps we have. the answer in the news that
among the directors of the General Foods Corporation are representatives
of the Bankers
Trust Company, Central Hanover Bank, Chase
National Bank, Goldman, Sachs & Company,
and Lehman Brothers. Only the power of A1mighty God can prevent the complete subjugation and enslavement of the American people at
tim hands of the Big Business crowd now runnine things.

W

Where the Pulpit Gets Its Message
EVEREND
JOHNRAYEWERS,pastor of the East
End Christian Church of Pittsburgh, in an
address at the Westinghouse Club, said : "Wealth
has dictated all too often what the pulpit ruessave should be. Instead of putting the fear of
God into the rich man in the pew, the rich man
in the pew has too ()[ten put the fear of the
World into the preacher. As a rule our pulpits
are timid about war, about social justice, the religious use of wealth, international relations,
political corruption. Churches hang along the
rich avenues like pearls on a string, while square
miles of the poorer sections contain hardly a

R

spire."

Britain Not Disturbed over Ireland
RITAIN is not disturbed over Ireland’s
threat to seede from the British Empire,
for the reason that 95 percent of all Irish exports
dgo to Britain, and the loss of that market woul
bring Ireland to her knees. Further, there are
thousands of Irish in England, and if worse came
to worst they would he deported. Further, there
is about $750,000,000 of Irish money invested
in Britain. Irish independence of Britain is
only a name, little else. The Irish cannot be
blamed for objecting to the clause in the oath
of allegiance which requires the Irish legislators to be faithful to his Majesty King George V
and his heirs and successors by law". De Valera’s implied threat to coerce Ulster into joining
the Irish Free Slat(, will not be taken to() serf
ously by anybody who has over been in Ulster.
But there may he trouble in Ireland, for the
pope has pronounced a blessing on the whole
Irish people, and that surely includes the
Orangemen.

B
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Japan’s Sugar Scandal
IG BUSINESSin Japan is no more honest
than it is elsewhere; hence the discovery
that the biggest sugar company in the country
has been caught defrauding the government out
of $5,000,()0() ill taxes need cause no surprise.
The worst of it is that other prominent politicians and one newspaper got hold of the facts
and milked the company to the tune of about
$800,000 in blackmail before the government
finally took cognizance of the situation.

B

Farmers and Bankers in Iowa
)
APRIL
14, 1931, several thousand farmers
-I-visited
the State House of Iowa desiring
n direct vote on the T.B. cattle test; their request was refused by a vote of 80 to 22. The
next day the bankers of Iowa came to the State
House pressing for a direct vote on a matter
in which they were interested.
A banker from
the home county came and sat in the seat beside
each member of the House to press the issue.
The bankers got what they wanted by a vote
of 65 to 34.

Wide Use of Electric Refrigerators
N 1925 there were sales of less than 100,000
electrical refrigerators;
in 1926 there were
250,000; in 1927 there were 390,000; in 1928
there were 560,000; in 19:29 there were 650,000;
in 1930 tin, re were 850,000; and in the 3"ear 1931
there were 965,000 sales. It is estimated that
there are now3,9(;5,000 electric refrigerators in
use, with an aggregate value of over a billion
dollars.

I

No War in Asia
VERYBODY
else may think there has been
and is war in Asia, but officially Japan and
China are friendly powers and in a state of profound peace. If the League of Nations should
lind that Japan and China are in a slate of war,
Article 16 would require all members of the
League to break off all relations and institute
an embargo and a blockade; and it is certain
that they will do no such thing. The League is a
mere farce.

E

At Brixton Prison, England
USTICE MACKINNON, of England, expressing
his astonishment that 3,000 persons had been
committed to Brixton prison for debt, yet called
attention to the worse conditions which prevailed in 1732. In an Old Bailey Sessions report
of that 3ear he found where three judges had
tried 73 prisoners in three days and sentenced
ten of them to be hanged. Amongthose hanged
was a boy of 16, and in two instances the lives
of the prisoners were taken for stealing the
separate sums of 31/2 d. and 6d.

J

Price of Bread in France
ECENTLY, when wheat was selling
in
France at $1.85 gold per bushel the price of
pound loaves of bread was only 4c. In this
country we have been recently fed the line of
bologna that no matter what the price of wheat
the price of bread would have to stay up around
10e a loaf; lint something must have happened
recently that has caused somebody to do some
thinking, for all of a sudden the price was
dropped to 5c a loaf, which shows that 10c was
too high, if it shows nothing else.
Starvation in Ruthenia
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN deputy
declares
Japan’s Ruin of Mukden
that there are whole districts of eastern
O COMPLETELY
did Japan’s bombardment
Czechoslovakia where the people have not seen
of Mukdenin September last ruin that city
a piece of bread since autumn last. He saw a cow
of 550,000 population that in February any rep- sold for three dollars; a horse, for 20c. There
utable foreigner
could have a twenty-room
are 1.5,000 children starving. The only food in
house, with servants, coal, electricity, motor car, large areas is a little bread and potatoes. The
rent free if he would only watch the property.
trains travel without passengers through a
All trades were completely stopped, stores were country as sad and lifeless as a cemetery. As a
empty of customers, factories were idle, and in result of undernourishment both the men and
one of the granaries of the world it was neces- the womenare old at the age of 35. The houses
sary to establish food relief stations. Tens of are low, dark, dirty huts without chimneys, and
thousands of Chinese have fled the country,
in winter are used as stables as well as for the
leaving all behind them, as they have no confi- family. More than 70 percent of these poor
dence in their conquerors; and how could they Ruthenians are illiterates,
without clocks or
have
calendars.
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Semagraph Sets Type Without HumanAid
He Semagraph, invention
of Buford L.
Green, Charlotte, N.C., sets six lines of
type a minute direct from copy wtitten by reporters on a special typewriter. The device will
take care of short lines, eliminations of portions
of lines and other corrections of the general nalure which copyreaders may make. One machinist will be able to watch an entire battery of
machines. A large array of publishers have witnessed the trial of the machine, and it won’t lie
long before there will be some thousands of
linotype operators unable to find work. The
Semagraph will have appropriated their jobs.

T

War Department Refused the Pictures
THE war department has authentic
pictures
cof the World Warso horrible that the publi
which paid dearly for them may not see them.
In refusing a publisher the use of these pielures, the chief of the Signal Corps, General
Carr, delivered himself of the following silly
chatter: "Think of the Gold Star mothers t
he
country sent to France. Over there they saw the
lovely cemeteries in which lie the dead of the
A.E.F. Perhaps their boys lie there. Those
mothers carried home in their minds beautiful
pictures of these well-kept resting places. That
is what they should have--we emmetspoil these
memories." In other words, this general does not
want these mothers to know the wretched truth
about war; he wants them to be deceived and
kidded as they have been deceived and kidded
in all ages, so that whenthe politicians and financiers want to murder a few millians more
they will find plenty of mothers ready to sacrilice the lives of others. Every "gold star" war
mother ought to get downin ,lust one trench dug
through the rotten carcass of a boy and stay
there a day in the slime and amonga the rats,
with the 1)ell,Is whistling over her head. It is
not pretty pictures of cemeteries the mothers
need; it is pictures that tell themthe truth.

cent, Poland 19.5 percent, Rumania25.1 percent,
and Yugoslavia 69.1 percent. In the budget of
Belgium the percentage of her debt to America
is but 2.45 percent, in Britain’s 3.75 percent, in
Italy’s 1.4l percent, in France’s 2.65 percent.
Meantime the armament expenditure of Great
Britain for last year was $678,051,247, of France
.%17,910,816, and of Italy $269,057,884. The
pages of history in all ages can be scoured and
nothing" as mean and ungrateful will be found
as the way the press of these three countries,
and especially France, has treated the nation
that was their best friend in 1917-1918. Many
millions of Americans are genuinely sorry that
they ever interfered with the kaiser’s trip to the
Bay Biscay. Europe would be in better shape
today it’ he had madeit.

WhyAmerica Has a Deficit
uring the World War America was fool
enough to loan $1_,000,000,000 to the Europeans that wanted to murder each other. The
interest on that is $500,000,000 annually. Europe was never asked to pay more than $317,00(),000
Oil that annual interest. Almost twofifths of the entire sum was to be paid by Americans, and is being paid by them. But Europe at
first was not to pay an annual $317,000,000; she
was to pay much less. As a consequence taxes
here are staggeringly high and there is a deficit
here of $2,36!),000,t)0().
NowBritain proposes
to repudiate, and, of course, all the other European countries will follow her lead. Of all hypocrites and ingrates on earth, the European
statesmen of the present generation take the
prize. They seem to have just sense enough to
lie about the United States and to provoke one
another to abuse us in their dirty press, and
that goes for Lloyd George and all the rest of
them. What America should have done was to
slay out of the war, lend the warring nations
rnot
- a penny, and send them not a shell nor a mo
sel el’ food. It was their light, not ours, and the
whole world would he better off today if America had not sent a single boat across the Atlantic
Europe Shuts Her Eyes Tight
from 1914 to the end of 1918. If another AmeriUROPEshuts her eyes tight to the fact
can dollar is loaned to the crazy house across
that the American people dug out of their
the pond it will be loaned against perfect evipockets $12,000,00(I,000 to finance their murder dence that it is being thrown away, wasted.
to the
campaignand then offered it) settle for $5,800,- American bankers have been traitors
000,000, strung out over sixty-two years. Bel- American people. They have broken the country
gium was forgiven 53.5 percent of her debt,
by policies that have the portrails of Judas
Czechoslovakia 25.1 percent, France 52.8 per- etched in every corner and all over the center of
cent, Great Britain 19.7 percent, Italy 75.4 per- every European worthless bond.
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League of Nations Encourages War
OINTINGout that the League of Nations
is by its conduct an encourager of war, the
Manchester Guardian says:
Despite the fact that Japan has qualified in every
single particular as a Covenant-breakingnation 1he
League of Nations has failed to prevent or even to
moderate her invasion of China. Indeed, 1he part
played by tim LeagueCouncil in the affair has been
rather by its vacillation to encouragetim militarist
party in Japan to proceed fearlessly with its "posilive" policy than to mobilize world opinion against
an unnecessaryresort to arms and a flagrant violation
of China’s territorial integrity.... The result is a
war. Civilians, even a flood-relief camp, have beret
bombed without warning; and a Japanese army,
equippedwith the latest weaponsof war, is at present
engaged, and must at last succeed, in driving all
Chinese forces out of Shanghai.

p

Travel in the Soviet Union

Ta.HEment
New York Times contains
of a tourist agency that

an advertiseoffers 23 days’
travel in Russia at $12 a day. The price includes
first-class hotels, autos, guides, interpreters,
railroad, sleeper and theater tickets. It includes
Leningrad, with its mills and foundries; Moscow, with its social insurance, social work and
city planning; Kharkov, with its vast concerns;
the collective farms of Roster, the iron works
of Dniepropetrovsk, the factories at Kiev, and
the world’s greatest hydroelectric station at t
he
Dnieprostroy dam. The dam will cost $422,000,000, and will cover fourteen square miles.
But what sensible person would wish to travel
ill a country where all the citizens are prisoners
and in momentary danger of death or deportation to Siberia ? There are credible reports that
during this last winter at least one thousand
Moldavians who tried to escape across the ice
from the Soviet inferno into Rumania were
slain by the Soviet guards. If Soviet Russia is
such a fine place, whywould a thousand persons
risk death in trying to get out of the country,
leaving all their belongings behind them? And
if the Soviet rulers are such line people, why
did they murder those who wanted to get away
from them, and even refuse to let their poor
mutilated bodies be buried? Bad as the capitalistic tyranny is, the Soviet tyranny is worse.
Nevertheless the things the Soviet people are
doing within their gates are very remarkable.
Former Governor Baxter of Maine, recently
back from an extensive trip over Russia and

Siberia, said: "Wetraveled in great comfort,
spending our days in seeing the chief points of
interest. Every one talked freely and, far from
wishing to conceal anything, seemed anxious to
show all that would heighten the contrast between the old and the new. We saw no signs of
distress among the population at any point,
though the stations everywhere were crowded
and people were traveling in great numbers. The
enthusiasm of the people we met, and their confidence in their ability to accomplishtheir plans,
were most striking and indubitably genuine."
Governor Baxter’s trip in Russia was over 7,000
riffles in length
Some More Soviet Items
OVIETRussia is bulking larger and larger
in the news items, and though we are no admirers of things Bolshevik we record some of
the items. The penalty for murder is ten years’
imprisonment, but if you upset the food or transportation systems, even unintentionally,
the
penalty is death. Wheat is being sown by airplane; each plane sows 300 acres a day.
, Soviet
tO ¯
coal is being shipped into America and is hurting the American anthracite
market. Soviet
lumber has practically taken over the British
market, having made deals with 160 importers.
The blast furnaces o[’ the great Soviet steel
plant at Magnetogorsk are ill operation; raw
materials for these operations are proving better than was expected. The world’s largest canning factory, in the midst of 35,000 acres of rich
hum that can be worked eleven months in the
year, has started shipping canned goods into
England. The initial shipment was 150,000 cans
of pork and beans. In a woodenprison near t
he
Polish and Latvian borders there were confied
150 fugitives whowere trying to escape from tim
Soviet tyranny; the prison took fir(,, the guards
refused to open the doors, and seventy were
slain in a vain effort to escape through the
barred windows. A Russian woman, a texil
worker, sold her husband to a friend for 100
rubles, thinking that after a few weeks she
would get him back. But the man liked his new
wife and her cooking so much better that he
stayed lint. Wife No. 1 took the matter into the
courts and was reproved as a shameful moneygrabber; the court dismissed her plea, and hubby keeps his wife No. 2. And so is Soviet Russia, a land in which the old religions are ceasing
to be, and atheism and agnosticism are all the
people will have.
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Gypsy Smith and the Long Green
sends us from Pueblo, ColoA SUBSCRIBER
rado, a nice long green check put out by
Gypsy Smith in that city. The check is decorated
with Mr. Smith’s picture. The name of the bank
requires to 13e tilled in, and also the numberof
dollars. Is the check signed by Gypsy Smith?
Oh no; not at all. It is to be signed by somebody else, but the one whosigns it will have as
a souvenir the picture of Mr. Smith and will

"Lay Not Up for Yourselves

also have his autograph. Is that all they get?
Yes; that is all they get. Well, what does Mr.
Smith get ? He gets the long green money that
is back of the long green check. Do you think a
business man can afford to throw long green
blank checks all over town and not get something back ? Mr. Smith is in the evangelist busi.
ness

Treasures

upon Earth"

spring of 1929, when the shares of
IN THEKreuger&Toll
match company were sell-

with money, and looking upon it as the great
desideratum, when real life may be had from
in
ing around $-17 a share, life looked pretty good learning of Jehovah God and participating
to Ivar Kreuger, but when they took a fast ride His work in the earth.
When his various companies (with investdown hill to a place where they are now worth
only about 50e, he put a bullet through his heart ments totaling $588,500,000) began to slip, Mr.
and ended it all. The suicide of Mr. Eastman, Kreuger madethe great error o[’ trying to cover
up their actual condition by ordering fictitious
the kodak millionaire,
is also to some extent
traceable to huge losses. These suicides show and duplicate assets recorded on the books and
the entire elimination of certain liabilities.
howfoolish it is to spend the years of life toying
the

Missouri Legislators
Age No. 328, under the above title
INweGolden
called attention to the fact that the legislatures of four great states with a combined
population more than six times that of Missouri
require only 480 clerks all told while Missouri
alone has 904 clerks. And right away we find
the reason : it is because their godly legislators
are out seeking to save souls to raise moneyto
build churches to save more souls to raise more
money to build more churches to save more
nsouls, and they have not the time to do their ow
legislative
work but have to turn it over to
clerks. At least that is what we gather from the
following, which was mailed to all the occupants
of South Newstead St., St. Louis. We should
think Mr. Rehkop ought to be able to preach a
wonderful sermon on the eighth commandment
to his fellow legislators,
of course. But probably they are all off preaching, too, or bootlegging, and he cannot reach them.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Wagoner Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church,
located at Gibson and Taylor avenues, will hold their

in a Bad Business
annual evangelistic services from March13 to Easter,
March27.
Rev. Aaron H. Rehkop, of Warrensburg, Missouri,
will be the evangelist, Heis a state senator, as well
as a good preacher. ]Icy. Barrett reports that Rev.
Rehkopis having great success with his revivals.
The meetings will start at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Barrett will conduct the singing. Special
musical numberswill be given each evening

Kentucky Floggings Continue
NE party of students and newspaper men
after another visits Kentucky, only to be
taken across the county into another state, but
severely flogged en route. Civilization is entirely at a standstill in eastern Kentucky, and it is
evidently worse, than a waste of time for investigators to try to glean any new facts. Neither the vigilantes nor the officers of the law
have any respect for the law. They are determined to have things their own way and are
utterly indifferent as to the opinions of their
fellow men.
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Safety First

at Sea By J. H. Metcalf [late

of the Royal Navy] (Canada)

PREPARING-for a voyage I always proIXvide
myself with four essential articles:

too strongly the necessity of attending at least
one boat drill; and those not familiar with boating" should attend more.
(1) a watch, (2) a pocket-compass, (3) a
.-_cope, and (4) a chart.
Whenthe Titanic sank, April 14, 1912, many
of
the crow were unable to even row, and lady
A watch nearly every person possesses. A
passengers
were obliged to take to the oars;
pocket-compass about the size of a watch can
but,
thank
goodness,
since then rules have been
by purchased at prices varying from $1.00 upmade
stricter.
Ships’
crews have constant boat
ward. I always use a double watch chain consisting of two chains linked together at the bar, drill while in port, and practice in rowing. Stir
to which I affix the watch at one end, and the I have been assured by good authority that only
compass at the other end, and carry them in op- ton percent of passengers, as a rule, attend boat
drill. I think that this should be made compulposite pockets ok’ the waistcoat. The telescope
i carry in my hip-pocket, and the chart in the sory for all passengers, except in cast or’ sickbreast-pocket of my jacket, so that I always ness.
have them ready.
As for seasickness, never having been seasick
A very good chart of the principal navigation myself, I cannot say, although I have crossed
routes of the world is published by the C.P.R. the Atlantic nine times, and twice up the Mediterranean. Still I do not think seasickness would
sSteamship Co., while almost every line publishe
be sufficient excuse for neglect of this most impamphlets showing their particular route traveled, and can be obtained for the asking, at any portant duty. I know that in the navy men are
,,i" their offices or their travel agents.
never excused from duty because 0[’ seasickness,
On1)carding a ship, the first thing a passenger which to my knowledge lasts only a few hours
,should do is to find to what particular boat tie at the most.
is assigned and lind out in what part of the ship
FIG. 1
the boat is kept, and the quickest way to get to
NORTH POLE
it from his cabin, or from any part of the ship.
Degrees
North
It is the duty of every passenger to attend the
first call for boat drill, not only to find out the
number and position of his particular boat, but
also to learn the duties (if any) required of him.
It is also the duty of every passenger who is
capable of either sailing or steering a boat or
using an oar to report the same to the petty
officer in charge of his boat at the first boat drill.
Not only does he owe this to himself, but also
to the others who are with him in the same boat.
This article, if carefully studied, will teach
pay readers not only how to row, but also how
1() steer, read and correct a course, read the
compass, and how to use a watch as a com
pas
by which to steer; how to take the correct time
at sea, without a sextant, by what is known as
Before I go into further details, the first thing
dead-reckoning, that is, a reckoning which, al- I must explain is the difference between "parthough not absolutely correct, will be found allels" and "meridians". The "parallels", marknear enough.
ing the degrees of latitude, are imaginary lines
Rememberthat at sea on a clear day a dissurrounding the earth north and south of the
lance of thirty miles all around you can t)e seen equator. (See Figure 1.) These parallels are
with the naked eye; so any distance up ltof ha
at an even distance of sixty sea miles (or intera degree (thirty miles) is of no consequence, national, geographical, or nautical miles, commid a dead-reckoning, if properly worked out, monly knownas "knots") apart, in any part of
should at no time vary more than that distance.
the world. Figure 1 shows the equator, with
Bert)re proceeding further I cannot impress parallels of latitude.
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The north pole is 90 degrees (or 5,400 sea
miles) north of the equator, while the south pole
is 90 degrees (or 5,400 miles) south of the equa-

BROOKLYN, N.

.
Y

tanee between the meridians at any degree of
latitude, which, even if not absolutely correct,
will be near enough for a dead-reckoning, for
tor
in this way it would be impossible to get off
The school geographics give only 8,000 miles one’s course more than between 22 and 2;I miles
as the diameter of the earth, willie here we have in traveling from the equator to either the north
a distance of 10,800 miles from the north pole pole or the smith pole; which is within ordinay
to the south pole: hut it must seeing distance except in hazy or dull weather
FIG. 2
or in a cube of fog.
be remembered that while the
8,000 miles is ihe diam
etr
FIG.
3
e(going directly through th
NORTH
POLE
earth), whentraveling we make,
a semicircle, (see Figure 2),
which is greater than the diameter by a distance of 2,
8000
miles. I mention this tha
there can be no dispute.
"Wenow sod that there are, all together, 180
degrees of latitude, knownas ’:parallels"; viz.,
90 degrees north latitude (north of the equator)
and 90 degrees or south latitutde (south of the
equator). The north pole being situaied at 90
,
R
O
T
A
U
Q
E
degrees north latitude, and the south pole at
90 degrees south latitude,
we also know lime
these degrees of latitude are 60 miles apart in
any part of the world.
SOUTH
E
L
O
P
The ’"meridians", making the de degrees of
Plan of the Meridians of" L
e
d
gitu
on
longitude, unlike the parallels of latitude, arc
not 60 miles, apart, except at the equator; and
In mentioning distances at sea theinternathe distance between them lessens as they get tional of sea mile (commonly called a "knot")
nearer the north pole or the south pole, w
her
they meet. They are, in other words, ’oval’ in is used, which consists of 6,080 feet, and not the
land mile, which varies in different countries.
shape, being 60 miles apart at the equator and
For example: An English land or statute mile
meeting at the poles. (See Figure 3.) T
rfo
e
h
is only 5280 feet, while an Irish mile is the disthe equator is latitude 0 (nil), but has longitance of 11 English miles. The French m
easur
tude:
and the north
and south poles have no by meters and kilometers instead of miles, while
longitude, hut art, situated, at 90 degr ees north
a German mile is equal to nearly four E
nglish
latitude and 90 degreessouth latitude, Wenow
miles. The international or sea mile, however,
come to distances between the meridians.
remains at 6,080 feet, and is used by all nationant the equator the meridians are 60 miles alities at sea. Our next paragraph, will be on Are
apart : at 40 degrees nor t h or sout h l at i tude they
and Time.
fare 46 miles apart; while at the 47th parallel o
Are is that portion of the globe which lies
latitude north or south they are 40.9 miles apart. between any two degrees
of latitu de a nd
any
Therefore there is a difference of 14 miles in two meridians of longitude. (See Figure 4.)
1he distance between two meridians at the 40th
edegree of latitude compared with that at th
FIG. 4
equator: and a difference of 51 miles betw
n
that at the 40th and that at the 47lh degree of
latitude; and a difference of 40.9 miles betw
n
that at the 47th degree of latitude and that at
the north pole or the south pole. Using these,
figures as a basis, an even division of so many
miles to a degree will give an approximate dis-
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is called "arc", no doubt from "arch’, because of
their likeness in form, and although it is not
absolutely a square, still it can be divided into
square miles.
The beginner, therefore, must be careful not
to mix time and arc.
Table of Time: 60 seconds make i minute
60 minutes make 1 hour
24 hours make i day
Table of Arc: (Arc is not time, but distance)
(;0 thirds (") make1 second (’)
60 seconds (") make1 minute (’)
(one minute of are is equal to
1 mile, 6,080 feet)
60 minutes (’) make one degree (°)
90 degrees (°) makeone quadrant (qr)
4 quadrants, or 360 degrees,
makethe distance of the circumference of the earth.

to the Greenwich meridian, which is either 0
degrees or 360 degrees.
Therefore a ship at the ]80th degree of longitude will be situated at 180° east longitude and
380° west longitude at the same time.
In circumnavigating the earth, we must allow
one day of 24 hours when sailing westward.
Thus, I leave Greenwich June 30 and sail west,
arriving back at Greenwich from an easterly
direction apparently on August 31. Yet when
arriving at Greenwich I find the date to be
September 1. This is because in sailing west to
east I lost one day. For this reason a captain in
passing the 180th meridian adds one day to his
log-book, dating" everything that transpires on
board for the day after, or the day before that
day also, leaving 8 days in that week, so he will
repeat the day on which he passes the 180th meridian. Say, if it be Tuesday, then he would log
the following day as Tuesday also. This is so
as to keep his log correct with the Greenwich
date.
Time at Sea
Again, if sailing east, arriving back to G teenThe time on both land and sea varies one hour with from the west, on passing the 180th meridian he would miss one day from the log-book;
for every 15 degrees of longitude (meridians)
traveled. In traveling from east to west, set the otherwise he would be one day ahead of Greenwatch back one hour for every 15 degrees of wich time, arriving back on September 2 according to his log-book, instead of September 1,
longitude; and in traveling from west to east,
s,,t the watch forward one hour for every 15 according to Greenwich date.
These are known "It sea as the "lost" and
degrees of longitude traveled. For example:
"gained"
days: the "lost" day being the 24
I leave. London (Greenwich), which has
hours
lost
in circling the earth from west to
longitude, and travel west 15 degrees. When
east;
and
tim
"gained" day, the 24 hours gained
it is 12 noonat Greenwich,it will be only 11 a.m.
when
circling
the
earth from east to west.
15 degrees west of Greenwich. This is because
Days
at
sea
are
as follows: The land or MatI am traveling ahead of the sun’. Also, if I
rite
day,
24
hours,
beginning at 12 midnight.
travel 15 degrees eastward from Greenwich, it
The
sea
dlay
begins
at noon (generally 12
will by l p.m. by my time (at 15 degrees east),
hours
in
advance
of
the
statute
day).
when it is only
,
"
This is
¯ 12 noon at ~Greenwich.
The
solar
day,
from
sunrise
to
sunset.
because I am’traveling against the sun’ (going
The
lunar
day,
from
the
rising
to the selling
towards it). The line of no longitude varies
of
the
moon.
with different
countries.
The English and
The lost and gained days, as already shown.
Americans take their longitude east and west of
A stellar day is taken from the rising to the
Greenwich (London, England), while the French
setting"
of some particular star or planet. In
°
take theirs from Paris, which is about 3 east
northern
latitudes
this generally refers to the
of Greenwich. However, the Greenwich meridiNorth
Star;
and
in
southern latitudes,
to the
an is used as ‘no longitude’ bv most countries;
Southern
Cross.
so wewill adhere to that.
There are 360 degrees of longitude; namely,
Part 2
180 degrees east and 180 degrees west, the meridian of 180 degrees east and that of 180 deS THe dial of a watch is divided into mingrees west being the same. This meridian is
utes and hours, so is a compassdivided into
situated about the middle of the Pacific ocean, degrees and quadrants. The quadrants or cardiand is exactly on the opposite side of the earth nal points of the compass are four in number;

A
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namely, North (N),
South (S), East (E),
and West (W).
If we divide these
four quadrants evenly, we get what are
known as the four
major points, thus:
Northeast, Southeast,
Southwest,
and
Northwest. (Nee Fig-
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move. To "box the compass backwards" is to
call off the 32 points in the opposite direction,
or contrary to the motion of the hands of a
watch.

How to Use a Watch as a Compass
Having the watch at the correct time according
to the longitude in which the person hapE
pens to be, turn the watch around (do not turn
the hands) until the hour hand points exactly to
the sun. Then bisect the angle between the
hour hand and 12 o’clock and the bisecting line
ure 5.)
will point exactly true north and south (not the
Again, by dividing each of these angles, we magnetic north and south, as the hands of the
get the eight minor points, thus: North-North watch are not affected by variation and deviaeast, East-Northeast, East-Southeast,
South- lion, which we will deal with later).
Southeast, South-Sonthwest, West-Southwest,
In the forenoon 12 o’clock on the watch dial
West-Northwest, North-Northwest. (See figure
will be towards the south and 6 o’clock towards
6.)
the north. Then turn the figure 12 on the dial
true north, and 3 o’clock will be east, 6 o’clock
FIG,. 6
wilt be south, and 9 o’clock will be west; and
other points can be reckoned accordingly, or a
%
printed compass chart placed correctly under
the watch will give all other directions correctly.
The lesser points of the compass are:
1. North by East
2. Northeast by North
3. Northeast by East
4. East by North
5. East by South
6. Southeast 1)y East
7. Southeast by South
8. South
by East
9. South by West
10. Southwest by South
11. Southwest by West
12. West by South
13. West by North
!4. Northwest by West
15. Northwest by North
16. North by West
Many compass dials have only these points
We now give a full compass chart, showing
printed on them, all other directions being given
all
the 32 points. (See Figure 7 on next page.)
as so many points north, south, east or west of
these. The be\inner is therefore recommended
to makehimself familiar with these first, before Variation
The north and south poles are not the only
proceeding to learn the sixteen lesser points.
two.
There are also what are known as the
There being, all together, 32 points to the commagnetic
north and south poles. The magnetic
pass, each point is equal to 11 degrees 15 minnorth
pole
is situated at 70° north latitude and
utes at its farthest extremity.
°
To "box the compass" is to call off the 32 97 west longitude; while the magnetic south
° °
points in their order from north to south by pole is situated at 70 south latitude and 145
way of east, and back to north by way of west, east longitude. These magnetic poles a fleet the
or in the same direction as the hands of a watch compass needle, and this is known as variation
598
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of the compass, and must be allowed for when
LATEST TABLE OF COMPASS VARIATIONS
steering a course. Neither is the magnetic equator the same as the earth’s equator; but it is an
Compass
Port
Longitude
irregular line, encircling the earth, and crossing
Latitude Variation
the earth’s equator twice. (Figure 8) One
Montreal
73° 30’ 13" 45 ° 34’ 47" 15° 42’
these places is near the west coast of Africa,
c
Quebe
71° 1"2’ 15" 46 ° 49’ 17" 18° 50’
and the other about the middle of tim P
acif
Belie Isle
55° 50’ 10" 51° 58’ 15" 35° 35’
O(2011,I1,

FIG. 8

In the north Atlantic, Indian, and greater
part of the south Atlantic ocean, the variation
is westerly, the needle pointing too far to the
west. In the Pacific ocean and the remainder of
1he south Atlantic, the variation is easterly, the
needle pointing too far to the east. This variation changes about once a year, and a table of
variation is always kept hung up in the ship’s
chart house.
FIG.7
tu

~\~

//
/

Cape Race
iverpol
L
Land’s End
Plymouth
Southampton
elfast
B
(;alway
n
Queenstow
Cherbourg
London
Greenwich

53 ° 4’ 19"’
’2 ° 59’ 21"
4° 15’ 53""
4 ° 8’ 53"
1 ° 24’ 7"
5 ° 44’ 19"
9 ° 16’ 0"
S° 16’ 37"
1 ° 37 27"
0° 22’ 4"2"
0 ° 0’ 0"

46° 39’ 2$"
53° 24’ 37"
50 ° 10’ 49"
7)0 ° l9’ 59"
50 ° 53’ 59"
54° 40’ 35"
53 ° 9’ 10"
51 ° 5l’ 9"
4!) ° 38’ 33"
51° 28’ ’30"
5l ° 2"2’ 12"

30°
13°
°
1G
14°
14°
1S°
18°
17°
13°
15°
15°

25’
20’
_’)0’
35’
32’
31’
19’
20’
20’
10’
10’

All variation is westerly.

There are two parts o|’ the world where there
is no variation, tim needle pointing true north.
One or’ these lines runs through North America
near Lake Erie, and
down through the south
Atlantic ocean ; another
line runs through Europe, Asia and Australia.
0
.~
Deviation is caused
by iron or steel in the
¯ ,,
~.
ship, or a cargo affec~,o
x~
ting the needle. This
must also be allowed
~,:
~
Deviation
is
~14~" for.
checked by means of a
/
~,1~,0\

"t8~g_~b,u compass
comparing
with the
on itshore,
and
ship’s compass. When
!)O°A.IW variation and deviation
are both east or west,
~o~.~o e~r~ then add them and the
~
result ,,’ill be the amount
"¢ ~o J
of variation
of the
\
needle to allo,v for, thus:
/e~e
~ N,
’ca,
Variation 15° W. q- deviation 3° W. = 18° W.
N
,r¢~
"* "),,%
to be allowed for. But if
~., ~<o
~’4"
-,
one is west and the other
~’ %
east, take the lesser
,~
1800 "~
~,
from the greater, thus:
~
Variation 15° W. -- (de~
~
S
~
¢"
viation 3 ° E. == 12°W.
to be allowed for.
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But passengers need not bother about deviation by checking their compass with the ship’s
compass hor by taking the true north and sout
with the aid of a watch. As already shown, and
comparing their compass and watch, the Iota[
variation and deviation is obtained, as the variaftion and deviation do not affect the hands o
the watch.
Leewayis the distance a boat or ship is taken
out of its course by winds, heavy seas, storms,
etc., and this must also be accounted for in
taking the distance. Example: A ship travels
140 miles, s, hut has been driven out of her course
40 miles. Then she has to regain that 40 miles
to get baek on her true course, which makes a
total of 80 miles. No she has gone only 60 miles
on her true course. (See Figure 9.)
Latitude an d longitude,
from is the latitude
and
FIG. 9
longtitude the ship is ill
60
whenshe leaves port. Lati- ’ \....
I
,/
tude and longitude in is the
~"~ ] ./g"n
latitude and longitude a ship
is in at the time of taking
hearings. To get an idea of how far a ship has
traveled, lake the number of hours since the
last bearings were taken or since the ship left
port and multiply them by the number of miles
the ship sails in an hour, allowing for leeway,
etc., and a fair estimate will be arrived at.

bell instead of 5 bells ; at 7 : 00 O’clock2 bells are
rung’, and 3 bells at 7 : 30 p.m., but at 8 : 00 p.m.
the 8 bells are rung instead of 4 bells, showing
that the four hours of the two dog-watches are
finished.
The log is a piece of wood, round on one side
and fiat on top, which is attached to a log-line
and thrown overboard.
The log-line is about 900 feet long, knotted at
intervals, with a piece of colored rag secured
to each knot. Each knot represents that part of
one mile that one-half, a minute does of one
hour, that is, one 120th part. The line, [herefore is knotted about every 503/4 feet. It is
would on a revolving spool secured to the side
of the ship. Whenthe log is thrown into t
he
,,valet the spool revolves and the line runs out.
As many knots as run out in half a minute
shows the number of miles the ship travels in
an hour; thus, ten knots in hall’ a minnie shows
the ship is traveling at the rate of ten miles an
hour. This is how the sea-mile came to be known
as a ’knot’. The newer logs are of metal, and
ix slip is inserted which registers automatically
the number of miles traveled.
A few facts about the north Atlantic. The
Atlantic Plateau extends from Cape Race in
Newfoundland to Cape Clear (Ireland),
about
1,226 miles, and it is on this plateau that the
Atlantic cable is laid. Near the west coast of
Ireland, just south of the Atlantic Plateau and
Part 3
stretching out to sea for about 400 miles west,
IME is measured at sea by bells rung every is "the Devil’s hole", a deepvalley, which never
half-hour. The ship’s chronometer is alcould be fathomed and was said by sailors to be
ways kept at Greenwich lime and date, and is
bottomless. The depth of the Devil’s hole, hownever changed. Other docks, however, are
ever, is estimated to be from live to seven miles.
changed daily. One bell is rung at 12:30, 4: 30,
There are, it is said, as many as seven ranges
and 8:30 a.m. and p.m.: 2 bells are rung at
dof submarine mountains between Europe an
1:00, 5:00, and 9:00 o’clock; 3 bells at 1:30,
America. The water of the Devil’s hole appears
5:30 and 9: 30; 4 bells at 2: 00, 6:00 and 10:00 to be jet black. The Gulf Stream, the water of
o’clock; 5 bells at 2:30, 6:30 and 10:30 o’clock; eam
which appears to be a bright blue, is a str
6 bells at 3:00, 7:00 and 1l:00 o’clock; 7 bells
of warm water of about 80° Fahrenheit.
It
at 3 :30, 7 : 30 and 11: 30 o’clock ; and 8 bells at averages, from 70 to 120 miles wide, and about
4 : 00, 8 : 00 and 12 : 00 o’clock.
2,200 feet dee]). It flows north from the Gulf
Each four hem’s is known as a watch. There of Mexico. Near the south of Newfoundlandit
is one exception: from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. is
divides. One branch flows northeast, around the
known as the first dogwatch, while from 6:00 British Isles and towards Nova Zembla; the
to 8:00 p.m. is the second dogwatch. A dog- other branch crosses to the African coast, cirwatch relieves the men every two hours, instead
cles around, and recrosses the Atlantic towards
of, every four hours, so that the men on watch he
the Caribbean sea. Just before it reaches t
change their hours daily, This is not done, how- Caribbean sea, it meets another stream, and beever, on some merchant ships, the men being on tween the two lies a currentless space of water,
watch the same time every day and every night.
where all the refuse of the ocean accumulates,
When dogwatches are kept 6:30 p.m. is 1 known as the Sargasso Sea.
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How the

New Hampshire

Vaccination

Fight

Was Won

I;y Albert W. Peacock (New Hampshire)
The Golden Age I think appeared an art
icle
INstating"
I was pardoned by the governor and
his council on May 15, 1929. On October 29,
1929, my wife wrote you I was arrested on September 30, 1929. I appealed the case and had it
filed in the superior court at Manchester, N. H.
I was called to Manchester the second Tuesday
in January, 1930, to answer to the charge. I
waived the reading or’ the charge mad was released on a $100 bond, as my attorney intended
to carry the case to the supreme court on points
of’ exception.
In March, 1931, our town lawyer, who is judge
¢)1’ our municipal court and adviser to the board
or education and the board of health, went over
to Manehester to see my attorney, to see what
he was doing toward having my case cleaned up.
lie said there were 26 in our public schools unvaccinated and my case must be cleaned up.
In a few days my attorney notified me that
the case had come up before the county solicitor
and judge and wished to know what I wished to
do about it. I notified him I refused to take the
ease out of the superior Court and told him I
realized if I was found guilty bv a jury the
county solicitor could put me to jail, and there
would be no alternative
but to go. The May
term closed with no trial and I heard nothing
more until January 20, 1932, when[ read in the
Manchester Union daily paper that my case
was not-prossed.
My attorney in Manchester
worked through my legal adviser in Dayton,
Ohio, Joseph W. Sharts. The supreme court of
NewHampshire decided early this year, in the
ease of the Covey family, Laconia, N.H, that
the board mr health must grant a certificate upon
the advice of a physician practicing in the town
in which the child resides. The Covers had four
certificates,
and the local board o( health refused to accept them, through the advice of the
slate board of health. These children and others
were out of school nearly three years.
On January 23, 1932, I received a letter from
a friend in Laconia that the children were all
notified to come back to school. All are unvaccinated and none were asked to be examined by
doctor mr nurse.
A short time before our public Schools closed
for a ten days’ vacation, in February, 1932, I
went to see one of our members of the board of
education. I told him what had happened in
601

Laconia and told him I was sending Roy to
school on February 29, and asked him to holily
the superintendent of schools to place holily
dwhere he belonged, and if he refused I woul
give him plenty of publicity. Roy went to school
on February 29 and entered the sixth grade.
He has had only a little over a year’s education
din our public schools up to the present lime, an
I think he did well. He was fifteen on March4,
l
1932 ,is 5 feet 91/2 ¯inches
tall, and weghs 154
pounds. The teacher uses him fine and he enjoys
going" to school. The Mate’s ’nol-prossing’ its
own cast shows they did not have a h,g to stand
on.

With the expense I have been put to, including" six months in jail and an average of only
four days a week for a year and a half, I am
being forced to refinance my little home in the
building and loan association. If I am successful it maykeep a roof over our heads for a spell,
and perhaps they will 1,e 1)otter satisfied than to
have a place forced on them to sell. There is no
moneyto ng
be ha,l in these times for such a thi
as a home, but it might be available for an automobile.
I do not regret what I have been through, as
gI have saved many little
children from bein
vaccinated. I understand there are about fifty
unvaccinated in our schools now.
I think mylegal adviser, Mr. Shafts, puts the
case against vaccination very well whenhe says :
dWhathas prevented smallpox front running wil
in this state is the samething that has preventedits
framing’ wild in England, Holland, and other swarming countries that havebegunto get over the vaccination delusion. Whenwe beganputting in water work
s,
sewer systems, pavedstreets, fly screens and oil-dropping automobiles in place mature-dropping
horses
and cattle, smallpox, like every other plague, bega
n
to disappearin spite of frantic efforts to keepit alive
artificially by vaccination.
In England and Holland the vaccination laws have
been greatly modifiedand today there are fewer deaths
from smallpox than ever bfore. Manyleading physiscians are beginningto recognizethe increasing death
dby heart disease, the attacks of infantile paralysis, an
especially this newscourge of "sleeping’ sickness" as
the probable results of injecting foreign substanceinto the blood stream.
*Reviewingthe case for the benefit of our readers
werecall that RoyPeacock,then a healthy ten-year-old
lad, wasdebarredfromthe public schools of his native
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1own, Milford, N. H., because he had not been vaccinated. The boy’s parents knew their rights and
acted upon them.
In the supreme court of the United States, in a
vaccination case, Jacobson vs. Commonwealth,1904,
the rule was set down that "there is, of course, a
sphere within which the individual may assert 1he
supremacy of his own will and rightfully dispute the
authority of any humangovernment, especially of any
free governmentexisting under a written constitution,
to interfere with the exercise of that will".
Under this rule the boy was entered in school again
cud again, only to be excluded. The father was informed that his son could be taken from him and
placed in an industrial school as a delinquent. T
he
father was brought into court four limes in two years,
and filled, but appealed.
Whenthe town officials found that the father could
not be intimidated or coerced into having his child
vaccinated, he received a written order from the board
of health to take his boy "out of state", and he was
given ten days to comply with this order.
Incredible as it seemed to the parents, that this
order could be in accordance with the law, they assumed it to be and complied with it. Mrs. Peacock
moved to Vermont with her young son; not, however,
without great hardship, as it necessitated leaving her
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home and family. Some weeks later, through legal
counsel, the boy and his mother were brought back
home.

Roy was again entered in school and allowed to remain a week and a day! Although the father was told
that the board of education would not give conset
to his having the boy tutored, he embraced his constitutional right to do so. With the help of a most
excellent teacher, Roy kept up his studies.
Recently Mrs. Peacock sought the advice of a former’ attorney general of the stale, who had been
strongly recommended, She was told by him that she
lind NOconstitutional rights; that the supreme court
ruling above, which was shown him, merely meant
1hat she could "move around", or go live wherever
she pleased, if she didn’t like the laws of NewHampshire. Whenthe direct question was put to him, "Is
there a statue under which a healthy NewHampshire
boy could be ordered ’OUT OF STATE’by the board
o12 health, because his parents refuse to have him vaccinated?" he declined to answer the question.
The anxiety, the expense and the self-denial endured by these eourageous parents in their struggle
to protect their son’s health created an intolerable
hardship from which they sought and at length found
relief. Other NewHampshire parents will not have
to undergo this hardship; the Peacocks have blazed
the way.--Ed.

Witness

HILADELPHIA, Pa. "May I add my letter
to the thousands of letters
you must have
received
through the program on WIP-WEAN
in our city.
"Such an outrage, to jail the ministers
because they tried
to speak the Word of God.
Asbury Park is going back to the heathen Roman days as they (the Romans) jailed the early
Christians.
"I know of the Watchtower ministers.
I contributed toward the Watch Tower Society wh
ile
I lived in Camden. I did not have to buy. The
minister offered me the books and I paid him
what he said they were worth, or what the printing cost.
"Afterwards (since being in Philadelphia),
Watchtower minister
came to my home and offered me some of the books, but 1 had no money
at the time. Then the minister offered to give
me the books if I really wanted them, but I
would not take them when I could not pay for
them. I could have had the books without any
charge. The minister did not demand any money
for them. He told me what the printing of them

Work

had cost. I could have had them for that price or
whatever I could have paid, lint, on the other
hand, I could have had them without any money,
if I would have accepted them.
"[ am a Sunday school teacher in the Episcopal church, and believe in God and ills Word.
There are, not enough people today who believe
in God and His Son, ,Jesus Christ,
and when
ministers try to take the Word of God to people,
they are jailed like thieves. Slowly the world is
traveling back to pagan days, instead of traveling on to a greater kingdom of Clod and His followers. God forbid that I should live to see the
day when God’s Word can no longer be given to
the people without the ministers’ being jailed."
WomenSmoke Fifteen

Billion

Cigarettes

"W
HILE accurate
statistics
are difficult
of
compilation,
Moody s Investment Service
and other statistical
bureaus estimate that women are now smoking 12 percent to 14 percent of
the cigarettes
smoked in America, or, in other
words, are disposing of some fifteen billion of
them annually.

From a Suburb of Asbury Park

By Clara Lois Quinney (Yew Jersey)

MAYbe of interest
ITMiss
King, our city

to you to know that
kyounger womanI would go right into the wor
clerk, and our city at- and they would surely have to arrest me. Enjoy
torney, James D. Carton, and his son, who some- and admire your articles on aluminum. Won’t
times represents the city, are Catholics, and
have a piece in my house, for years past. Have
our prosecutor Jonas Tureen, and his brother,
They
Judge Tureen, are Jews. What chance have you ? friends who have used it exclusively.
This town, as all of Jersey , is rotten. They are spend more money with doctors in a week than
against all good movements, and I know; have my family in two years, but they will not be
lived here nearly forty years. If I were a convinced.

Proofs that Death Is Decreasing
(District
I
HEREWITH
statistics.

of Columbia)

hand you some interesting
The clipping entitled "Mortality
Figures" is taken from the Director, the National Funeral Directors Association magazine,
which publishes these statistics
monthly, and
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the chart is from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, which I have used considerably
in the recent past and, when shown to business
men or laymen, seems to arouse astonishment.
I usually add the statement that we have been
telling people that millions nowliving will never
die, as shown in the Scriptures.
Now we are
showing you the same truth from the United
States Statistical
Bureau and the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company.
All of this is astounding when you consider
that murders, suicides, automobile accidents,
deaths from bootleg liquor, should be increasing
the death rate. Therefore death from what we
term natural causes is almost a thing of the
past Ten years of the January decrease, and
the undertakers will be out.
MORTALITY
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A death rate of 11.8 per thousand is announced by
the bureau of the public health service, U. S. treasury
department, for cities over 100,000 population in 1931.
Mortality
in January, 193 ° , based on reports to
the public health service, amounted to 123,970 for the
entire country. This is a decrease of 15.7 percent
from the 147,092 deaths in January 1931; a decrease
of 4.3 percent from the 129,572 deaths in January
1930, and a decrease of 30.5 percent from the 179,319
deaths in January 1929.
Deaths in February, based on corresponding
government reports, totaled 119,731 for the 29 days. This
is 9.3 percent under the 132,194 deaths in February
1931 (28 days). It is also lower than any other February since 1927.
It is estimated
at N.F.D.A. headquarters
that
total deaths in 1932 will fall 200,000 below 1931 if the
average of the earl)" weeks continues. The 1931 mortality was 1,410,365.
"If you are all going broke," the office declares
in a recent circular,
"you can understand why from

these government
figures."
6O3

Bars to Human Prosperity
are very few statesmen left on the
THERE
earth. Most men ill public life are professional politicians. Polities is their business. A
great number of them are either directly or indirectly ill the pay or some big financial institution. High finance sees to it that all the leading political parties nominate for office menthat
can be influenced t)y the corporations.
When
the election is held, no matter who loses the
corporations win and the people; pay the bills.
Then a proposed law comes before the legislative body for enactment. If it is in the interest ef high finance, it is enacted with little difficulty. But if the enactment of the law w
ould
work to the interest of the general public and
against the predatory wealth, it has little chance
to become a law. Here is a sample:
Recently the bill was pending before the
United States Congress, the purpose of which
was to provide for the construction of a great
dam across the Colorado River, which is known
row as the Hoover Dam. The dam would make
possible the reclamation and cultivation of large
areas of desert land, which would be in the in1,,rest or’ the tillers of the soil. A powerful eel
portation was opposed to the buihting of it because the dam would conflict with some or its
interests . One Josiah T. Newcombwas general
counselor for that corporation. Actively engaged in opposing the enactment of the bill he
boastingly said: "I represent an investment of
nine billion dollars, and we do not propose to
let the government enter the power business at
Boulder Dam. The bill has no chance to pass.
It will not pass. If it changes it can go through
at this session." This was equivalent to saying
that one hundred and twenty million American
people, could not have their representatives in
Congress enact a beneficial
law because one
gigantic financial institution did not want it
emitted.
The Federal Trade Commission of the United
States issued a statement to the effect that six
companies controlled in 1922 one-third of America’s water power; eight companies controlled
three-fourths o[’ the anthracite coal reserve;
and two companies controlled over half ef the
iron

ore

reserve.

These gigantic corporations could use their
powers for the general welfare of the public,
lint they do not. They use their powers selfishly
and to debauch and corrupt the lawmaking and

law-enforcement bodies of the land. Occasionally a manin politics becomesso thoroughly disgusted with the wickedness of this organized
power that he comes forth with a statement of
facts to the people, Here is a sample:
Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania said:
No one whostudies theelectrical developmentsalready achieved and those planned for the immediate
future can doubt that a unified electrical monopoly
extendinginto every
part of this nation is inevitable
in the very near future.
The question before us is not
whether there shall be such a monopoly.That wecannot prevent. The question is whether weshall regulate it or wheiherit shall regulate us.
Justice Ford, of NewYork, said:
In myexperience I have found the public service
corporations, the street railroads, the, telephone, the
lighting companiesin partieular, to be the most prolific source of polilical corruption in the state. They
more directly dependupon governmental favors than
any others, and indeed theprofits of their business
flow from the special privileges whichthey procure
and hold from 1he government,both state and municipal. In myday at Albany these corporations plied
their nefarious business of corrupting the people’s
representatives
so openlythat a blind deaf-mutecould
learn what was going on. Not that legal evidence
could be found against them. They were too shrewd
for 1hat. Butevery public man there was morally
certain as 1o what wasgoing" on, and in private concversation it was freely talked about. These publi
service corporations pollute the very fountains of
public virtue; they debauchour public servants; they
subsidize party organizations for their ownpurposes.
All the powersof government are subverted to their
base ends; andgovernmentof the people, by thepeople, for the people, is mademockery.
Even the courts, are corrupted by Big Business. WhenBig Business is pitted against the
commonpeople, the people have no show in the
courts. The words of Mr. Samuel Untermyer
are pertiment on this point; he said:
Nowhere,in our social fabric is the discrimination
between the rich and the poorso emphasizedto the
average citizen as at the bar of justice. Nowhere
should it be less .... Moneysecures the ablest and
most adroit counsel .... Evidence can be gathered
from every source. The poor must be content to forego all there advantages.
The power to make war is lodged with the
political wing of the government, but the real
power is exercised by big finance. War makes
it necessary for governments to issue bonds, to
be bought by those who haw, money. Profiteers
decide that it would be to their advantage to
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have the country go to war. They own and con-trol the largest newspapers. A systematic cam
paign of propaganda is begun and carried on
by their press. Step by step these papers recount the numerous insults to which the people
of the country haw’ been subjected, and say that
these should be resented by force of arms.
Strong appeals are made to tilt patriotism of
the people ill order to elicit their support. War
is declared 1)3’ the lawmakingbody’s yielding to
the influence of selfish interests apparently supported by the people. The politicians
quickly
pass emergency laws which compel every one of
a certain age to render military service. The
war is on, and the people are urged to buy the
bonds to carry on the war.
Then the clergy." are called into action. They
become the spellbinders. They use their pulpits
to harangue the people and urge them to go to
war. Whensome of these preachers go with an
army as spiritual advisers, they always manage
to remain at a safe distance in the rear. They
work hand in glove with their allies, Big Business and Big Politicians.
They work up great
excitement amongst the people, and then they
are ready to go to any extreme.
the young men are promised better jobs
lwhen
d they return from the war. They are to
that the war will makethe world safe for democracy and they will cover themselves with everlasting glory. They arc told that if they die on
the battle field their nameswill be inscribed up
on
tablets of honor and their souls elevated to the
highest place in the universe. After the war is
over, millions of youths fill untimely graves;
millions of others are marred for life. And so
far as the survivors are concerned, the prewar
pledges are forgotten; and the ex-soldier is
pushed aside with contempt. The war results
in millions of widows and orphans who in great
grief struggle along for existence. It is soon
found that the war has greatly increased the
tax burdens of the people. It results also in a
new crop of avaricious men who have learned
to defraud and plunder the people. No good
has resulted. The everlasting covenant that G
od
made for the preservation
of human life is
violated.-- Isa. 24: 1-6; Gen. 9:4-9.
It is the three elements, namely, High Finance, Professional Politicians,
and Faithless
Clergy, that rule the people. Whenthe war is
over, together they continue to harangue the
people, saying, "In time of peace prepare for

war. Give us more moneyto carry on our preparations. Patriotically support us, because we,
are the ones qualified to rule. Hear what we
say, because we are the representatives of God
on earth." The Federal Council of Churches
issued a proclamation following the World War,
stating, "The League of Nations . . . is the political
expression of the kingdom of God on
earth." It is well knownthat the League of Nations was proposed and carried into operation
by financiers and politicians and fully supported
by the clergy.
Yon wonder why attention is called to these
things. Is it possible to reform these three elements and make the country better by exposing
them? No; not that. The purpose is to show
that the clergymenare sailing ureter false colors
and are misleading the people; to show that
the clergymen are unsafe guides; to show the
necessity of a power greater than that of selfish
men to bring the people relief and prosperity.
Attention is called to the wickedness of Big
Finance and Big Politicians
not merely to denounce them, and with no hope of reformi
ng
them, but to show the class of men with whom
the clergymen have entered into an alliance. Men
are judged by the company that they keep. The
fact that they deny the Bible and join hands
with an oppressive class shows that the clerk, ymen are practicing a fraud upon the people, and
that so-called "organized Christianity"
is a
fraud and a snare. The people must see that
their relief cannot come from such an unholy
alliance; and seeing this, they will look to the
proper source from which relief and prosperity
will come. It is God’s due time for the people
to understand the truth.
It must be apparent to any thoughtful pernson that back of the unholy alliance there is a
unseen and evil power which has organized it
and operates and controls it. It is easy to be
seen that it is fraudulent, that it is cruel and
harsh, and oppressive. Who, then, is the mastermind that is responsible for the wicked and oppressive so-called ’Christian organization’ on
earth? There is but one answer. It is Satan,
that old ,Serpent, the Devil and god of this
world, who has formed and operates the unholy
alliance of Big Business, Big Politicians and
Big Preachers and operates it under the title
and name of "organized Christianity".
The purpose is to control the people and keep them in
subjection to the Devil, and to turn their minds
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away from the true God. This unholy alliance
rides upon the people, draws its substance from
the people, and rules the people by fraud and
coercion. The Pharisees who constituted
the
clergy of the Jews in Jesus’ day were controlled
by the Devil, as Jesus stated. (?elm 8: 43-45)
Present-day clergy are the modern Pharisees.
Jesus recognized Satan the Devil as the prince
of this world. (Matt. 4:8; John 12:31) The
Apostle Paul refers to his wicked schemes when
he says: "[Satan] the god of this world hath
blinded the minds of them which believe not,
lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ,
who is the image of God, should shine unto
them."--2 Cor. 4 : 4.
People have always understood that the rulers of this world were ruling by divine right.
That is what the churches have taught them.
’l:hat is another error they have taught. The Bible declares that Godis love. Perfect love means
the perfect expression of unselfishness.
You
can plainly see that Big Business, Professional
Politicians
and Faithless Preachers are entirely selfish in their efforts to keep the people
under control. God could not approve anything
that is wrong. God has permitted Satan and his
agencies to control the nations of the earth, and
wickedness to go on in this, that He has not
stopped it. He has been permitting the people
to be blinded nowby Satan ; but during the kingdora of Christ He will teach them that He is
the only true God and the Source of life and
blessings; and when they learn this, they will
appreciate the blessings that they may receive.
lie declares his purpose to stop wickedness and
establish righteousness for the benefit of manKind. Jehovah God, through Christ, is the best
teacher, and has given His written Word for
our study and instruction.
The invisible power that controls this world
is extremely selfish and wicked. That power is
the Devil. But that being true, what would prevent evil conditions from continuing forever?
is there no relief for the people ? you mayask.
There is complete relief, and that is near at
hand. Selfishness and wickedness have come to
a head, and a great change is impending. Long
ago God, the Creator of heaven and earth, made
a promise to Abraham: "In thy seed shall all
the nations of the earth be blessed." (Gen.
22: 18) This promise was made at the time
Abraham, in obedience to God’s command, was
offering Isaac his only son as a sacrifice. God

permitted the picture to be made, and then
stopped Abraham’s action. God was there making a great picture which foreshadowed the
manner by which He would bring blessings and
prosperity to the people. Abraham pictured
God himself; and Isaac represented
Jesus
Christ, the beloved Son of God. The "seed"
through which the promised blessing must come
is Christ Jesus our Lord. (Gal. 3 : 16, 27-29) Jehovah thus foreshadowed that lie would permit
his beloved Son to be sacrificed to provide a
redemptive price for mankind, and that thereby
man would have an opportunity to be blessed
with life and happiness.
By inheritance all men came under the condemnation. (flora. 5 : 12) The perfect man Adam
deliberately sinned in the garden of Eden. T
he
only way redemption could be had was by the
death of another perfect man. The Scriptures
declare that Jesus was made a man and dwelt
amongst men that He might redeem men from
the curse of sin and death. The love of God
made this provision, as it is written: "For God
so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life."
--John 3 : 16.
This being the way of redemption, it is the
most natural thing to expect the Devil to inculcate into the minds of his representatives, and
through them to teach the people, the doctrine
that there is no value in the sacrifice of Jesus
Christ.
The death and resurrection of ,Jesus made it
possible for men to have everlasting life, because Jesus came that the people might have
life.
(John 10:10) :By the grace of God
tasted death for every man. (Heb. 2:9; 1 Tim.
2:3-6) The Scriptures declare that His death
and resurrection are a guarantee that in God’s
dug time all menshall have a fair trial for life.
The Scriptures plainly state that God has appointed a day for this very purpose. (Acts
17:31) That day must come, and it is now at
hand. From the time of Jesus’ resurrection until Ills second coming and kingdom, God has had
the truth preached in the world that a few men
might accept it by faith and follow in Christ’s
footsteps and be witnesses for Jehovah God to
the people.
God has not interfered with Satan’s wicked
grule during that period of time. Satan, knowin
that God had promised to bring blessings to
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the people through Christ, knewthat true Christianity would be the very thing that the people
would want to learn. Therefore Satan set about
to organize a false system which he has caled
"organized Christianity",
or "Christendom";
and this he did for the purpose of deceiving the
people. Youca|| see that there is a true Christianity, and a false system which names itself
Christianity and which is extremely selfish and
wicked. You can see that such wicked system
is the work of the Devil, and not the work of
the Lord. The Scriptures also declare God’s
purpose through Christ to destroy the work of
the Devil, as it is written : "He that com
iteh
sin is of the devil; for the devil sinneth from
the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God
was manifested, that he might destroy the
works of the devil."--1 John 3:8.
That means, then, that the so-called "Christianity" of "Christendom" is the Devil’s instrument, and it is going to be destroyed. With the
destruction of that wicked system the people
will lit completely delivered. They will learn
the truth, learn that Jehovah Godis their great
Benefactor, that Jesus is their hedeemer and
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Deliverer; and they will enter upon the way of
life and prosperity.
0od caused a great picture to be made foreshadowing the fall of "Christendom’. That was
long centuries ago. The Israelites were God’s
chosen people; and they were domiciled in the
land of Egypt, where the ruler of Egypt greatly
oppressed them. They cried unto God, and God
heard their cries and sent Moses to Egypt to
act as their deliverer. (Ex. 3: 2-8) Then God
delivered Ills chosen people from Egypt by
leading them safely across the Red sea, and at
the same time destroying the Egyptian army
and rulers. In that picture Egypt represented
the Devil’s organization; and Pharaoh the king
represented the Devil himself. The Israelit
pictured or represented the peoples who desire
to know and to do God’s will. Noses, who acted
as the deliverer, represented Christ the great
Savior and Deliverer of the peoples of earth.
The overthrow of the Egyptians represented
the fall of the Devil’s organization, which ineludes "Christendom", or so-called "organized
Christianity".
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:AN IMPORTANTANNOUNCEMENT
OST of the readers of THe GOLDENAGEhave aviled
themselves of Judge Rutherford’s deeply interesting" book
VINDICATION.So interesting
is Book One of VINDICATIONthat many readers of that book, when they came to the
last page and read, "To be continued in Book Two," wrote a
letter and sent a remittance, saying that ’as soon as Book Twois
published I want it’. Well, it is going to he ready shortly; and by
"shortly" we mean about July 15.
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Now, here is a surprise! At the end o[: Book Twowill be found
the words "To be continued in Book Three"! But you will not
have to wait for that. If you sit up all night reading Book Two
and finish it by meriting’, you can start in on VINDICATION
Book Three without waiting, because the two books will be published at the same time.
It gives us great pleasure to announce VINDICATIONB
ok
Two, which deals with Ezekiel, chapters 25 to 39 inclusive, and
fVINDICAT1ON
Book Three, which deals with the remainder o
the prophecy of Ezekiel and also contains an explanation of what
was pictured by Jehu. So important is the message contained in
these two books that each one should acquaint himself with the contents as soon as possible. They are nowin course of manufacture,
and will be ready for distribution about July 15, 1932. The autograpiled edition is being offered for one dollar for the two books.
Only a limited number of this edition will be printed. Orders may
be placed now, and will be filled as soon as the books are off the
press. Remittance should accompany orders. For convenience,
use the coupon. Mailed anywhere postpaid.
The WATCH
TOWER,117 Adams St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Please send me, as soon as lmblished, Books Two and Three of
VINDICATION,autographed Edition. Enclosed find money order for $1.00.
Name

Street
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and No ..............................................

City and State .............................................

